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Introduction

Just after 11.00 a.m., every weekday that is not a bank holiday, an apparently
mundane calculation is performed at a couple of desks in an unremarkable
open-plan office in London’s Docklands. Small sets of numbers arrive electron-
ically or by telephone. The two people orchestrating the calculation correct
obvious typing mistakes and check less clear-cut discrepancies by telephone
calls: ‘Hello, it’s [X]. Just want to check the one-week on the Danish [Krone].
You guys are quoting 2.51. You want to keep it around that?’ or ‘Everyone else
is coming in a good bit under that.’ Sometimes they telephone and remind
those who should have provided figures. Once half the necessary numbers
have been input into the computer system that performs the calculation, it
begins to process them. On the day I was watching, all the inputs had been
received and checked, and the processing completed, by 11.43, and one of
the two staff members involved then said to his colleague: ‘You can publish
away.’

This undramatic sequence of events produces what is, from the view-
point of the amount of money hingeing directly on its outcome, one of
the world’s most consequential set of numbers: British Bankers’ Association
LIBOR (London Interbank Offered Rate), the dominant global benchmark for
interest rates. On the day on which I watched LIBOR being set, over $170 tril-
lion of the world’s financial ‘derivatives’ (the equivalent of around $26,000 for
every human being on earth) were indexed to LIBOR, fluctuating in value as it
changed from day to day.1 The importance of the calculation is reflected in the
arrangements if a terrorist incident or other event disrupts the office in which
I witnessed it. A nearby, similarly equipped office building is kept in constant
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readiness; dedicated lines have been laid into the homes of those responsible
for the calculation; a permanently staffed back-up site, over 250 km away, can
also calculate LIBOR. Ordinarily, LIBOR is of interest to market participants
alone, but as the ‘credit crisis’ began in 2007 its values started to be discussed
in TV news bulletins, because the market turmoil suddenly highlighted the
crucial importance of whether banks were prepared to lend to each other and
at what rates of interest.

I begin with LIBOR because attention to it is an instance of what is distinctive
about the approach to markets explored in this book. That approach is cur-
rently best exemplified in ‘social studies of finance’. The term came into use
first amongst young scholars in Paris in the late 1990s. In its broad meaning, it
signals the application to financial markets of social science disciplines beyond
economics (and also wider than those approaches to ‘behavioural finance’ that
are rooted in individual psychology), such as anthropology, gender studies,
human geography, political science, and sociology. Small numbers of scholars
in these fields have been interested in financial markets for many years,2 but
recently such interest has grown and coalesced as those involved have become
aware of what their peers in other disciplines are doing.3

A more specific meaning of ‘social studies of finance’ is, however, more
pertinent here. In this meaning, the term refers to approaches to markets that
are inspired by social science research on science and technology.4 Perhaps the
most prominent name for the latter research is ‘social studies of science’, hence
the analogous expression ‘social studies of finance’. Those who have worked
in the social studies of science and technology tend to acquire sensitivities,
interests, and intellectual resources that differ at least to a degree from those
of the wider disciplines to which we belong. (Of course, we also always borrow
from the social sciences more generally, and I have done so here. Sectarianism
is never a virtue.)

What is perhaps most characteristic of a perspective rooted in the social
studies of science and technology is its concern with the materiality of markets:
their physicality, corporeality, technicality.5 Even a financial market, trading
as it does tokens of rights and obligations rather than goods or services that
can be consumed directly, is made up of physical artefacts and technologies.
For example, as emphasized in Chapter 5, a price must take physical form—
spoken or written numbers, electronic signals, and so on—if it is to be con-
veyed from one human being or computer system to another, and the physical
form it takes is consequential.
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An emphasis on materiality points, however, to more than the importance
of objects and technologies. The human actors who make up markets are not
disembodied agents or abstract information processors, however convenient
it may be for economics to model them as such. They are embodied human
beings, and bodies are material entities. The capacities and limitations of these
material entities (including those of human brains) are hugely important to
how markets are constructed. The fact, for example, that a brain is not an
information processor with infinite capacity means that conceptual tools that
simplify the cognitive task of grasping what is going on in a market can be
enormously important. The interbank market, for example, is diverse and
hugely complicated, as one quickly learns by sitting beside the traders and bro-
kers who spend all day, every day, seeking to understand it and act within it. Yet
LIBOR condenses all that complication into a single set of numbers, making it
possible, for instance, to index $170 trillion of derivatives to conditions in the
interbank market. Such a tool is more than a representation of a market: it is a
constitutive part of economic action, shaping such action and its consequences
for market processes.

Above all, perhaps, what one might call the ‘material sociology’ inspired
by the social studies of science and technology emphasizes the technical-
ity of markets. The properties of artefacts, technological systems, concep-
tual tools, and so on are not ‘details’ that sociological analyses should set
aside: fully rounded analyses need to incorporate them. Take, for example,
Wayne Baker’s superb study of the Chicago Board Options Exchange (Baker
1981; 1984a; 1984b), still exemplary nearly three decades after its completion.6

(An ‘option’ is a security that gives its holder a right but not an obligation,
for example to buy a set number of shares or other assets at a set price.)
Baker demonstrates beautifully, using interviews, network analysis, and price
data, the consequentiality of social relations amongst option traders. Yet it
is also important that trading on the exchange was influenced by economic
models of option pricing, notably the Black–Scholes model developed by
economists Fischer Black, Myron Scholes, and Robert C. Merton. Black and
others sold paper sheets of theoretical option prices, which many traders
used to inform their trading decisions, and I have argued (in MacKenzie 2006)
that amongst the effects was to shift patterns of option prices towards the
model.

The case of options trading exemplifies a central aspect of what is distinctive
about looking at markets from the viewpoint of the social studies of science
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and technology. Economic agents such as Chicago option traders are not
just ‘naked’ human beings, nor simply human beings embedded in social
networks. Their ‘equipment’ matters. A trader equipped with Black’s sheets
was a different economic agent from one trading on the basis of intuition and
experience alone. The Black–Scholes model was indeed technical, but it was
not a ‘mere technicality’: it was a consequential part of how economic agents
were constructed. (The ‘agent’ of this book’s title is any economic actor, not
merely one who acts on behalf of another.)

The chapters that follow aim to elaborate and illustrate the ‘social studies
of finance’, in this sense of perspectives inspired by social science research on
science and technology. Chapter 2 does this by formulating a set of precepts of
work of this kind. It is aset of precepts.7 Many of them are, I think, widely
shared by those who come to the study of markets from a background in
the social studies of science and technology, but any such set is bound to be
idiosyncratic, and I have no wish to foist these precepts on my colleagues (or
even on the co-authors of Chapters 3 and 5). Furthermore, my chosen set of
precepts is clearly incomplete (especially when one shifts focus to markets in
spheres other than finance), nor are they all illustrated equally in the chapters
that follow. Nonetheless, I hope the precepts help to flesh out the approach to
the understanding of markets I am advocating.

Chapters 3 to 7 are primarily case studies, each broadly within the frame-
work outlined in Chapter 2. Chapter 3, written jointly with Iain Hardie, is orga-
nized around one of the central ideas discussed in Chapter 2: Michel Callon’s
idea of treating economic actors as made up of agencements, of combinations of
human beings, material objects, technical systems, texts, algorithms, and so
on. Hardie and I apply the notion of agencement to a category of agent that is of
growing importance in financial markets: a hedge fund. (The Glossary explains
financial market terms such as ‘hedge fund’, and the more important such
terms are also discussed in the chapters.) Our account is based upon a brief
period of observation of one particular fund’s trading, on interviews conducted
with the partners in the fund, and on a wider set of interviews with traders in
other hedge funds and in investment banks, and also with those who supply
vital services to hedge funds, such as the ‘funds of funds’ that channel capital
to them.

Like almost all sophisticated traders, the fund Hardie and I studied traded
not just basic assets such as bonds but also ‘derivatives’ of those assets: contracts
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or securities the value of which depends on the price of the underlying asset,
or on other parameters such as the probability of an issuer of bonds defaulting.
Chapter 4 examines the development of exchanges devoted to the trading
of financial derivatives. As recently as 1970, there was no financial-derivatives
exchange anywhere in the world. By the end of June 2006, contracts out-
standing on such exchanges totalled $84.4 trillion, around $13,000 for every
person on the planet. The limited literature beyond economics on derivatives
often emphasizes their ‘virtual’ nature as ‘money’s “new imaginary” ’ (Pryke
and Allen 2000). Drawing upon oral history interviews with key figures in the
development of organized derivatives trading in the USA and UK, Chapter 4
examines how those ‘virtual’ products have been brought into material exis-
tence. It explores the similarities and differences between technological inno-
vation and innovation in derivatives, and discusses the role of the ‘internal’
cultures of financial markets and of the wider culture (in particular, the
legal traces of hostility to gambling). The chapter also examines how the
fact-generation mechanisms of financial markets are crucial to derivatives
trading.

Chapter 5, co-authored with Daniel Beunza and Iain Hardie, examines a
specific form of trading that is central to how derivatives exchanges produce
facts, as well as having many other roles in financial markets: arbitrage, in
other words trading that exploits discrepancies in relative prices, for example
between an asset and a derivative of that asset. Drawing on work conducted by
Hardie and myself, and on an ethnography of a Wall Street arbitrage trading
room by Beunza and David Stark (2003; 2004; 2005), the chapter emphasizes
both the materiality of prices (as noted above, prices are physical entities,
and the extent and speed of their mobility are crucial to arbitrage) and the
delicate social relations that exist amongst arbitrageurs and between them and
others.

Chapter 6 shifts focus from financial markets themselves to the processes
that provide crucial data for those markets: the book-keeping and account-
ing that produce corporate financial statements, especially corporate earnings
(‘profits’). The chapter draws upon a body of literature in accounting, little
known outside the field, on ‘earnings management’, and on a brief case study
of a particular accounting classification by a firm heavily involved in earnings
management to emphasize the applicability to accounting of another of the
ideas discussed in Chapter 2: finitism. In the finitist perspective explored in
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that chapter, ‘[w]e could take our concepts or rules anywhere’ (Bloor 1997:
19) when we perform classifications, measure items, and follow rules, all of
which are activities central to accounting. Given that, what keeps accounting
(relatively) orderly? Chapter 6 suggests that the answer to this question is
intrinsically sociotechnical: it involves both people—not just as individuals,
but as members of the cultures of book-keeping and of accounting—and
technical systems.

Chapter 7 moves outside the sphere of finance in a narrow sense to examine
markets in pollution permits, particularly greenhouse-gas markets. It empha-
sizes several of the issues discussed in Chapter 2, such as the active role of
economics and of economists in bringing markets into being (rather than
studying them as already-existing, external ‘things’) and especially the politi-
cal nature of the detailed design of markets. Indeed, the chapter suggests that
emissions markets are politics. In particular, they are ways of undermining
inertia and achieving apparent consensus; but they also seem to displace con-
flict, which shifts focus to the rules governing trading (especially governing
the crucial matter of the allocation of permits). The ‘economic experiment’
(Muniesa and Callon 2007) of European carbon trading has so far had a mixed
outcome: for example, limited environmental impact, but a surprising degree
of success in ‘technicizing’ the politics of allocation.

Chapter 8 is the book’s conclusion. It emphasizes the modest, exploratory
nature of the previous chapters, and returns to the overall question informing
the book: what can an approach rooted in the social studies of science and
technology contribute to an understanding of markets? The chapter examines
the relations of social studies of finance to economic sociology more generally,
and makes explicit the possibility hinted at in Chapter 7: that an approach
to markets that draws upon the social studies of science and technology can
become ‘public social science’, analogous to what Burawoy (2005) calls ‘public
sociology’.

A Note re. Interview Sources

The main data source drawn on in the chapters that follow is a set of 189
interviews with people involved in financial and emissions markets as traders,
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managers, brokers, market designers, providers of administrative and other
services, accountants, and auditors. (Twenty-three of these interviews were
conducted by my colleague Iain Hardie, and sixty-six have already been drawn
upon in MacKenzie 2006.) Apart from in cases in which the identity of the
interviewee is important to an historical episode being discussed, I have fol-
lowed the preference of most of my interviewees and cited interview data
anonymously.



2

Ten Precepts for the Social
Studies of Finance

What might be involved in an approach to the study of markets, especially
of financial markets, that is inspired by the social studies of science and tech-
nology? This chapter builds on Chapter 1’s brief discussion of that question
by sketching ten precepts that might underpin research of this kind, research
that focuses on the physicality, the corporeality, and the technicality of
markets.

Precept 1: Facts Matter

Let me begin with a crucial facet of the technicality of markets: the role in
them of the production and circulation of facts. A ‘fact’ is ‘A thing known . . . to
have occurred or to be true’,1 and facts are obviously a crucial topic of the
social studies of science. That field does not ask whether claimed scientific facts
are ‘really true’, which is a question only science, not sociology, can answer.
Instead, the sociology of scientific knowledge is interested in questions such
as how facts are produced and what secures their facticity, in other words
their status as facts. ‘Produced’ is the right word: scientific facts are not in
general simply ‘out there’, awaiting the fortunate discoverer who stumbles
over them. As the Latin root of ‘fact’—facere, to make, to do—reminds us, sci-
entific facts are made: by experiment, by intellectual work, and by observation
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that is normally technologically mediated and typically is disciplined and goal-
oriented rather than haphazard.

The ‘career’ of a fact tends to make the history of its production vanish. Full-
fledged scientific facts are public, collective, ‘social’ facts, not simply private
facts: their status as facts is assessed by scientific communities, not just by
individuals.2 As one of the classic ethnographies of the production of scien-
tific facts emphasizes, to become a fact a statement must lose the ‘trace of
authorship’ in the sense of being ‘freed from the circumstances of its produc-
tion’ (Latour and Woolgar 1986: 82 and 105). If it cannot be freed from those
circumstances—if, for example, a phenomenon can be exhibited only by a
specific person or a particular laboratory, and not by others—it is normally
fated to be classed instead as an ‘artefact’: not a truth about the world, but the
spurious result of the particular procedures used in its production.

The facts that circulate in financial markets might seem weak and vulner-
able compared to those produced by a mature science. But consider British
Bankers’ Association LIBOR, London Interbank Offered Rate. The low-key
declaration, ‘You can publish away’, which I heard when standing in the Lon-
don office in which LIBOR is calculated, initiated its electronic dissemination
via multiple data providers. Almost instantaneously, it was possible at more
than half a million terminals across the globe to click a mouse a few times
and/or strike a handful of computer keys, and prompt a flow of electrical
signals that would cause the numbers calculated in the London office to appear
on screen.3

As far as I can tell, those who do this have until very recently treated the
numbers that appear as unproblematic. They have been, for example, content
to have huge sums of money change hands on the basis of what appears on
screen. Like scientific facts, LIBOR is produced rather than stumbled upon—
its production is described in Chapter 4—but like them it had been freed
almost entirely from the particular circumstances of its production. (Contro-
versy over LIBOR did, however, erupt in 2007–8 as a result of the credit crisis,
as described in Chapter 4.) Surprisingly—given the amount of money that
depends on them—no real controversy normally surrounded the numbers
that flow out of that London office.

Of course, not all efforts to give ‘market numbers’ factual status are success-
ful. Consider, for example, another daily ‘price fixing’: the 10.00 a.m. Cheddar
cheese auction conducted on the floor of the Chicago Mercantile Exchange.
A cheese auction may seem an esoteric matter of no wider interest, but the
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results of the auction are inputs into the formula that has been used since the
1930s to set the government-mandated minimum milk price received by farm-
ers in the United States, and they thus help determine the consumer prices of
dairy products in the USA. In the summer of 2006, fierce controversy erupted
in the USA over the auction. One farmers’ spokesperson claimed: ‘There are
very few buyers who are setting the price in a very thin market.’ Another
said there was ‘deep scepticism’ about the mechanism’s ‘legitimacy . . . as a
true reflector of supply and demand’, and in July 2006 six senators, including
Hillary Rodham Clinton, demanded a government investigation (Grant 2006).
The accusation, contested vigorously by traders on the Chicago Mercantile
Exchange and by others, was in effect that the results of the auction were
artefacts, not facts.4

Whether market numbers achieve the status of facts is consequential. As
discussed in Chapter 4, it is, for example, a major influence on whether deriv-
atives markets can successfully be constructed. More generally, facticity is
often a precondition for liquid markets. As Carruthers and Stinchcombe put
it, ‘liquidity is . . . an issue in the sociology of knowledge’ (1999: 393). A market
is ‘liquid’ if the items traded in it can readily be bought and sold in substantial
quantity at or close to prevailing market prices, without undue delay or heavy
transaction costs, and achieving liquidity typically requires standardization of
the items traded and, crucially, a degree of consensus on their characteristics.
The market for interest-rate derivatives, for example, would not be liquid if
each contract required the resolution of a disagreement over how interest rates
are to be measured, if each subsequent payment was vulnerable to litigation
over the adequacy of the measurement that determined its size, or if one feared
that one’s counterparties might be able to manipulate the measurement in
their favour. The contribution of the facticity of British Bankers’ Association
LIBOR to the liquidity of the interest-rate derivatives markets has been that all
these messy obstacles are avoided.

Precept 2: Actors Are Embodied

All markets, whether liquid or not, are combinations of human beings and
physical objects. It may seem too obvious to need saying (until one realizes that
few analyses of markets develop the point), but human beings have bodies, are
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bodies. Corporeality—in the sense of the material capacities and limitations of
those bodies and brains—is critical to how markets function.

In some markets, embodiment can hardly pass unnoticed. Take an ‘open-
outcry’ trading pit, a stepped amphitheatre in which deals are done by voice
or by eye contact and hand signals (see, e.g., Zaloom 2006). Crucial skills for
pit traders are to be able to detect the bodily signs of fear, which often indicate
a trader who is desperate to exit a position, and to suppress the signs of one’s
own fear. Where one stands in such a pit matters economically: the top rung
is best, because lines of sight are better there, and because it is advantageous to
be close to the big brokers, with their large volumes of customer orders, who
stand there. For that very reason, bodily position is contested. One frequently
gets jostled, or has to jostle, and fist fights aren’t uncommon. Physical height
matters, both to seeing and especially to being seen. The pit is a place of male
bodies, with women forming no more than a small minority.

It is of course the exotic nature of pit trading that makes its embodiment
stand out. As pits have declined, they have been replaced by screen-based trad-
ing, and trading by telephone already has a long history. It’s particularly easy
implicitly to posit a disembodied actor when studying such trading, because
the bodily actions involved are mostly familiar to any office worker. Much of
the time, for instance, one would be hard pushed to distinguish the physical
actions of a trader in a bank’s dealing room from those of an academic at his or
her desk. There’s a lot of sitting and staring at a screen, typing and moving
a computer mouse about, talking on the telephone, reading, chatting, and
drinking coffee. Disappointingly from the viewpoint of exoticism, shouting,
swearing, and raucous behaviour in dealing rooms are now far rarer in actual-
ity than in film portrayals.

Bodily capacities still matter, however. Let me again use the example of
LIBOR, which is pertinent here because it is an apparently disembodied set
of numbers. As described in Chapter 4, the inputs to the LIBOR calculation
come from bank dealing rooms, but they are heavily influenced by interdealer
brokers. Although brokers increasingly give their clients the capacity to trade
electronically, the core of their business was (and to a significant extent still is)
‘voice broking’. A firm’s brokers in a given market (for example, the sterling
interbank market) sit close together at a cluster of desks, with nearby clusters
handling related markets such as in interest-rate swaps. Each broker has on his
desk (it is another predominantly male niche) a ‘voicebox’—a combination of
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microphone, speaker, and switches—connected by dedicated telephone lines
to each of his clients.

Interdealer brokers do not themselves trade: if a client bank wants to borrow
money, the broker’s job is to find a bank that will lend (or vice versa). So the
key skill is knowing who wants to do what and who is prepared to do what. It
is partly a matter of fostering relationships with clients. I was repeatedly told
by interdealer brokers that theirs is ‘a relationship business’. As one of them
said to me, a broker in the ‘money market’ (the market about which LIBOR is
a ‘fact’) might ‘speak to his big clients . . . have conversations with them maybe
twenty-five times a day, which is twenty-five times as often as they speak to
their wives’.

There’s also, however, a crucial bodily skill in interdealer broking, a skill
those involved call ‘broker’s ear’: the capacity aurally to monitor what is being
said by all the other brokers at a cluster of desks, while oneself holding a
voicebox conversation with a client. As an interviewee put it:

When you’re on the desk you’re expected to hear everyone else’s conversations as well,
because they’re all relevant to you, and if you’re on the phone speaking to someone
about what’s going on in the market there could be a hot piece of information coming
in with one of your colleagues that you would want to tell your clients, so you’ve got
to be able to hear it coming in as you’re speaking to the person.

When interviewing brokers at their desks, I sometimes found ‘broker’s ear’
disconcerting. Someone could apparently be paying full attention to his con-
versation with me, when he would suddenly respond to a comment or ques-
tion from five or six desks away that I simply hadn’t heard. (The multiple
conversations make brokers’ offices noisy, and they’re more closely packed and
more raucous places than banks’ dealing rooms.) Broker’s ear is an acquired
skill: as one told me, ‘you don’t just do it from day one. . . . Some people never
make it.’

Broker’s ear helps brokers quickly to match borrowers and lenders (or in
other markets, buyers and sellers), thus contributing to the liquidity of the
interbank market, and the information that broker’s ear aggregates also helps
brokers’ clients—many of whom make the inputs to LIBOR—to understand
what are sometimes rapidly changing conditions in the interbank market. As
noted in Chapter 4, there’s no fully algorithmic way of generating an appropri-
ate LIBOR input. Judgement, based on an understanding of market conditions,
is involved, and broker’s ear is one bodily foundation of that judgement.
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Precept 3: Equipment Matters

As emphasized in Chapter 1, human bodies and brains have their limitations
as well as their remarkable capacities such as broker’s ear, and this makes their
supplementation by ‘equipment’ (physical and ‘cognitive’) crucial. A central
conjecture of the social studies of finance is that equipment matters: it changes
the nature of the economic agent, of economic action, and of markets.

Consider, for example, physical equipment such as the stock ticker (Preda
2006) or trading screens connected in electronic networks (see Knorr Cetina
and Bruegger 2000; 2002a; 2002b; Knorr Cetina 2005). Tickers and trading
screens partially circumvent the most basic of all bodily limitations—the
inability to be in two places at once—and their introduction did not simply
make existing forms of behaviour in markets more efficient: it reshaped mar-
kets.

Tickers were telegraphic price-dissemination systems, at the receiving end
of which the abbreviated names of securities, their prices, and the volumes of
trades were printed out onto paper tape. They made fine-grained knowledge
of price movements available in close to real time to geographically dispersed
market participants (at least if those participants were able to congregate in
the offices of brokers with tickers), when previously such knowledge required
one to be present physically in the exchanges where securities were traded.
Preda (2004b; 2006) conjectures, for instance, that the ticker helped prompt
the rise of ‘chartism’ or ‘technical analysis’: the belief—still widespread—that
patterns can be found in price graphs that have predictive value. The intro-
duction of trading screens was at least equally consequential: ‘ “the market”
no longer resided in a network of many places, but only in one, the screen,
which could be represented identically in all places’ (Knorr Cetina 2005: 51).
For example, as briefly discussed in Chapter 5, this altered how the pervasive
market activity of ‘arbitrage’ (the exploitation of price discrepancies) had to be
conducted.

Actors’ equipment goes beyond physical technologies: their ‘conceptual
equipment’ also matters, or so the social studies of finance posits. Financial
markets are, as noted in Chapter 1, complicated places, especially in the con-
temporary world of bewildering arrays of products and of price data that
change second by second. Given the limited memory and computational
capacity of the human brain, economic agents must develop and acquire
systematic ways of making sense of markets that reduce this complication
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to a level that is mentally tractable. Organizations must develop proce-
dures for interacting with markets, and to an increasing extent those pro-
cedures are implemented in algorithms in automated pricing, trading, and
risk-management systems. Sometimes, the ways of thinking, procedures, and
algorithms that are employed derive from financial economics, such as the
theory of options touched on in Chapter 1. Probably more often, however,
practitioners’ ways of thinking and associated ways of acting have no direct
connection to academic economics or indeed are regarded by economists as
mistaken. Chartism—using graphs of price movements to attempt to predict
future movements—is an example of the latter: financial economists regard it
as on a par with astrology, but many traders take it seriously, and act on the
basis of it.

That conceptual equipment matters is a conjecture, not a presumption.
Although individual economists (for example, Merton and Bodie 2005) have
noted its potential importance, financial economics does not treat this equip-
ment in any systematic way. It models a world in which, for example, market
processes force option prices to their ‘correct’ values, without explicit consid-
eration of the effects on those processes of whether actors have option theory
available to them. The evidence concerning the effects of its availability is not
unequivocal, but in my view supports the conclusion that actors’ deployment
of option theory did affect prices.5 It also seems likely that chartist beliefs and
procedures, if followed sufficiently widely, will affect price movements (this is
one reason that even traders sceptical of chartism cite for taking it seriously),
though there is again limited direct evidence on the point.6

Actors’ conceptual equipment can also have effects that are subtler than
influencing prices directly. One of the ways in which financial markets are
complicated is that the members of a class of products often vary in conse-
quential ways in their detailed characteristics. Thus options even on the same
underlying asset will differ: some will be ‘calls’ (options to buy the asset), and
some ‘puts’ (options to sell it), and their expiration dates will vary, as will
their exercise price (the price at which they give the right to buy or to sell
the asset in question). An important role of option theory is in permitting
the reduction of that complication to a common underlying metric: ‘implied
volatility’, the volatility (extent of fluctuations) of the price of the underlying
asset consistent with the prices of the option, according to an option-pricing
model. Translating option prices into levels of implied volatility allows the
easy comparison of options with different characteristics (the implied volatility
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of this option is 17 per cent, of that option 19 per cent . . . ), and indeed price
quotations for options are sometimes expressed as implied volatility levels
rather than amounts in dollars or other currencies. Although it would be hard
to demonstrate it quantitatively, it seems plausible that the availability of this
metric contributes to the liquidity of the options market.

‘Implied volatility’ is not unique in its role as a simplifying metric and facili-
tator of communication about the properties of financial products. Chapter 3,
for example, conjectures that the ‘yield’ of a bond plays the same role,
although the notion of ‘yield’ and the original techniques for calculating it
are old and come from ‘mixed’ (applied) mathematics rather than economics
(Hawawini and Vora 2007). Another example comes from the market for
‘credit derivatives’ such as collateralized debt obligations (CDOs), contracts
the value of which depends on the risk of default by each of a large set of
corporations or other issuers of debt (perhaps a hundred or more issuers); on
the likely extent of the pay-out, if any, to debt holders after default; and on
the extent to which the risk of default by one issuer is correlated with the risk
of default by the others. In the credit-derivatives market—which in the years
preceding 2007’s credit crisis was the ‘hot’ area of derivatives—the metric of
‘base correlation’7 seems to have a function similar to that of ‘implied volatil-
ity’ as a communicative tool. For example, it facilitates negotiation amongst
sophisticated participants. The base correlation implied by a CDO quotation
can be used as the basis for a reasoned argument why the quotation needs to
be altered.

The availability of conceptual equipment can matter even if the theory
underpinning the equipment is not understood—software systems allow
traders with only a rough grasp of the theory of options or of CDOs to cal-
culate implied volatilities or base correlations—or not believed. Those who
do understand the models that are used in such calculations frequently view
them as oversimplifications. I have, for example, yet to interview a credit-
derivatives trader who regards as adequate the ‘single-factor Gaussian cop-
ula’ model normally used in credit correlation calculations. Nevertheless, the
simple models remain in wide use. More complex models face formidable
barriers as communicative tools, because for full communication both parties
must be using the same model, and that is seldom the case once one moves
beyond simple models. Furthermore, the simple models typically have just
one free parameter—‘implied volatility’, for example—with the other para-
meters being either fixed by market convention (CDO pricing, for example,
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was often done by assuming a recovery rate after default of 40 per cent,
whatever the corporation that has issued the debt in question) or regarded
as empirically observable facts. When numbers of free parameters are larger,
or parameters do not have intuitive interpretations—as is often the case
with more complex models—communication and negotiation become much
harder.

Precept 4: Cognition and Calculation Are
Distributed and Material

‘Public facts’ such as LIBOR, technical equipment such as stock tickers, graphi-
cal representations such as those used by chartists, and ‘conceptual equipment’
such as ‘implied volatility’ or ‘base correlation’ are all aspects of the diverse
cognitive and calculative processes that take place in financial markets. These
processes are ‘distributed’ in the sense that a given task is often performed
not by a single unaided human being but by multiple human beings, objects,
and technical systems—an aspect that has been examined in other spheres
in the literature on distributed cognition (see, above all, Hutchins 1995a;
1995b).8

The social studies of finance inherits the basic conjecture of the literature on
distributed cognition. Not only can combinations of multiple human beings
and objects do things an unaided individual cannot, but the performance
of the same task by an unaided individual can be expected to have different
properties from its performance by a combination of this sort. Hutchins puts
the underlying point eloquently, deploying as his prime example navigation
as conducted in US warships. Human beings, he argues, ‘create their cognitive
powers by creating the environments in which they exercise those powers’.
To understand cognition that involves multiple collaborating human beings
and/or interaction with objects and technical systems, one must go beyond
the psychological or cognitive-science analysis ‘of the individual bounded by
the skin’. ‘[L]ocal functional systems composed of a person in interaction with
a tool have cognitive properties that are radically different from the cognitive
properties of the person alone’, and a ‘group performing [a] cognitive task
may have cognitive properties that differ from the cognitive properties of any
individual’ (Hutchins 1995a: xvi, 176, and 289).
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For example, a single human being can produce a LIBOR, but not a LIBOR
that would have the status of a fact. To have a sufficient ‘feel’ for intra-day and
day-to-day changes in conditions in the interbank market, he or she would
need to be an active participant in that market—one, for example, to whom
brokers would regard it worth their while relaying up-to-date information:
not just prices, but the nature of the underlying transactions (and some-
times even which particular banks had done what). But that participation
would make him or her an interested party. That multiple human beings are
involved in the production of LIBOR—that its production is in that sense
‘distributed’—in such a way that there is a good chance of their interests
‘cancelling out’ is an essential aspect of it being a fact, as discussed in Chapter 4.
Something similar is true of the production of corporate accounts, as outlined
in Chapter 6. Not only is that production (for any other than the smallest of
companies) beyond the powers of an individual, but such limited ‘hardness’ as
the resultant numbers possess is intrinsically bound up with the involvement
of multiple human beings in roles that are structured in part technologically.

All cognition and all calculation are physical processes (the brain is a bio-
logical organ), but the materiality of calculation is perhaps most clearly seen
when it involves extensive numerical computation. For example, theoretical
models of the value of CDOs seldom yield equations that can be solved, other
than very slowly, with the traditional material tools of pencil and paper.9

The models used for pricing CDOs run fairly quickly on modern computers,
but calculations of hedging ratios and risk-management parameters are more
demanding. Even using grids of several hundred interconnected computers,
the risk calculations can take several hours. A physical constraint becomes
relevant: heat. Many banks want crucial computations to be performed in or
close to main offices, trading floors, and risk managers, because even fibre-
optic connections are still too slow for some purposes to allow all compu-
tation to take place in distant sites. In London, though, those main offices
are often in the City, where expansion is frequently impossible or hugely
expensive. One can’t keep packing more and more computers into any given
computer room, because the heat they generate will eventually exceed the
capacity to remove it by air-conditioning. So those who sell computer hard-
ware to investment banks are aware that ‘performance per watt’ is now one of
the parameters on which that hardware is judged.

A risk-analysis computer run is a calculation ‘internal’ to a financial market.
But all such markets are connected to processes outside themselves, and this
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too involves distributed cognition and material calculation. Take the emis-
sions markets discussed in Chapter 7, for example. As the US Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), which coordinates the market in sulphur-dioxide
emissions, points out: ‘An essential feature of smoothly operating markets
is a method for measuring the commodity being traded.’10 Unaided human
senses cannot tell how much sulphur dioxide is being emitted by a smokestack,
yet for a market to work the quantity of the smokestack’s emissions must be
a fact.

Hence the importance to markets (not just in emissions, but in a huge range
of other commodities too) of ‘metrology’: of the science and technology of
measurement, in particular of standardized units and measurement proce-
dures that ensure an ohm, a centimetre, or a gram measured in one place and
at one time is sufficiently like the same quantity measured at a different place
and time.11 Each smokestack of every coal-fired or oil-fired electric power
plant in the USA (other than the very smallest such plants) now has to contain
equipment to measure the flow of gases through it (Levin and Espeland 2002).
This equipment must also sample those gases every 15 minutes, determine the
concentration of sulphur dioxide in the sample,12 and produce an electronic
record of the measurement results, which is captured by a data acquisition
and handling system and averaged to produce hourly records. The data files
containing these records are transmitted electronically to the EPA every three
months, and published via its website.13

Beneath the first layer of metrology in the sulphur-dioxide market is
another: the metrology that provides assurance that the meters are correctly
calibrated, for example by checking the output of a monitor when fed a sample
of gas not from its smokestack but from a ‘calibration cylinder’ containing a
known concentration of sulphur dioxide. Beneath that layer is yet another: the
tests and statistical procedures that measure the composition of the contents
of calibration cylinders by comparing them to standardized gas samples from
the federal agency with overall responsibility for metrological matters such
as standard reference materials, weight, and measures, the National Institute
of Standards and Technology.14 This pyramid of metrology makes sulphur-
dioxide pollution measurable: it produces facts about it, thus making the
market in emissions permits possible.

Metrology isn’t just a ‘physical’ matter; it is also political. Sulphur-dioxide
emissions could, for example, have been measured more cheaply by the
method of ‘mass balance’: by recording the amounts of coal or oil consumed
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and their sulphur content (a standard commercial datum), and then applying
correction factors—factors that were ‘well known based on engineering stud-
ies’ (Ellerman et al. 2000: 248)—to take into account the retention of sulphur
in ash and its removal by ‘scrubbers’ in smokestacks. But the resultant facts
would not have been hard enough.

Many environmentalists in the USA had deep concerns about the wisdom
and ethics of markets in pollution permits, and would have feared that utilities
could manipulate emissions data calculated in this way. Those fears might well
have tipped the political balance against the proposed market. An expensive,
largely automatic measurement system, in which corruptible human beings
played only a limited direct role, ‘was the price of assuaging environmentalist
concerns about emissions trading’ (Ellerman et al. 2000: 249). Another moti-
vation for the system was to increase market liquidity. Economist Richard
Sandor, who had long experience of the Chicago derivatives markets described
in Chapter 4, advised the EPA that it was essential that emissions measure-
ments be made public as quickly and as frequently as possible. Otherwise the
speculators who would provide liquidity would be deterred from entering the
market by the fear that the utility companies knew too much more than
they did. In Sandor’s view, only automated measurement, not mass-balance
calculations, could avoid a situation of ‘asymmetric information’ that would
damage liquidity (Sandor, interviewed by author, 19 February 2007).

Precept 5: Actors Are Agencements

One way of expressing the hypothesis that actors’ equipment is consequential
and the observation that calculation is distributed and material is to say that
actors are agencements. Although the notion of agencement is drawn from Deleuze
(for example, Deleuze and Guattari 2004; see Wise 2005), the sense in which I
use the term is more directly that in which it has been used by Michel Callon,
whose work on markets has been a major resource for the social studies of
finance.

Callon’s approach is rooted in the ‘actor-network theory’ that he devel-
oped with Bruno Latour (Callon and Latour 1981; Callon 1986; Latour 1987;
2005) and with others such as Madeleine Akrich, John Law, and Vololona
Rabeharisoa. The theory is currently perhaps the single most prominent form
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of what in Chapter 1 I called ‘material sociology’. Its most distinctive feature
is its agnosticism as to the nature of agents or actors, which are taken as
potentially including non-human entities as well as human beings. (With the
general reader in mind, I have used the word ‘agent’, not ‘actor’, in the title of
this book, but do not intend any systematic distinction between the two.)

The actor-network notion of ‘actor’ is thus quite different from the standard
sociological use of the term, which refers only to human beings. In one sense,
the actor-network notion of ‘actor’—also the related notion of ‘actant’—
simply follows how those terms are used in semiotics, especially the semiotics
of A. J. Greimas.15 (As Latour 2005: 53 puts it, some entities that ‘modify a state
of affairs by making a difference’ are ‘actants’, not ‘actors’. The difference is
that the latter have and the former have not ‘been provided in the account
with some . . . features that make them have some form or shape’.) The actors
and actants in narratives are plainly not all human beings: ‘The concept of
actant . . . applies not only to human beings but also to animals, objects, or con-
cepts’ (Greimas and Courtés 1982: 5). Where actor-network theory differs from
traditional semiotics is in applying such notions more broadly than to narra-
tives and other texts. As John Law puts it, ‘semiotics . . . tells that entities take
their form and acquire their attributes as a result of their relations with other
entities . . . actor-network theory may be understood as a semiotics of materiality.
It takes the semiotic insight . . . and applies this ruthlessly to all materials—
and not simply to those that are linguistic’ (Law 1999: 3–4, emphases in
original).

Thus Callon argues that action, ‘including its reflexive dimension that pro-
duces meaning, takes place in hybrid collectives’: combinations of ‘mater-
ial and technical devices, texts, etc.’ and human beings. In Callon’s analysis,
therefore, an economic actor is not an individual human being, nor even a
human being ‘embedded in institutions, conventions, personal relationships
or groups’ (as economic sociology posits). For Callon, an actor is ‘made up
of human bodies but also of prostheses, tools, equipment, technical devices,
algorithms, etc.’—in other words is made up of an agencement (Callon 2005:
4–5).

There is a deliberate word-play in the notion of agencement. Agencer is to
arrange or to fit together: in one sense, un agencement is thus an assemblage,
arrangement, configuration, or layout. The referent in everyday French is
often physical, such as the parts of a machine; indeed, in ordinary parlance,
les agencements are fixtures and fittings, and to be bien agencé is to be well equipped
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(Collin, Knox, Ledésert, and Ledésert 1982). The other side of the word-play,
however, is agence: agency. (I retain the French agencement because this word-play
does not carry over into the term’s usual English rendering as ‘assemblage’,
which thus has somewhat too passive a connotation.) As Callon and Caliskan
(2005: 24–5) put it: ‘Agencements denote socio-technical arrangements when
they are considered from the point [of] view of their capacity to act and to
give meaning to action.’

The notion that actors are sociotechnical combinations—that they are
agencements—has the virtue of implicitly highlighting the question of the attri-
bution of agency, in the sense of the capacity for intentional action. (Note
that this is a weaker sense of ‘agency’ than a common sociological use of the
term to mean the capacity for intentional action that alters social structures.)
Ordinarily, we think of agency in markets as residing in individual human
beings, but that attribution is not inevitable. The law of contract, for example,
often attributes aspects of agency not to individuals but to the organizations
to which they belong. An intrinsic aspect of making a deal—a commonplace
intentional action in financial markets—is the taking on of commitments, for
example to deliver securities or money (at least the electronic traces thereof).
While traders may speak or type the words that bring a deal into being, those
words commit not those who have spoken or typed them but the organiza-
tions of which they are members. Should the individuals in question leave
those organizations, these obligations do not depart with them.

Much of the sometimes fierce debate around actor-network theory that has
taken place within the social studies of science and technology has concerned
the attribution of agency to non-human entities (see, especially, Collins and
Yearley 1992). At least equally interesting from the viewpoint of markets,
however, is how the attribution of agency distributes it across human beings.
Sometimes, for example, the agency of traders is denied. For instance, prior to
the introduction of sufficiently small and portable computers, traders making
use of option theory usually did so by consulting paper sheets of theoretical
option values. In both Chicago and London, those who did this were fre-
quently referred to by their peers as ‘sheet monkeys’: agency-less slaves of
the physical sheets and of the mathematical model embodied in them. The
present-day equivalent epithet is ‘F9 monkey’. Pressing the F9 key when using
a spreadsheet instructs the program to perform the calculations implemented
in the spreadsheet, and an ‘F9 monkey’ is someone who allows the resultant
number or numbers to determine their actions.
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The attribution of agency is often interwoven with issues of gender. Thus
one sheet-using options trader told me that others questioned the masculinity
of the use of sheets. Fellow traders ‘would laugh at you and try to intimidate
you out of the [trading] pit, saying, “You’re not a man if you’re using those
theoretical value sheets.” They’d take your sheets and throw them down on
the floor and say, “Be a man. Trade like a man. . . . You shouldn’t be here.
You’re not a trader. You can’t trade without those” ’ (MacKenzie and Millo
2003: 124). My colleague Lucia Siu has discovered that in at least two of China’s
commodity futures exchanges most traders are women. Although their roles
as trading intermediaries are similar to those of many of their predominantly
male Western counterparts, their jobs lack the prestige and high rewards of
the latter. They are seen more as the tools of other actors, and the skill and
initiative they bring to their trading are largely disregarded.

The notion of agencement thus has a virtue that is not amongst those stan-
dardly claimed for actor-network theory. Tracing the agencement making up
an economic actor, rather than focusing exclusively on what one might call
action’s glamorous agential peaks, broadens the field of view of the social-
science investigation of finance, not just towards things but towards less
high-status human beings. There has, for example, been considerable atten-
tion to accountants, to their professionalization and regulation, and so on.
The detailed content of the work of their lower-status counterparts, book-
keepers, has in contrast almost never been studied by social scientists, yet—
as emphasized in Chapter 6—it is book-keepers who typically perform the
primary classificatory acts that are the foundation of corporate accounts.16

Again, gender is involved. The bifurcation of the task of producing accounts
that took place from the late nineteenth century onwards became a gendered
bifurcation, a separation between the almost exclusively male professional
and the clerk, who was increasingly likely to be female (Kirkham and Loft
1993).

Another virtue of the notion of agencement is that it suggests that actors
should not be seen as having fixed natures or fixed characteristics. The equip-
ment that makes an actor what it is, the particular material processes of
calculation it engages in, the specifics of the distribution of cognition—all
these shape the nature of actors, or so the social studies of finance postulates.
Again, the point is fundamentally an actor-network theory one: ‘actors are
network effects. They take the attributes of the entities which they include’
(Law 1999: 5).
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Consider rationality, for example. The central divide in modern financial
economics is between the orthodox view of actors as rational and the ‘behav-
ioural finance’ view of actors as subject to systematic psychological biases of
the kind identified in the experimental work of Daniel Kahneman and Amos
Tversky (for example, Kahneman and Tversky 1979). Implicitly or explicitly,
both views conceive of the actor as an individual human being or akin to such
a human. Typically, neither view takes into account in any systematic fashion
the ways, discussed above, in which individual human beings are embedded
in agencements of multiple other human beings and technical and conceptual
equipment.

Rather than endorsing either the rational-actor or behavioural-finance
viewpoints, the social studies of finance investigates how the nature of actors
is shaped by the agencements that constitute them. For example, the incorpor-
ation of concepts and procedures from economics into actors’ conceptual
equipment may make the behaviour of actors more rational, in the sense of
becoming closer to the postulates of economic models. At its most basic, a
human being equipped with a financial calculator is a different actor from
one without one. I was amused, for example, to discover some years ago that
colleagues who were using classroom experiments to illustrate behavioural
finance insisted that their students (employees in the finance sector) not bring
their financial calculators with them. The calculator made the student too
rational!

The claim that the attributes of actors are not fixed can be extended beyond
rationality to the other stereotyped attribute of the economic actor: selfish-
ness. It is easy to assume that the individuals and organizations in financial
markets are motivated uniformly by private monetary gain alone. However,
significant aspects of those markets are gift economies. For example, those who
make inputs into the LIBOR calculation are not paid to do so, and the data
providers that disseminate LIBOR pay the British Bankers’ Association only
a modest fee. Furthermore, many aspects of financial markets rely on trust,
for example that a deal made verbally between traders will be honoured even
if subsequent price movements render it disadvantageous. It is not accidental
that the coat of arms of the London Stock Exchange bears the motto dictum
meum pactum: my word is my bond. Any pre-digital financial market would have
been hamstrung if verbal commitments could not in practice be relied upon.
Even in today’s derivatives markets, deals are often struck informally and full
confirmations by fax or electronically follow only days or weeks later.
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Selfishness is perhaps most interesting in relation to collective-action prob-
lems. These are situations in which there is a course of action available that
will be of net benefit to all those concerned, but in which the benefit cannot
be restricted to those who have taken part in the action, and the benefit to each
participant resulting from his or her individual contribution is outweighed by
the cost of that contribution. In such situations, selfishly rational actors will
free-ride, leaving it to others to take the necessary action, which will therefore
not happen if all those involved are rational egoists. Typical examples are cases
in which traders need to forgo private profit-making opportunities in order to
benefit their market as a whole (for example, by preserving its reputation for
orderliness or probity),17 or in order to preserve a tacit price-fixing agreement
from which they all gain.

Gifts, trust, and collective action are of course questions of status and of
culture. As all social scientists know, gifts should not be thought of as arbitrary
altruism: to be invited to join one of the British Bankers’ Association’s LIBOR
Contribution Panels increases a bank’s standing in the market in question.
London’s tradition of ‘gentlemanly capitalism’ (Thompson 1997) helped make
dictum meum pactum not an entirely empty boast: to renege on a verbal promise
would demonstrate that one was not a gentleman. Yet physical setting and
technology may matter too. The experimental evidence on collective action
suggests that it is easier to sustain in contexts of face-to-face interaction,
and ‘open-outcry’ trading pits provided just such a context.18 Free-riding and
defection for private benefit from tacit ‘sharing’ agreements may be harder for
other traders to detect when trading is conducted by telephone or electroni-
cally, and traders in those contexts may not be able to express their disapproval
as effectively as they can in face-to-face interaction.

The issue of whether and how actors can be configured so that they will
contribute to collective action, rather than free-ride, is particularly pressing
in relation to environmental questions, many of which are collective-action
and/or inter-generational problems. As noted above, sulphur-dioxide metrol-
ogy was mobilized in the USA as the foundation of a market. In Europe, it
became part of a sociotechnical system designed to promote international
collective action by making both contributions and free-riding visible: ‘tote-
board diplomacy’ as it has been called by the main study of it.19 (A ‘tote-
board’ is a public indicator of the level of contributions to a drive to raise funds
for charity. The role of a similar ‘technology of altruism’ in ‘Téléthon’ tele-
vision fund-raising is noted by Callon and Law 2005.) The United Kingdom’s
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reputation in the 1980s and 1990s as the free-riding ‘dirty man of Europe’—a
reputation that was damaging to the then Conservative government—arose
from the visibility of its apparent failure in this respect.20

It is also important that the course of action that is in an actor’s interest is
often not self-evident, and decision makers are at least sometimes influenced
by calculations performed by economists and other professional cost–benefit
analysts. (Again, actors sometimes seem to need economists to help them be
rational!) Thus the Montreal Protocol, the international agreement phasing
out ozone-depleting substances, was facilitated by a cost–benefit analysis by
the Environmental Protection Agency that was accepted as in effect showing
that for the United States the issue was not a collective-action problem: the
costs to the USA of phasing out ozone depleters would be outweighed by
the benefits of its own restraint, even if no other country exercised restraint
(Barrett 2003: 227–30). A similar cost–benefit analysis from the President’s
Council of Economic Advisors had a significant influence in debates in Wash-
ington: it helped defeat opponents of the protocol and persuade key officials
(Benedick 1991).

In contrast, international action to slow global warming may be being
hampered at least to some degree by the absence of a similarly authoritative
calculation. The UK Treasury’s review, led by the economist Sir Nicholas Stern,
was intended to provide it, and the review (Stern 2007) indeed concluded that
the global costs of curbing emissions are outweighed by the global benefits of
doing so. However, the review’s methodology—particularly its approach to
the numerically dominant factor in such calculations, the choice of the ‘dis-
count rate’ used to calculate the present value of future costs and benefits—
has proved controversial, and consensus has not emerged.

It would, of course, be hopelessly naive to imagine that political (or indeed
managerial) decisions are simply the result of cost–benefit analyses. The point,
rather, is this. If action is shaped by actors’ interests (a plausible proposition
shared by social science perspectives ranging from Marxism to rational-choice
theory), then attention must be paid to the material calculation of those
interests. Everyone I’ve met in financial markets wants to make money, but
it hardly advances the study of such markets to note that this interest is per-
vasive. What one needs to examine is how beliefs about markets, physical and
conceptual tools, the structure of the connections between actors (Burt 2005),
and so on influence calculations. Interests are not given: they are calculated
within agencements.
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Precept 6: Classification and Rule Following Are
Finitist Processes

As the above discussion indicates, actor-network theory has been an important
inspiration for social studies of science. It would, however, be a mistake for
the field to restrict itself to a single set of intellectual resources. A different
intellectual tradition from the social studies of science and technology (and
related fields) has much to offer too: finitism.21

From the viewpoint of this book, finitism is most easily introduced as a
theory of the application of terms to instances or particulars. Consider a term
‘A’, which could be an everyday word such as ‘walk’ or ‘red’; a mathematical
term such as ‘converge’ or ‘polyhedron’ (Lakatos 1976); or—as discussed in
Chapter 6—an accounting term such as ‘depreciate’, ‘asset’, or ‘finance lease’.

One view of the application of terms to instances is to conceive of terms
as having fixed meanings. Once we have decided, individually or collectively,
what a term means, then the infinite universe of items, processes, activities,
states of affairs, and other particulars is divided up into instances of A and of
not-A: red items and items that are not red; walking and activities that are
not walking, such as running; polyhedra and entities that are not polyhe-
dra; purchases of capital assets and activities that are not purchases of capital
assets; ‘finance leases’ and states of affairs, such as operating leases, that are
not ‘finance leases’; and so on.22 On this view of meaning, which is sometimes
called ‘extensional semantics’, a term’s ‘extension’—the ‘set of things of which
it is true’ (Barnes 1982: 31)—is fixed in advance of usage of the term. It may
sometimes be difficult to determine whether a newly encountered particular
is an instance of A or not, but if extensional semantics is correct the difficulty
is merely empirical.

In contrast, finitism denies that the universe of all the items and activities
that may ever be encountered should be thought of as divided up in advance
into instances of A and of not-A. All we ever have—as individuals or as an
entire culture—is a finite set of past applications of ‘A’ to particulars. When
a new particular is encountered, the difficulty is more than the empirical one
of determining its properties: we need to decide whether it is sufficiently like
the previous particulars we have classed as A to warrant that classification. No
two directly observable entities or activities are ever entirely identical; there are
always differences between them that could be pointed to as well as similarities;
‘every situation is in detail different from every other’ (Hesse 1974: 12).
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Figure 2.1. Extensional semantics and finitism
Source: Redrawn from figure in Barry Barnes, T. S. Kuhn and Social Science, 1982, The Macmillan Press Limited,
reproduced with permission of Palgrave Macmillan.

Extensional semantics and finitism are neatly summarized by the sociologist
of science Barry Barnes in the diagram I have reproduced as Figure 2.1. Note
that finitism goes beyond the assertion that meanings are social conventions
(Barnes, Bloor, and Henry 1996). That assertion is entirely compatible with
the extensional-semantics view that once the meaning of ‘A’ is chosen, the
instances to which it correctly applies are then fixed. Rather, in a finitist
perspective every application of a term to an instance is implicitly a decision.
Not only is the extent of similarity to previous particulars classed as A always
in principle contestable, but those previous instances are always revisable: we
may decide that one or more previous applications of ‘A’ were mistaken.

An area in which finitism is of particular importance is in understanding
what it is to follow a rule, the classic discussion of which is in Wittgenstein
(1967). Rule following matters for the understanding of financial markets
because of the extent to which they are rule-governed. As Vogel (1996)
suggests, although we think of the current epoch as one of ‘deregulation’ of
markets, rules are proliferating. In apparent paradox, creating ‘freer markets’
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demands ‘more rules’. In particular, accounting—the topic of Chapter 6—is
an activity that is subject to a very extensive body of rules.

According to finitism, ‘nothing in [a] rule itself fixes its application in a
given case’ (Barnes 1995: 202). Consider, for example, the sixth commandment,
‘Thou shalt not kill’. It seems a straightforward enough prohibition, but con-
sider its application to enemy soldiers, enemy civilians (as ‘collateral damage’),
terminally ill people in great pain who have expressed a wish to die, human
foetuses, animals (in experiments), animals (for food), and so on. What the
commandment implies for each of these has been the object of fiercely varying
instincts.

Murder may seem too easy an example with which to illustrate rule
finitism, but consider a harder case: chess. It lacks murder’s moral significance,
and is a ‘micro world’: a limited, artificial domain, deliberately stripped of
ambiguity.23 (Chess has, for instance, been relatively easy to automate.) Here,
surely, we should find rules to which extensional semantics applies. Consider,
though, the puzzle reproduced in Figure 2.2. White, to play, must deliver

Figure 2.2. White to play and mate in a single move
Source: Puzzle composed by Richard Haddrell.
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checkmate in a single move. The solution is that white moves his or her most
advanced pawn to the eighth rank and replaces it with the rook that currently
blocks the diagonal from the white bishop to the black king. The latter is thus
exposed to check, and has no flight square because the rook now controls the
eighth rank. It is checkmate.

Any chess player will respond that the ‘solution’ is not a legal move: it is
contrary to the rules of chess. Consider, however, the pawn-promotion rule
as it stood in the Laws of Chess in May 2005: ‘When a pawn reaches the rank
furthest from its starting position it must be exchanged as part of the same
move for a queen, rook, bishop or knight of the same colour’ (FIDE 2005a: rule
3.7.e). The solution to the puzzle could, in principle, surely be defended as a
reasonable interpretation of what it is to ‘exchange’ the pawn for a rook. One
could of course imagine a rule of interpretation being added to seek to specify
what the pawn-promotion rule means, but if finitism is correct that is simply
to enter a regress, since the rule of interpretation will itself contain terms that
need to be interpreted.24 (One explanation of the sheer volume of the rules
governing financial markets, especially governing accounting in the USA, is
precisely that this regress has been entered.)

The chief advantage of finitism as a resource for the analysis of financial
markets is less the way in which it highlights the in-principle flexibility of
classification and rule following (a point that many in the finance sector are
already well aware of) than the way in which—precisely by highlighting that
in-principle flexibility—it channels attention to the factors that in practice
constrain it. As the philosopher and sociologist of science David Bloor puts
it, in a passage of which I have already quoted part in Chapter 1:

According to meaning finitism, we create meaning as we move from case to case. We
could take our concepts or rules anywhere, in any direction . . . We are not prevented
by ‘logic’ or by ‘meanings’ from doing this . . . The real sources of constraint [are] our
instincts, our biological nature, our sense experience, our interactions with other
people, our immediate purposes, our training, our anticipation of and response to
sanctions, and so on through the gamut of causes, starting with the psychological and
ending with the sociological. (Bloor 1997: 19–20, emphasis in original)

An actor-network theorist—attuned to the ways in which technologies
(walls, weapons, prisons, writing . . . ) contribute to the production of social
order—would want to add ‘things’ or ‘technologies’ to Bloor’s list. I think
that’s right. Consider the chess puzzle. If a similar position appeared in a chess
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tournament, and a player overcame his or her instincts sufficiently to play a
move analogous to the ‘solution’, what would stop it being successful is indeed
‘interactions with other people’: the opponent and tournament controller
would not accept it. But if one were playing a chess computer, the constraint
is technological: the move could not be input into the machine (at least unless
one had access to the source code of the chess program and the skills to alter
it). As will be seen in Chapter 6, it’s the same with accounting. Constraint
comes not only from other people, but also from machines.

Precept 7: Economics Does Things

Researchers in the wider social sciences who study markets, for example eco-
nomic sociologists, often see themselves as in competition with economics.
There is no reason why that should be the case for social studies of finance.
Modern financial economics, for example, offers an analysis of markets that
is remarkably successful—more successful than any systematic alternative
(behavioural finance included)—and the social studies of finance should not,
in my view, see itself as committed to disputing that success.

That attitude comes naturally to someone with a background in the social
studies of science. No philosopher, historian, or sociologist of physics sees
him- or herself as in competition with physics. (It’s not that the knowledge
produced by the natural sciences can’t or shouldn’t be contested, but that to
contest it is to do science, not to analyse it sociologically.) However, the attitude
should not become simply complacent acceptance of a hegemonic discipline.
If a material sociology of markets is to talk about economics—and it needs
to—it must have something interesting to say.

A promising line of enquiry in regard to financial economics explores the
hypothesis that the field’s success is in part a ‘performative’ success, not simply
a descriptive or analytical success. The term ‘performative’ was coined by
the philosopher J. L. Austin, and a basic usage is to distinguish utterances
that do things—‘I apologize’, which if one says it is an apology—from utter-
ances that report on states of affairs separate from the utterance, such as
‘It is raining’ (see Austin 1962). An economic model, for example, is some-
times not simply a representation of a market as an entity entirely separate
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from the model, but a tool used by market participants, and sometimes the
widespread use of such a tool can change markets in consequential ways
(MacKenzie 2006). Applying the notion of ‘performativity’ to economics (as
done influentially in Callon 1998) thus suggests the hypothesis that financial
economics succeeds because it has been able to reshape the world. By being
incorporated into regulatory structures, pricing software, trading strategies,
and so on, it has created conditions of which it is a reasonably good empirical
description.

Note that suggesting that economics is performative is not quite the same
as saying that ideas from economics influence people. They do, in the sense
that those who have taken an economics degree or an economics-influenced
MBA do seem often to think differently from those who haven’t. But as I’ve
emphasized above, an economic model embodied in a system for pricing and
risk management can have effects even if the users of the system don’t believe
the model, don’t understand it, or even don’t know that it exists. Economics is
embodied in procedures and physical artefacts, not just in ideas.

Since I have discussed the performativity of financial economics at length
elsewhere,25 I give a different example of the precept that ‘economics does
things’ in this book: the part played by economics and by economists in the
establishment of the markets for emissions permits. It’s actually a more clear-
cut case of the precept, because unlike most of the markets analysed by finan-
cial economists emissions markets did not previously exist: they were invented
by economists. They’re thus not a challenging case from the viewpoint of
establishing that economics does things, but the emergence of these markets
is nonetheless worth attention because of the pivotal place that they now
occupy in environmental policy and politics.

Precept 8: Innovation Isn’t Linear

Part of what makes the role of economists in inventing emissions markets
interesting is that invention is not the simple thing envisioned by a ‘linear’
view of technological innovation, and ‘the performativity of economics’ is
misread if seen through the lens of a linear view, as it has been by some critics
of the notion.26 In such a view, to put matters very simply, the first step
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is when scientists discover features of the natural world. Next, the practical
implications of those discoveries are deduced by technologists and become
inventions. Those inventions then diffuse, and have effects on societies and
economies.

All aspects of a linear view of innovation have been criticized for several
decades—a still-useful account of many of its flaws can be found in Barnes and
Edge (1982)—and indeed it’s questionable just how widely it was ever believed,
at least in the above simple, stark form (Edgerton 2004).27 I have already
touched upon the weakness of the notion of scientific ‘discovery’ when it is
interpreted to mean stumbling over what is already there. Nor is technological
innovation simply the deduction of the implications of scientific discovery.
Technologists may or may not draw upon science, and when they do they
use it creatively as a resource rather than simply deducing its implications.
Much innovation takes place during diffusion: Fleck (1994) calls this ‘innofu-
sion’. The users of technologies are often an important source of innovation
(Oudshoorn and Pinch 2003). Technologies are shaped to fit their ‘contexts’
(MacKenzie and Wajcman 1999), and ‘contexts’ are often deliberately reshaped
to fit technologies (MacKenzie 1990), rather simply changing in response to
adoption of those technologies.

As Callon (2007) suggests, a linear view of the performativity of economics
would be no more valid than a linear view of technological innovation. New
financial products and trading mechanisms can indeed be viewed as innova-
tions (as Chapter 4 discusses), and economics is reasonably often drawn upon
in these innovations. However, it is not the only source of them, and the out-
come of processes of economic innovation is affected by many other factors.
Financial innovation is shaped by matters such as legal structures, political
processes, and even by broader cultural differences: the ‘cultural geographies’
discussed in Chapter 4. The markets in emissions permits are indeed econo-
mists’ inventions, but as discussed in Chapter 7, they are shaped by much more
than the intentions of their inventors.

Precept 9: Market Design Is a Political Matter

That linear views are invalid has an important consequence. If the process
by which technologies or markets develop were as a linear model posits,
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the politics of technology (or the politics of markets) would be reduced
to a simple but unattractive set of choices: to embrace innovation indis-
criminately; to acquiesce passively; or to resist innovation. However, because
linear views of innovation are false, a more discriminating and nuanced pol-
itics of technology, seeking actively to shape the innovation process and
its outcomes, is possible, and the same is surely true of the politics of
markets.

The desire to provide a straightforward illustration of the way in which mar-
ket design is a political matter is the main reason why this book goes beyond
financial markets to examine the new markets in carbon emissions. The detail
of their design is enormously consequential, and it is being contested politically
(although on nothing like the scale that the issue’s importance deserves).
The carbon markets are, however, no more than an illustration. That the
design of markets—for example, the formal and informal rules that govern
them—is a political matter is true more widely. Apparently minor matters—
‘technicalities’, often technicalities little understood by non-participants—can
have big effects, for example, giving advantages to some actors and some strate-
gies and disadvantaging others. (My favourite example, discussed in Chap-
ter 5, is the ‘uptick rule’ in the USA, which translated into political terms
made it harder to vote ‘against’ a corporation than ‘for’ it.) An effective pol-
itics of markets—whether ‘left-wing’ or ‘right-wing’ in inspiration—needs to
engage with such apparent ‘technicalities’, not just with the overall virtues
and demerits of markets.

Precept 10: Scales Aren’t Stable

A prejudice that impedes the development of a politics of markets of the above
kind is the tendency to divide phenomena into small, ‘micro’ phenomena
(details, technicalities, interpersonal interactions, and so on) and big, ‘macro’
phenomena (globalization, neoliberalism, capitalism, the international system
of states, and so on) and to think of only the latter as political.

A material sociology of markets should be suspicious of the assumption
that scales are fixed: that ‘micro’ phenomena will remain small, and ‘macro’
phenomena stay big. In science and technology it is frequently the ‘details’ and
the ‘technicalities’ that matter, separating a successful experiment or machine
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from a failure. An important emphasis in science and technology studies is the
need to ‘open the black box’, to investigate the contents, normally hidden,
of successful procedures and successful machines. (In engineers’ terminology,
a ‘black box’ is a device the internal structure of which is opaque or can be
disregarded, and which can be treated simply as transforming given inputs
into predictable, appropriate outputs.) So long as they ‘work’, black boxes are
an important source of power: indeed, on an actor-network view they are the
only source of power. ‘A macro-actor’, wrote Callon and Latour in the first
exposition in English of actor-network theory, ‘is a micro-actor seated on black
boxes’ (1981: 299).

The most vivid instances of changes in scale are those in which apparently
‘micro’ matters (patterns of social relations among small numbers of people,
‘technicalities’, and so on) become large. I’ve discussed elsewhere a vivid exam-
ple of the first—the ‘imitative’ trading amongst arbitrageurs, many of whom
knew each other personally, that led to the downfall of the hedge fund Long-
Term Capital Management and to the near-paralysis of significant parts of the
global financial markets (MacKenzie 2003)—so let me here offer an example of
the second. It indeed concerns a small technicality: the arithmetic of security
prices.

Until 1997, stock prices in the USA were denominated in eighths of a dollar,
so a stock could cost $453/8 ($45.375), but was not allowed to have a price
of, for example, $45.37, $45.38, or $45.40. Research by two financial econo-
mists, William Christie and Paul Schultz (1994), found that broker-dealers
on NASDAQ (the National Association of Security Dealers Automated Quo-
tation system) rarely posted price quotations that ended in an odd eighth
(1/8, 3/8, 5/8, or 7/8). Subsequent investigation by the Department of Justice
and Securities and Exchange Commission of 4,500 hours of broker-dealers’
tape-recorded telephone calls found that this was a market norm, not just
a statistical quirk, with broker-dealers phoning each other about odd-eighth
quotes:

Trader 1: Who trades CMCAF [Comcast UK Cable Partners Ltd.] in your
place without yelling it out?

Trader 2: . . . Sammy
Trader 1: Sammy who?
Trader 2: It may be the foreign department . . .
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Trader 1: What?
Trader 2: The foreign didn’t realize they had to trade it.
Trader 1: Well, he’s trading it in an eighth and he’s embarrassing . . .
Trader 2: . . . foreign department
Trader 1: He’s trading it in eighths and he’s embarrassing your firm.
Trader 2: I understand.
Trader 1: You know. I would tell him to straighten up his [expletive

deleted] act and stop being a moron.
(Department of Justice 1996: 25–6)

It is common in many markets for prices to cluster at round numbers, and
there were possible innocent explanations, to do with the limited processing
capacity of human brains, for the avoidance of odd eighths. Round numbers
(in this case, zero, a quarter, a half, three-quarters) are cognitively salient to
human beings (Yule 1927) and the use of coarse units—quarters, not eighths—
as a market norm may reduce the risk of error and minimize negotiation
(Harris 1991).28 However, Christie and Schultz suspected implicit collusion to
keep the spread between the highest ‘bid’ price at which a dealer would buy
a stock and the lowest ‘offer’ price at which a dealer would sell it at least
at 25 cents, not 12.5 cents.29 An informal ‘no odd eighths’ rule would make
defection from a tacit agreement of this kind instantly visible when NASDAQ
broker-dealers scrutinized their peers’ on-screen prices. (The norm is of inter-
est in the light of the above discussion of collective action in that NASDAQ is
not a face-to-face market. The collective action aspect arises because a broker-
dealer using only even-eighth quotes was forgoing market share that would
have been obtained by posting bids or offers that were an eighth better than
his or her competitors’.)

The issue ‘scaled up’ in a literal sense. Twelve and a half cents per share
becomes a huge sum when aggregated over transactions involving billions of
shares: a class-action law suit by NASDAQ investors led to the payment of
damages reported to be $910 million, then ‘the largest civil antitrust settle-
ment in history’ (Ingebretsen 2002: 153). It also scaled up in a wider way. The
crisis destabilized NASDAQ, arguably the world’s second most important stock
market (after the New York Stock Exchange). The Securities and Exchange
Commission responded to the odd-eighths episode by insisting on changed
access and order-handling rules, amongst the effects of which was to create
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opportunities for fast, low-cost stock trading by direct computerized match-
ing of buy and sell orders, with no mediation by brokers. This made possible
‘day trading’ by lay people, which became widespread in the USA in the late
1990s and was, for example, a component of the dot.com boom. An apparent
technicality of the arithmetic of stock prices helped shift the technological
foundations and wider cultural economy of stock trading in the United States.
Scales were indeed not stable.
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Assembling an Economic Actor

with Iain Hardie

London: Wednesday, 5 January 2005. Hardie and MacKenzie are observing trad-
ing by a hedge fund. With traditional investment vehicles producing poor
returns, hedge funds have been growing rapidly in number and in capital.
They tend to cluster in particular places, notably in New York (some in mid-
town Manhattan, but mainly in the northern suburbs, especially Greenwich,
Connecticut) and in the area in which we are: in and around Mayfair and
St James’s in London’s West End.

The room we are sitting in is neither ostentatious nor large: even hedge
funds managing hundreds or billions of dollars are small organizations, and
this one is made up of only five people. The room faces off the street, and often
the only noises to be heard are typing on keyboards and the hum of the fan
cooling the fund’s powerful computer server. Yet the world is continuously
being brought into this quiet room.

At noon, Europe’s three-minute silence to commemorate the victims of the
Asian tsunami is observed. Electronic mail from other market participants,
often at major investment banks, arrives almost continuously: it brings elec-
tronic traces of prices and other news; analyses of markets; confirmation of
trades; and so on. Screens display numbers representing indicative prices in the
markets in which the fund concentrates: emerging market bonds, the ‘credit
default swaps’ that provide protection if a bond issuer defaults, and curren-
cies. A scrolling on-screen ‘ticker’ lists major transactions in emerging-market
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bonds. Telephone conversations take place. Most are brief: often, the fund’s
main trader is seeking price quotations, and if the numbers he is quoted down
the telephone line are attractive, a purchase or sale worth as much as $5 mil-
lion is completed in a further few quick words. At one point, the speakerphone
is switched on to listen to staff at an investment bank answering questions
about their views on particular emerging markets.

The matters that attract attention, in the form either of conversations or of
close scrutiny of computer screens, are heterogeneous: the minutes of the US
Federal Reserve’s Open Market Committee, released the previous evening in
London time, which are taken as indicating that further interest-rate rises are
on the way; the prices of the government bonds of the Philippines, which have
defied a sharp global decrease following the release of the minutes; the soon-
to-be-announced figure for US non-farm employment; the exchange rates of
the Mexican peso and South African rand; politics in Ecuador; price quotation
conventions in the Turkish bond market; and much else.

Economic actors are agencements, as discussed in Chapter 2: particular
arrangements of embodied human beings, physical objects, technical systems,
procedures, and so on. What we are observing is a modest agencement—a com-
bination of only five people, some familiar technologies (the server, the key-
boards, the screens, the network connections), and some specialized algo-
rithms, procedures, and forms of knowledge—yet one that has to span the
globe. It trades bonds, currencies, and derivatives originating in Africa, Asia,
Europe, North America, and South America. The world it spans is infinitely
complex, and even the attenuated information that flows into the room via
the computer networks is in practice unlimited in quantity. For their fund
to be an economic actor, these five people, along with their physical and
conceptual equipment, have to turn this complexity into patterns that are
simple enough to grasp, and then take appropriate action. How this happens
is the topic of this chapter.

Studying a Hedge Fund

Hedge funds are, as noted above, actors of growing importance in the global
financial markets, but have been the object of remarkably little social science
attention outside of financial economics.1 The distinction between a ‘hedge
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fund’ and market actors of other kinds was originally a creation of law and
of regulation, especially of the wave of securities regulation in the USA that
followed the Wall Street crash of 1929 and subsequent Great Depression. Some
limited exceptions aside, the Investment Company Act of 1940 made it illegal
for investment companies to short sell (to sell securities they do not own,
for example by borrowing them in the expectation that by the time they
need to be returned their prices will have fallen) or to use leverage (to buy
securities using borrowed funds). In consequence, any economic actor in the
USA desiring the capacity to act in those ways had to configure itself so that it
was not an ‘investment company’ within the meaning of the act.2

Restrictions on short selling and leverage vary between countries, and have
generally eased in recent decades. However, a ‘hedge fund’ can still be viewed
as an economic actor set up in such a way that constraints of this kind on it are
minimized. Although there is some variation internationally in legal require-
ments, in the UK, USA, and most other countries hedge funds are allowed to
accept only ‘qualified investors’—individuals who are wealthy and/or deemed
sophisticated—and direct investment by members of the general public is
prohibited. Hedge funds are also not normally permitted to advertise (this is
known as the ‘non-solicitation’ requirement). There is in addition sometimes
a limitation on the number of investors permitted: for example, under section
3 of the 1940 Investment Company Act, no more than 100.

What is generally regarded as the first hedge fund was A. W. Jones & Co.,
set up in 1949. (Jones had a Ph.D. in sociology from Columbia University,
but there seems to have been no connection between his academic work
and his hedge fund.) Jones’s striking success was made public by an article
in Fortune (Loomis 1966), and it began to attract imitators, as, later, did the
Quantum Fund led by the celebrated George Soros. The hedge-fund sector
has not enjoyed entirely smooth growth—there have been well-publicized
setbacks, such as the near-failure of Long-Term Capital Management (LTCM)
in September 1998 (MacKenzie 2003)—but in recent years it has expanded
sharply.

In 1990, there were fewer than 1,000 hedge funds, managing $25 billion in
assets; by 2004, there were more than 8,000 funds, managing almost $1,000
billion.3 The flow of capital into the hedge-fund sector since our observa-
tions in January 2005 has continued to be substantial—for example, around
$50 billion a month in the later part of 2006—and by July 2007 assets under
management were estimate to have risen to over $2,000 billion (Mackintosh
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2006; Thomas 2007). Hedge funds may be about to move into the retail invest-
ment mainstream for the first time. At the time of writing, the UK Financial
Services Authority has proposed rules that, if implemented, would add ‘funds
of funds’ (which, as the name suggests, invest in portfolios of hedge funds)
to its authorized product list and allow them to take investments from the
general public.

Hedge funds’ annual management fees of 1 to 2 per cent are in line with
those of other actively managed investments, but they also charge a perfor-
mance fee, typically 20 per cent of profits—that is, of increases in net asset
value. (Normally, net asset value has to rise above its ‘high-water mark’ in
previous periods before this fee applies.) To curb the incentive to excessive risk-
taking created by this fee structure, hedge-fund managers are conventionally
expected to have as much as half of their own personal net worth invested in
the fund that they manage, so that they suffer losses as well as benefit from
gains.

At times, hedge funds can become important owners of particular classes
of security: in early September 2005, for example, hedge funds were reckoned
to hold between a seventh and a quarter of the stock of Germany’s leading
corporations, taken in aggregate (Jenkins and Milne 2005). Because nearly all
hedge funds are active traders rather than passive ‘buy-and-hold’ investors,
and because the use of leverage is common, their contribution to overall
trading volumes is much higher than the proportions of investors’ capital that
they manage. In 2005, hedge funds were believed responsible for between a
quarter and a third of trading on the New York and London Stock Exchanges
(anon. 2005b), and for around half of total trading in the main market in which
the fund we studied operates, emerging-market government bonds (anon.
2005a). By 2007, a single fund, Citadel, was said ‘to account for more than
5 per cent of all daily share trading volume on the NYSE and Tokyo Stock
Exchanges’ (Gangahar 2007) and ‘for more than 10 percent of trading in the
most liquid Treasuries’: the sovereign bonds of the United States (Beales and
Tett 2007).

Research access to hedge funds is hard. The sector is a discreet one, partly
through necessity (the non-solicitation requirement) and partly through
choice, with many hedge-fund managers traditionally shunning personal pub-
licity, especially published photographs. As noted, the industry is highly con-
centrated geographically. Although New York has always dominated in terms
of assets under management (and still does), London—by far the leading
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hedge-fund site in Europe—has been growing fast. In 2002, 28 of the world’s 50
largest hedge funds were based in New York and only 3 in London. By January
2007, however, New York’s share of the top 50 had fallen to 18, while London’s
had grown to 12 (Willman 2007).

The fund to which we (Hardie and MacKenzie) gained access was based
physically in London, although its primary registration, like that of many
other hedge funds, was in the Cayman Islands. It was of roughly average size
in terms of assets managed. The category into which it fell at the time of our
observations in 2005—$25–100 million—covered approximately a third of all
hedge funds, with slightly less than a third being larger and slightly more than
a third smaller.4 The fund consisted in early 2005 of the two people, whom
we call partners A and B, who set it up; a ‘strategist’ (partner C, a trained
economist); an operating officer (partner D, who though based in the trading
room is responsible for aspects of what in financial markets is called ‘back-
office’ work); and a trader’s assistant. (An intern was also present on one of
the days of our observations.)

In a group as small as five, the presence of even a single researcher is
intrusive, so we felt it unreasonable to ask for prolonged access, and our
observations of the fund’s trading are restricted to the first week of January
2005.5 Because Monday, 3 January was a market holiday, those observations
cover four days. Hardie was present throughout; MacKenzie (because of other
commitments) for part of 4 January and all of 5 January. Mostly, we simply
took notes, but the fund allowed us to tape-record the ‘strategy’ meetings it
holds at 9.00 a.m. each morning, and as we began to develop a sense of which
trading-room verbal interactions were interesting analytically, we sought and
were granted permission to tape-record those too.

While noting as best we could what others did and said, we concentrated
our observations on partner A, the trader. (Although partner B sometimes
trades, partner A was responsible for all the trading during our observations,
and references below to ‘the trader’ are always to partner A.) He allowed us
to sit behind him, slightly to one side; we could observe all his actions and
all the visible objects of his attention (see Figure 3.1). We could hear his part
in all telephone conversations, and we were also able to listen to telephone
conference calls. We occasionally asked the trader to explain actions he had
just taken, trying to time such enquiries so as not to disturb the flow of his
actions. (Heath, Jirotka, Luff, and Hindmarsh 1993 outline the cues participants
in dealing rooms use to avoid disrupting others’ action sequences.)
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Figure 3.1. Layout of the hedge-fund trading room

The trader seemed remarkably unperturbed by this close observation, but
plainly our presence could have affected what he or his colleagues did. How-
ever, it is worth noting that the focus of our observations was behaviour that is
central to effective trading. Investors in hedge funds often judge them on their
performance month to month, especially in the case of a relatively new fund
(as this one was), and in that context four trading days are consequential. To
depart from successful routines would have had a high cost, and the impres-
sion we have is that the trader and his colleagues did not allow our presence to
disturb their actions in this respect.
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We supplemented those observations with follow-up interviews with part-
ners A, B, C, and D, and with several informal meetings between Hardie and
partner A. Partner A also permitted us to forward to ourselves nearly all
the electronic mail messages he received and sent during the period of our
observation. (No selectivity on his part was involved: we simply ran out of time
to forward the complete set of messages.) Printed out, these e-mails fill eight
lever-arch files.

Our observations are of course very brief, and any one hedge fund is likely to
have idiosyncratic features, so to place our study of this particular fund in con-
text we have also drawn upon a wider snowball sample (so far involving fifty-
one interviewees) of traders in other hedge funds and in investment banks, of
those who manage such traders and provide them with other services, and of
the ‘funds of funds’ that are now the dominant category of investor in hedge
funds. When an interview is quoted without attribution to our fund’s trader
or one of his colleagues, the quotation comes from this wider set of interviews.

The Arrangement of Trading

Since an agencement is an arrangement, let us begin with layout. In January 2005,
the hedge fund we studied leased two modest rooms in a shared office build-
ing. One room was used for the 9.00 a.m. and other meetings and for some
conference calls. The other, where most of the action we observed took place,
could have been mistaken for normal accommodation for clerical workers,
except for two features (see Figure 3.1). First, rather than being distributed
for privacy, desks formed a single rectangle in the middle of the room, and
the occupants of chairs all normally faced inwards. Second, there were more
computer screens than occupants of the room: in front of the trader, for
example, were four screens. The plethora of screens interfered somewhat
with lines of sight when seated—partner B would often stand to talk to the
trader—but the centripetal layout of the room suggests a desire to facilitate
communication and mutual visibility.

The fund specializes in ‘emerging markets’: countries such as Turkey,
Lebanon, the Philippines, South Africa, Russia, Hungary, and the nations of
Latin America that are outwith the heartlands of the global financial system
but nevertheless have significant capital markets. (Sometimes countries such
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as Iceland, which are developed but on the periphery of the metropolitan
heartlands, are also considered as emerging markets, although not by this
hedge fund.)

The governments of all the countries in which the fund specializes issue
bonds in their own or foreign currency. Bonds are tradeable debt securities
that typically commit their issuer to repay the capital sum (the principal) on
a given ‘maturity’ date and to pay ‘coupons’ (periodic, normally fixed, interest
payments) until that date. They are the main means by which both developed
and emerging-market governments bridge the shortfall between revenues and
expenditures, a shortfall they nearly all encounter almost continuously. The
capacity for successful bond issuance enhances a government’s freedom of
action: money can be spent now—on infrastructure, education, health, war
fighting, and so on—and repaid only in the future, and governments fre-
quently pay the principal on existing bonds that have reached their maturity
by issuing new bonds. The prices and coupon rates at which investors are
prepared to buy bonds have a direct effect on a government’s debt-service
costs, and thus on its budget balance and ultimately on the policy choices open
to it (Hardie 2007).

The fund we studied also trades currencies, but the core of its trading is of
bonds and bond-derivatives such as bond futures (a ‘future’ is a standardized
exchange-traded contract which is close to equivalent economically to a com-
mitment to a future purchase or sale of the asset in question at a set price)
and credit default swaps (which, as noted, are contracts roughly analogous
to insurance against a bond issuer defaulting). The bonds the fund trades are
identified by country and maturity date (and sometimes also by coupon rate).
When the trader telephones a salesperson at an investment bank and asks, ‘Can
you get me a level on Brazil 14s—one four?’, what are being sought are ‘bid’
(purchase) and ‘offer’ (sale) price quotations for the Brazilian government US
dollar bonds maturing in 2014. (‘One four’ is a wise precaution because the
Brazilian government bonds maturing in 2040 are also actively traded, and
a mistake between the two would be serious.) The further qualification—
‘Can you ask him [the bank’s trader] to show me a bid for [$]5 [million]?’—
indicates something of the scale on which the fund trades. If the price quota-
tion is attractive, a few further words on the telephone and a brief e-mail or
Bloomberg message confirm the deal.

Such transactions can be conducted with apparent ease and informality
because they mobilize entities not all of which are rendered evident simply by
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observing and listening to the trader. Here we encounter an aspect of agencement
that the social studies of finance (with the exception of Lépinay 2004) has so far
largely ignored: the ‘back-office’ infrastructure of trading. When the trader has
struck a deal, he writes down its parameters on paper on a ‘trade blotter’ in a
folder that lies on the desk between him and partner D. On one of her screens
is the electronic ‘blotter’ of a trade-capture and portfolio-management system
the fund leases. Like other such systems, it contains ‘security masters’, acces-
sible on-screen via pull-down menus, which contain automatically updated
electronic characterizations of all the securities their users are likely to trade.
(An interviewee at a firm that provides technical systems to hedge funds told
MacKenzie that as of January 2006 his firm’s system contained 220,000 security
masters, updated daily as coupons or principal are paid, and so on.) A small
but critical part of partner D’s role in ensuring the fund’s smooth operation
is to use the menus to call up the appropriate security master and enter
into the electronic blotter whether the transaction was a sale or a purchase,
the quantity and price, and some other details such as the identity of the
counterparty.

Partner D’s work aside, the fund’s ‘back office’ is not physically present.
The trade-capture system transmits the record of the fund’s trading to its
‘administrator’, which is a separate firm, the relevant office of which is in
Dublin. Amongst the services the adminstrator provides is ‘reconciliation’:
ensuring that the fund and its counterparty have indeed made the same trade.
Inconsistencies—‘breaks’ as they are called—are common in the world of
trading. Sometimes the parties to a trade manually enter details that do not
match; sometimes their two security masters, supposedly characterizing the
same security, in fact differ. (Of the 1,300 employees of one firm that provides
high-tech administration services, 680 are based in Mumbai, working through
the London and New York nights, many of them identifying and, as far as pos-
sible, resolving breaks.) Crucially, too, the administrator’s staff and technical
systems employ the trade-capture data to check the trader’s and his assistant’s
calculations of the changing daily values of the fund’s assets, which are critical
figures because they determine performance.

The fund is also linked electronically to its ‘prime broker’, a leading inter-
national investment bank. When the fund agrees a trade, the prime broker
makes the necessary transfers of the electronic traces of money or of title to
securities. (A bond, for example, is now almost never a paper certificate: it
is an item in an electronic database.) The bank commits itself to make these
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transfers even if the fund is unable to pay for them, thus facilitating the fund’s
trading in an additional sense: the fund’s counterparties know that not just its
creditworthiness, but the bank’s, stands behind the trades.

Data transfers from the fund’s technical systems to the bank’s make it
possible for the latter to monitor the fund’s risk-taking and its cash flow. At
the end of every trading day, the bank’s system ‘sweeps’ the dozens of trading
positions that make up the fund’s account, and places excess cash on overnight
interest-bearing deposit. When the fund is short (has sold securities it does not
own, the capacity to do which is, as noted above, almost a defining feature
of a hedge fund as an economic actor), the bank will try hard to lend it the
requisite securities, either from its own inventory or elsewhere, even if they
are ‘hard-to-borrow’.

Distributing Cognition

The fund’s capacity to enact trades thus depends on people and technical
systems not physically present in its trading room. So too its capacity to know
which trades to enact. The fund deals in the currencies and government
securities of far-flung countries with complex economies and intricate politics,
securities that are entitlements to payments that are sometimes far in the
future. Who, for example, can confidently know whether the fiscal situation
of a country that has issued a thirty-year bond will be good enough for it to
repay the principal when it finally falls due or whether its government then
will be willing to make the payment?

The decisions to be made are difficult ones, and the amount of poten-
tially relevant information is vast. Much of it is available in the trading room
directly on-screen. Sitting at their desks, their attention on their screens in the
manner described by Knorr Cetina and Bruegger (2002a), the trader and his
colleagues almost continually sift this incoming flow of information. It comes
from many countries. Some parts of it are quantitative: above all, data on price
movements in the many markets in which the fund trades. Other parts are
qualitative. On one of the trader’s screens, for example, were titles of Reuters
news stories. If he chooses (he seldom does, for reasons suggested below), the
trader could click his mouse to open up Reuters’ account of conditions in
the rice market in Manila, or learn that ‘after long languor Egyptian politics
wakes up’.
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Five people (the intern present on one day played no active part) thus con-
fronted multiple appresentations of markets and innumerable representations
of events in much of the globe. If human beings had unlimited powers of
information processing, calculation, and memory, a single unaided human
could perhaps turn the information flowing into the room into an optimal
trading portfolio. Since human capacities are limited, as noted in Chapter 2
and as Herbert Simon emphasized long ago (Simon 1955), the necessary tasks
are distributed across technical systems and multiple human beings: what goes
on in the trading room is indeed ‘distributed cognition’ in Hutchins’s sense
(1995a; 1995b).

For example, a technical tool on which all bond traders depend is a yield
calculator. The complicated diversity of bond prices frequently needs convert-
ing quickly to and from a more uniform metric. Thinking in terms of yields
enables different bonds to be compared, and indeed it is common for bond
prices to be quoted, or bond-auction bids to be priced, not as sums in dollars or
other currencies, but as yields. In today’s financial markets, the calculation of
yields has become a routine, ‘black-box’ software feature. However, an incident
on the second day of our observations suddenly rendered it visible.

The trader asked his assistant to produce a software-implemented calcula-
tor to enable price quotations for Turkish government bonds in the form of
yields to be converted to and from lira prices. The assistant did so, employing
the standard definition of ‘yield’ as the average annual rate of return offered
by a bond over its entire remaining lifespan at its current market price, which
is calculated by finding, by iteration, the discount rate at which the sum of
the present values of the bond’s coupons and principal equals its market price.
The trader, however, quickly saw that his assistant’s calculator was wrong. The
assistant did not have a crucial piece of ‘local knowledge’—the convention
in the Turkish bond market is to employ not the standard definition of
yield but the annual coupon payments expressed as a percentage of market
price:

Trader: Turkish T-bills work on a simple yield and not a compound yield.
Did you know that?

Assistant: No.

Once corrected, the Turkish yield calculator becomes part of the sociotech-
nical agencement that constitutes the hedge fund. The calculator’s construction
is itself heterogeneous. It mixes programming expertise, knowledge of market
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convention, and specialized factual knowledge: the coupon rates of Turkish
government bonds with specific maturities. Two people produce it: the trader
could in principle have written it himself, but in practice he needs to delegate
the task, and also to assess whether it has been carried out to his satisfaction.
In these aspects, the Turkish yield calculator is unusual only in that we were
present as it was being constructed. What Hutchins (1995a: 374) says of nav-
igation is true also of our hedge fund: ‘The setting of . . . work evolves over
time as partial solutions to frequently encountered problems are crystallized
and saved in the material and conceptual tools of the trade and in the social
organization of the work.’

The ‘social organization of the work’, in the sense of the distribution of
cognition and action across the people in the room, was evident during our
observations in many ways. For example, the trader frequently asks colleagues
questions regarding information he has (possibly temporarily) forgotten: ‘At
what price did I do that trade?’ or ‘What was the [US] unemployment rate last
month?’ (As Hutchins 1995a: 134 puts it: ‘remembering is jointly undertaken’.)
When the trader is out of the office during office hours (which typically
happens only briefly), he relies on his colleagues to observe market activity.
When he returns, his first words often are ‘What’s happening?’ or ‘How is the
market?’

Partner C also frequently takes the initiative in orienting the trader’s atten-
tion to forthcoming data releases, and partner B often points him very directly
to relevant market developments: ‘Hey . . . you can put the trade on again at
110’, or ‘Wow. Phil [Philippine government bonds] is trading down. Don’t you
see these messages?’ Implicit in pointers of the latter kind is often a view of an
appropriate trade. If that view conflicts with the trader’s, a brief discussion will
often take place:

Partner B: . . . have you seen the ZAR [South African rand]?
Trader: Yes, it’s going my way. What is your problem? Do you want me to

take it off now?

On other occasions, however, the trader will do no more than acknowledge
the comment (‘Yeah, I saw it’), or will not reply at all.

Although the trader has evident confidence in his views, he acknowledges
that others have expertise that he does not: in particular the ‘strategist’, part-
ner C. The latter’s role is to follow economic and political developments in
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emerging-market countries but also (for reasons we explore below) economic
developments in other countries: mainly, but not exclusively, the United
States. The following exchange, for example, took place after the monthly
release of the US employment figures, the data event during the period of our
observations to which by far the most attention was devoted. The trader and
partner C are looking at the same information screens during the exchange,
and the trader is simultaneously trying to complete the purchase of some
Brazilian bonds (the breaks in the text are mainly when he is talking on the
telephone about this):

Partner C: Christmas sales have been kind of sluggish. By all accounts there
was a lot of discounting and going out and ordering new mer-
chandise and also this employment report, the reason why it is
below expectations was because retail jobs cut by 20,000.

Trader: . . . So the economy is weak, yeah . . .
Partner C: So the retailers are having a tough time. They’re not hiring like

they usually do in December and are probably discounting.
Trader: . . . So the number. Based on this number, what do you think

Treasuries [US government bonds] should do, overall? If you had
to close everything else off and, based on this number, just on
these numbers, what?

Partner C: Just Treasuries?
Trader: Yeah, what would you say Treasuries should do? Up, down,

unchanged.
Partner C: In a word, I would say unchanged.
Trader: Right, thank you. But don’t you think that market professionals

will look through the numbers and they will imply something
for inflation? Or that’s not going to happen?

Partner C: You asked for one word say I gave you the, yeah, I’ll embellish
a bit more. Yeah, it’s as I said. It appears that Christmas was
kind of, overall it was okay for retailers. It was okay because they
were discounting to move the merchandise. So that’s positive for
inflation, for December anyway . . . But you have to weigh that up
against the fact that the average hourly earnings was a bit higher
than expected.

Trader: Right.
Partner C: So?
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Trader: That’s what I meant about the, reading through those . . .
Partner C: Yeah, that’s why I say unchanged because there are these cross-

currents going through.

That was an exchange about the bearing of economic conditions on the US
bond market. Other exchanges between the trader and partners B and C debate
specific features of trades. They often begin quite casually and move gradually
towards a collective decision:

Trader: Should we do, I mean I’d like to do the trade, the Taiwan dollar
trade versus the [US] dollar. You don’t think . . .

Partner B: He’ll [partner C will] tell you to do it versus the euro.
Trader: But this is a big change. I mean you know, you can’t change like

that, like overnight. Let’s think about it. Maybe we change it,
okay, but . . .

Partner B: Change what?
Trader: I mean, in a way, it’s a trade that it says go long the dollar and

short the euro, right? I mean . . . this trade, if you don’t think the
dollar/euro is going towards, let’s say, in at 120 [an exchange rate
of 1 euro = $1.20]. If you thought the dollar/euro was going to
135, you wouldn’t propose this trade.

Partner C: Well, I would in the sense that, there’s three scenarios, two of
which, this Taiwan thing will work . . . in Europe. One is that US
does the right thing.

Trader: Right.
Partner C: And the euro . . . more against the euro.
Trader: My proposal, which I’ve made on the Mexican peso as well, is that

we do these trades against a basket of dollars and euros, at this
point, rather than just go all short euros.

Partner C: Yeah, I mean I’m not proposing that I’ve changed my view on
the dollar generally, just, I was thinking just through the Taiwan
and the Asian, Taiwan but all the, it’s one way or the other, if you
believe that story is going to happen this year . . .

Partner B: I believe it.
Partner C: And I do too.
Partner B: But the issue we’re discussing is not whether to buy the Asia.

What we’re discussing is what to short against it. . . .
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Partner C: . . . if you’re ambiguous about, if you’re a little bit ambiguous
about dollar’s direction for the year, then it would be, I think,
still a kind of a win/win against Taiwan versus the euro . . .

Cognition is seldom entirely separate from emotion (Damasio 1995). After
discussions such as the above have stabilized an interpretation and generated
a decision, or even when the trader has taken a decision without consulting
his colleagues, they frequently provide him with emotional support. His work
is stressful, involving actions in which large amounts of money (his own and
his colleagues’, as well as the fund’s investors’) are at stake. Support for deci-
sions that have already been taken was often restated explicitly: ‘I really like
that trade’ or ‘Yes, I would be pretty comfortable with that.’ If prices do not
move as predicted, colleagues’ comments both support the trader and encour-
age him to maintain focus: ‘Yeah, don’t let it affect you’; ‘You’re going to make
no money thinking about it. Just forget about it and move on.’ Sometimes the
encouragement to do this last is very explicit: ‘What else would you buy? What
else is there to sell?’

Multi-Site Cognition

The cognitive processes that inform the fund’s decision-making are distrib-
uted more widely than over the people and technical systems in its trading
room. The necessary sifting of potentially relevant information is also con-
ducted elsewhere, often in different countries or continents. Sometimes, the
results of this sifting arrive via telephone calls or via telephone or web-cast
teleconferences organized by investment banks. Most commonly, however,
the results of others’ sifting arrives in the form of electronic mail messages.
Into this category fall the vast majority of those e-mail messages received by
the trader during our four days of observations that did not have a specific
purpose such as to confirm a deal or to give a price quotation—and even
messages giving price quotations often also contain a brief commentary on
market developments.

Usually, these e-mails are not the bilateral messages on which Knorr Cetina
and Bruegger (2002a) focus, but messages to multiple recipients. As the trader
put it: ‘In a way the e-mails that you get are like being . . . in an area where, you
know, there are twenty different people sharing information.’ A sample of the
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e-mails follows (items marked with an asterisk are the titles of electronically
attached pages from services such as Bloomberg News):

(sender 1) 4.1.05, 14:58: ‘      , 
’∗ At last . . .

(sender 2) 5.1.05, 00:30: Today’s highlights

Brazil: In terms of data releases, watch today for the December
C[onsumer]P[rice]I[ndex]-Fipe ([Sender’s bank’s prediction]: 0.6%) and fx [foreign
exchange] flows for December.

Mexico: The peso nearly reached our 11.45 recommendation target and we advocate
closing long USD/MXD positions when the peso gets closer to that level.

(sender 3) 5.1.05, 02:34: ROP [Republic of the Philippines] flying despite EM [emerging
market] sell off and rates. . . . !!!! technicals . . .

(sender 4) 5.1.05, 07:19: [Philippines’ government bonds] holding in very well vs-rest of
emg [emerging market] spreads tighter by 8–10 [basis points]

(sender 3) 5.1.05, 07:38: ‘Philippine 10-Year Dollar Bonds Rise on Narrower Budg’∗—
market on fire despite overnight action in Latam [Latin American] credit. If this story
is the sole driver the market participants are much more naive than even I gave them
credit for. . . . after 11 months budget deficit was at 160, an annualised amount 175bn
pesos. . . . of course the annual deficit was likely to come in at somewhere between
170–190 . . . this story is surely no surprise.

(sender 5) 5.1.05, 08:22: Still think Philli sells off more as it is only down 1/4 point

(sender 3) 5.1.05, 08:24: [Philippines’ government bonds] Just on fire.

(sender 6) 5.1.05, 11:26:       , 27’S, 40, 34 [bond
maturities]

These incoming electronic mail messages generally contain information
already available to the trader via the screens in front of him. He has access
to Reuters, Bloomberg News, and other services. He can easily find out when
the level of the Consumer Price Index for Brazil is due to be announced, the
exchange rate of the Mexican peso against the dollar, the prices of the bonds
of the governments of Brazil or the Republic of the Philippines, and the extent
of their reported budget deficits.

These electronic mail messages thus generally serve to draw the trader’s
attention to some of the data items available to him, and not to others of those
items, and often explicitly or implicitly suggest ‘framings’: ways of interpreting
data items (see Beunza and Garud 2004). For the trader and his colleagues to
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monitor all available data items would be infeasible. The constant arrival of
‘pointers’ reduces the need to attempt to do so, and sometimes feeds directly
into action. After a flurry of e-mail on the morning of 5 January (including the
messages from senders 3, 4, and 5 quoted above), at 8.30 the trader concludes
that the prices of the government bonds of the Republic of the Philippines
are about to fall, and short sells $5 million of such bonds (denominated in US
dollars) to sender 3’s bank, e-mailing to his counterparty (who is located in
Hong Kong): ‘You haven’t moved [your prices]. London will sell it.’

Clearly, the messages quoted above differ. Sender 1 is drawing attention
to a news item, and offering a personal opinion. Sender 2 draws attention to
a forthcoming data announcement (many incoming messages do this), and,
in respect to Mexico, offers his investment bank’s explicit trading advice. The
messages from senders 3, 4, 5, and 6 take the form of reports on or analyses of
market developments: no advice is explicit, but only a brave recipient or one
with a long-term orientation would receive sender 6’s message and promptly
buy Brazilian government bonds.

The sources of messages such as these are of course economic actors in their
own right, who can be presumed often to have an interest in what others will
do when they receive them. It is in effect expected that market participants will
‘talk their book’ when circulating ideas for trading—that they will already
hold a position, the virtues of which they are propounding—and a certain
amount of ‘gilding’ or exaggeration in so doing is discounted (less pardonable
is what Biggs 2006 refers to as ‘sandbagging’: advocating a position while oneself
unwinding it). It is important, however, that many of the exchanges we are
discussing (such as the e-mails about Philippine bonds) are multilateral, so that
opportunism that leads to an idiosyncratic viewpoint may be detectable. As the
trader says, ‘it’s fairly obvious . . . because you can see if one person is saying A,
and everybody else is saying the opposite’.

Furthermore, some sources of ideas or sifting are more credible and more
authoritative than others. As the trader puts it: ‘some people are more
informed; . . . some people are more thoughtful, sophisticated; some people are
simpler, you know they have sort of based their decisions on hunches and so
forth . . . so there’s a difference in style, and I don’t like to pigeonhole this guy
is always right, this guy is always wrong . . . but of course they have, you have
some sort of a bias whether, you know, how they think, and their style . . . and
you factor that into your decision.’ Partner B likewise notes: ‘as you talk to all
those people day after day after day, you kind of develop a feel for who has the
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right mindset and who doesn’t . . . you will feel that, yeah, this guy has a good
call on the market and that guy not so much.’

Selectivity in Information Sifting

Fully to characterize the sifting of information that goes on within the fund’s
trading room and in other locations connected electronically to it is a task
beyond this chapter. Here, we discuss only two aspects. The first is geograph-
ical: the surprising extent to which the attention of our fund, for example in
the 9.00 a.m. strategy meetings, was actually directed to the USA. As already
seen, although the fund trades the bonds of countries such as Brazil and the
Philippines it nevertheless paid detailed attention to matters such as, for exam-
ple, the pre-Christmas retail market in the USA. Our follow-up interviews
confirmed that that was not unusual. Partner C reckoned that the weight
given to international factors—‘usually the US, really’—in the fund’s deci-
sions was around 30–40 per cent, with considerations specific to the emerging-
market country in question accounting for around 60–70 per cent.

The metric of ‘yield’ allows the vast range of bonds issued worldwide quickly
and easily to be compared. For example, the yield of the dollar-denominated
bonds issued by Brazil or the Philippines can be compared with the yield of
similar US Treasury bonds, and the perceived probabilities of default by Brazil
or by the Philippines are condensed into ‘credit spreads’ of the yields of their
bonds over Treasuries. Indeed, a price quotation for an emerging-market bond
will often take the form of a spread of its yield over comparable Treasuries.

The valuation of emerging-market bonds as spreads over US or euro gov-
ernment bonds means that, ceteris paribus, the price of the former will move
in line with movements in the latter. However, our fund ‘hedged out’ this
direct connection, for example by taking offsetting positions in US and euro
bond futures. A less direct link nevertheless remains. If domestic investments
in the USA earn only low yields, emerging-market bonds (with the addi-
tional ‘spreads’ they offer) seem to become more attractive. Amongst the
consequences can be an improvement in the perceived creditworthiness of
emerging-market governments: more attractive bonds mean lowered debt-
service costs and thus improved budget balances, and an increased possibility
of selling bonds with longer maturities, which has the effect of reducing the
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risks intrinsic to frequent refinancing. In contrast, if US yields rise, emerging-
market bonds lose some of their attractiveness, and this virtuous circle can
reverse, with perceived government creditworthiness declining and credit
spreads widening.6

In consequence, US interest rates and bond yields affect not just the overall
levels of emerging-market bond yields but also the spread of those yields over
Treasuries, a factor to which our fund was exposed. Much of the action in
emerging-market bonds that we observed had to do with the release on the
night of 4–5 January of the minutes of the December meeting of the US Federal
Reserve’s interest-rate-setting Open Market Committee, which as noted above
indicated a clearly increased probability of interest-rate rises to come. Despite
the protection offered by the trader’s hedges, it is thus not surprising that on
the morning of 5 January we observed him reading those minutes with great
care. They were the key interpretative context for the emerging-market ‘sell
off’, including the puzzling initial failure of the bonds of the Philippines to fall
in concert, and the anomaly in the pricing of Brazilian bonds to be discussed
in Chapter 5.

Such phenomena are, of course, part of the meaning of that most famil-
iar of notions: ‘globalization’. It is worth noting, however, that in this case
globalization acts in part through an algorithm. Without the metric of ‘yield’,
comparing the bonds issued by different governments, with all their partic-
ularities, would be slower and much harder. An agencement that includes a
yield calculator (or its less mobile predecessors, the ‘yield books’ that banks
used laboriously to produce) differs from one without such a resource (just
as Chapter 1 suggests is the case for an agencement including an option pricing
model). In particular, the metric of ‘yield’ helps to construct a global bond
market.

A second issue concerning selectivity in cognition is the extent to which
attention is paid to the politics of the emerging-market countries in whose
bonds the fund invests. At one point, we noticed the trader carefully reading
a news story about Abdalá Bucaram, the maverick, populist former President
of Ecuador, styled (by himself, as well as by his enemies) el loco, the madman.
This story had not arrived via an e-mail message, and it prompted us to ask the
trader how important a consideration was the politics of the countries whose
bonds he traded.

His answer was succinct and general: ‘The weaker the credit, the more
important the politics.’ The higher the probability of a government defaulting
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on its bonds, the more salient is information on that country’s politics. That
Pinochet might finally stand trial was, as far as we could tell, simply political
news about Chile, and a source of personal satisfaction (or otherwise). That
el loco might return to Ecuador from his exile in Panama was, in contrast, news
of a different kind. The credit of Ecuador, said the trader, ‘is one of the weakest
there is’ (Ecuador defaulted on its bonds as recently as 1999). In such a case,
‘one or two guys can change the way things are’.

A single trader spending a few minutes reading a news story is of course
a weak datum, but the trader’s explanation is consistent with the extensive
study by Mosley (2003). A key bond-market divide is between governments
that are reckoned reasonably likely to default, and those whose default is
regarded as effectively inconceivable. Ecuador is in the first camp. The UK and
USA are in the second camp, and Chile has made partial, sometimes painful
progress towards joining them. Bond investors monitor both camps in respect
to government deficits, inflation, and interest-rate decisions, but ‘politics’ in
countries in the second camp tends to be of interest only to the extent to which
it is likely to affect these factors. Only 58 per cent of Mosley’s interviewees
mentioned elections in such countries as a factor they took into account,
and of those who mentioned them almost nine-tenths said they were not
important (Mosley 2003: 56). In contrast, as one interviewee told her: ‘Politics
is huge for emerging markets’ (Mosley 2003: 129). Our trader’s explanation
implied a further differentiation—for example, the politics of Ecuador is seen
as demanding attention of a different kind from that of Chile—and in his
attention to Ecuadorean politics the trader was not unique. In April 2005,
Ecuador had to abandon an attempted bond issue ‘because of rising political
tension’ (Weitzman 2005).

Conclusion

The notion of agencement does not displace the classic concerns of economic
sociology. Social networks, for example, plainly still matter (indeed, are part of
agencements), for example when securities are hard to borrow, but a prime broker
with good connections to custody banks can still do so. Nevertheless, agence-
ment is a potentially useful broadening of economic sociology’s intellectual
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resources, in particular in its emphasis on ‘technical’ linkages as well as on
‘social’ ones.

The risk of broadening, however, is that it becomes indiscriminate. The
task of tracing an agencement in an interconnected world is formally endless,
and the notion could become simply a jargon into which to translate banal
description and narrative, as happened to some degree when actor-network
concepts first became fashionable in English-language science and technol-
ogy studies some twenty years ago. It is thus essential to be selective: to
focus, for example, on aspects of agencements that are not obvious and on ways
in which the composition and configuration of agencements affect economic
action.

At the most basic level, the notion of agencement helpfully directs us to
the conditions of possibility of economic actors: the often-ignored infrastruc-
ture that enables them to be the actors they are. Why are there now over
8,000 hedge funds? The reasons of course include economic and political
changes, but it is also important that setting up a hedge fund is much eas-
ier than it was twenty years ago. The real-time interconnection of trade-
capture and other systems makes it possible to standardize, automate, and
risk-manage administrative and prime-brokerage services, which can thus be
supplied on an industrial (rather than ‘cottage industry’) scale and relatively
cheaply.

It is worth noting that it is in the infrastructure of economic action—
rather than in what Chapter 2 called action’s glamorous agential peaks, such
as trading—that employment is largely to be found. While we know of no
precise breakdown of finance-sector employment in this respect, it is clear that
traders are only a small minority. The vast bulk of jobs concern other roles in
agencements. Their gender balance is different: trading is still mainly a male pre-
serve, but more women are to be found in the infrastructure that underpins it.
The geographical location of the infrastructural jobs also differs, at least poten-
tially, from that of the glamorous ones. The Republic of Ireland, for instance,
is not a prominent site of trading but has become perhaps the world’s leading
site of hedge-fund administration, providing not just ‘offshore’ legal status
and a favourable tax regime, but also a robust communications infrastructure.
(‘Locating computers in a place with hurricanes, it’s just not . . . a good plan’,
noted one interviewee from the world of administration, explaining why the
Cayman Islands were unattractive in this respect despite their tax advantages.)
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Ireland also offers trained English-speaking staff and responsive regulation: ‘in
Dublin, you can go and visit the regulator . . . have a cup of coffee’, said the
same interviewee.

A smoothly functioning infrastructure is normally invisible: we had deliber-
ately to seek out the infrastructure of our fund’s economic action, rather than
it being drawn to our attention by events in the trading room. However, in the
wider hedge-fund world there are ways in which apparently infrastructural
issues can suddenly impinge on freedom of action. Thus one main means by
which risk is controlled in that world is ‘mark-to-market’ collateralization of
contracts. As market prices move in favour of one or other party to a contract,
collateral assets are transferred between them. Such transfers now often take
place daily.

In the words of one interviewee, it is logical to meet such ‘mark-to-market
calls’ by pledging out ‘the most illiquid collateral that you have that fits the
collateral requirements’. So what remains in a hedge fund’s easily grasped
‘box’ (the unlent and unpledged securities that it owns) will often tend to
be its most liquid assets. Under normal circumstances this is unimportant,
but when a fund suddenly needs cash (for example, because of investor with-
drawals or of mark-to-market requirements that must be met in cash) it
can be consequential, especially if combined with technical systems that have
not been set up to include fields that allow the fund readily to determine
matters such as how quickly assets pledged as collateral can be reclaimed
and made available for sale. Financial assets may seem abstract—they are, as
noted in Chapter 1, tokens of rights and obligations, normally in electronic
form, not objects that can be consumed directly—but whether or not a hedge
fund has a technical system that allows it quickly to ascertain the status of
these assets can affect a key aspect of it as an economic agent, its freedom of
action:

The market starts to go down, now you got to sell something, because you’re getting
calls all over the place on mark-to-market. So you just, you look and say, ‘oh, what
can we sell?’ In a perfect world you’d sell a balance of your portfolio of liquidities so
that you keep some sense of control over the balance of what’s there. But if you don’t
know where that collateral is and when it’s coming back you are just relying on the
faith of people that you pledge it for a week and it will come back a week later, and
you don’t care’ cos it’s going to come back. In a normal market that would be fine but
in a fast market you’ve got to sell now. So, you say, ‘oh shit . . . it’s going to take me
a month to figure that out [which illiquid assets can be sold] so I’m just going to sell
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this [highly liquid] US two-year T-bill’, or whatever it is. So . . . a . . . hedge fund . . . if
they’re not prepared for it, will be left with their most illiquid collateral only, which is
also the stuff that the Street already knows you own. Cos you created a lot of attention
when you bought it . . . And then you start selling it, and they go, ‘shit, that guy owns
30 percent of that issue, we better start selling it too’.

As well as agencement constituting the conditions of possibility of economic
action, the distribution of cognition and of action it involves may shape the
properties of actors. For example, as noted above, an economic actor equipped
with a yield calculator is different from one without any equivalently easy
way of comparing bonds. More generally, as Chapter 2 points out, orthodox
finance theory posits (for the purposes of modelling) an investor who is a
completely rational individual with unlimited cognitive capacities, but this has
been challenged by ‘behavioural finance’. The latter field also views investors
as individuals, but, as noted in Chapter 2, sees them as hampered by the
systematic cognitive biases revealed by experiments of the kind conducted by
Kahneman and Tversky (1979) and summarized in their ‘prospect theory’.
One such bias is a systematic tendency to behave differently in situations of
perceived gain (in which many subjects become risk averse, unwilling to take
the chance of losing what they have won) and perceived loss, in which the
propensity is to gamble to recoup the loss. For traders, the temptation is
thus to avoid making a loss ‘real’ by liquidating a loss-bearing position, but to
continue doggedly to hold it—in the jargon of trading, to become ‘married’ to
it—in the hope it recovers (Fenton-O’Creevy, Nicholson, Soane, and Willman
2005).

Hence the apparently commonplace matters of emotional support and
assistance in focusing after a trading loss are of theoretical significance:
amongst their effects may be to diminish the ‘prospect theory’ bias referred
to above. Traders’ culture is certainly reflexively aware of that bias. In the
pits of the Chicago Board of Trade, for example, traders sometimes hummed
Mendelssohn’s wedding march to signal that a colleague appeared to have
become ‘married’ to a position (Zaloom 2006), and our wider interviews con-
firm that traders (and especially those who manage traders) are alert to the
possibility of ‘marriage’. Note the form of the general point this suggests. That
individual traders are affected by their colleagues and managers, that their
culture is reflexive, and that cognition and action are distributed across people
and technical systems may have the effect of making the economic actor more
like the fully rational agent posited by orthodox finance theory.
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However, also note that economically rational action may not always pro-
mote stability. Another possible effect of the composition and configuration
of agencements is on the risk of contagion: the spread of a financial crisis in one
country to others, including countries with few trade or other connections
to the original site. With the technical infrastructures of modern markets
making it easy for a hedge fund or other economic actor to invest in many
countries simultaneously even if it has only modest assets, highly selective
information-processing routines are likely to be optimal (Calvo and Mendoza
2000), and we certainly observed such selectivity. It would, for example, be
most unlikely to be cost-effective for our fund to hire a Magyar-speaking
economist to deepen its understanding of Hungary, one market amongst
many in which it operates.

There may in consequence be situations in which the optimal strategy for
actors who spread their investments over many countries involves imitation: if
an actor observes other actors—especially those judged to have expert under-
standing of the country in question—buying or selling, it may be sensible
to do the same as quickly as possible. We should emphasize that we did not
witness our fund behaving in this way, but our observations (and the corpus of
e-mails to the trader) contain ample evidence of the circulation of information
about particular classes of actor buying and selling. What is, however, harder
to observe is why an actor is buying or selling. A sale of assets in one country
may, for instance, arise simply because losses have been incurred in other
countries with minimal economic links to it. Such sales may not convey any
information, superior or otherwise, about the country in question, but may be
misinterpreted as conveying ‘bad news’ (Calvo and Mendoza 2000).

With technical systems facilitating ultra-rapid reactions to sales and price
falls, such processes can create surprising interconnections. On 22 February
2006, for example, a pessimistic analysis of Iceland’s prospects by the bond-
rating agency Fitch triggered falls in currencies ranging from the South
African rand to the Indonesian rupiah: the Brazilian real, for example, tem-
porarily fell almost 3 per cent (Johnson and Simensen 2006). Particularly
yoked together in February and March 2006 was the geographically diverse
trio of Iceland, Hungary, and New Zealand. The crucial linkage was the ‘carry
trade’, a hedge-fund staple (though not a strategy employed by our fund). In
this, a fund borrows in a low-interest-rate currency, typically the yen, and
invests in the bonds or other assets of a high-interest-rate country such as
Iceland. A significant depreciation of the currency of the high-interest-rate
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country can cause a carry trade to become loss-bearing, and at one point
on 22 February the Icelandic krona had fallen by 9 per cent from its dollar
exchange rate on 20 February. What appears to have happened on 22 February
is that ‘the emerging market contagion [was] caused by investors cutting prof-
itable positions in order to plug their Icelandic losses’ (Johnson and Simensen
2006).

Finally, what of agency? An actor-network economic sociology does not
itself attribute agency, but instead follows the way in which such attributions
are shaped and channelled by factors including the composition and config-
uration of agencements. Let us set aside the notorious controversy concerning
actor-network theory and the attribution of agency to non-human entities
such as physical objects, and consider only its attribution to human beings.7

Agency is of course commonly attributed to individuals such as the trader, but
is also often attributed to ‘higher-level’ entities. Our hedge fund, for example,
is a legal entity, and, as noted in Chapter 2, the law of contract attributes agency
to it, not to the individuals who comprise it.

Under some circumstances, too, market configurations can be such that
agency can seem to have left particular economic actors and to reside in a
market as a whole: for example, in the credit crisis that began in summer
2007, hedge funds and other economic actors often had little or no choice as
to their courses of action, and had to sell assets even when it was a bad time
to try to do so. The attribution of agency to ‘the market’ is indeed common
when it is an entity invoked in political discourse, both right- and left-wing.
More exotically, the economic agency of human beings is also sometimes
attributed to entities ‘inside’ them, such as specific brain structures. Success-
fully doing so requires an agencement including specialist technical equipment,
in particular a magnetic-resonance brain scanner, and is the terrain of the
fascinating new field of ‘neuroeconomics’ (see, for example, Sanfey et al.
2003).

The attribution of agency may seem an esoteric, academic issue, but for
financial-market practitioners it is in fact a pervasive concern. Many of the
rewards to traders and those immediately around them come in the form of
bonuses that are supposed to reflect individual contributions to a firm’s prof-
its. Because agencement is collective, this ‘singularization’—the attribution of
agency to specific components—is problematic,8 and, unsurprisingly, is often
the object of bitter jealousy and intense conflict. Its richness as a sociological
topic has been demonstrated brilliantly by Godechot (2004; 2007).
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The example of the attribution of agency reflects the overall merits of the
notion of agencement. Used in a selective way, it can help trace linkages that are
crucial in constructing economic agents and framing contemporary economic
life, thus throwing familiar phenomena into new light and uncovering sur-
prising connections and underpinnings. Agencements constitute markets, and
investigating how they are made up is a crucial task for the social studies of
finance and the material sociology of markets more generally.



4

Derivatives: The Production
of Virtuality

In Chapter 3, Hardie and I noted that the hedge fund we studied sought to
hedge—reduce or cancel out—its direct exposure to changes in US dollar and
euro interest rates. The fund’s trader could do this by opening up a trading
screen on his computer and clicking his mouse to buy or to sell the bond
futures traded on the Chicago Board of Trade or its European counterparts.
It is a simple operation that takes no more than a few seconds, but one that
has a complex history, which is the topic of this chapter.

Forty years ago, interest-rate risk could be hedged, if at all, only with diffi-
culty. Not only did trading screens lie in the future: the exchanges via which
financial futures and other financial derivatives such as options are bought and
sold today either did not exist, or traded, as did the Chicago Board of Trade,
only futures on physical products such as grain. As recently as January 1970,
no organized financial-derivatives exchange existed anywhere in the world.

Such financial-derivatives trading as took place at the start of the 1970s was
tiny in volume by today’s standards, and was ad hoc. It was conducted either in
the interstices and/or on the fringes of stock markets, or else ‘over the counter’:
by direct negotiation, especially between banks. The burgeoning since then of
financial-derivatives exchanges has been one of the defining features of the
massive transformation of the world’s financial markets. At the end of June
2006, exchange-traded derivatives totalling $84.4 trillion (the equivalent of
around $13,000 for every human being on earth) were outstanding worldwide,
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Figure 4.1. Total amounts of exchange-traded derivatives outstanding at end of June
of each year from 1998 to 2006
Source: Half-yearly statistics from the Bank for International Settlements (<http://www.bis.org>), incor-
porating later data adjustments.

and the total was growing fast, having increased roughly sixfold over the pre-
vious eight years (Figure 4.1). Many of these contracts will have been entered
into to offset the risks of other derivatives (so an unknown proportion of the
total is thus in a sense self-cancelling), but the change from the early 1970s is
nonetheless striking.

Most academic writing on derivatives is of course by economists, who have
focused primarily on the pricing of derivatives (although there is a more
‘institutional’ literature on the economics of financial innovation and also
useful work on why some derivatives succeed and others fail, both of which
I will draw on below).1 Recently, however, the attention paid to deriva-
tives by human geographers, anthropologists, and sociologists has increased
sharply.2

A common theme in this more sociological literature is ‘the strangely
imaginary . . . or virtual character of derivatives’ (Arnoldi 2004: 23). All financial
securities are ‘virtual’ in the sense that their value lies not in their physical

http://www.bis.org
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substance as paper certificates or entries in an electronic database but in the
claims on future states of the world that they embody: rights to dividends
from a corporation, to interest payments from a government, and so on. A
derivative of such a security is thus an entity that derives its value from what is
already an abstract claim, and so the development of derivatives markets can
be seen as a further stage of the abstraction of monetary forms. Derivatives are
‘money’s “new imaginary” ’, note Pryke and Allen (2000).

But how are ‘abstract’ or ‘virtual’ assets brought into being and made
tradeable? As the developments in computer technology (above all, ‘virtual
memory’)3 that have given us the modern notion of ‘virtuality’ remind us,
virtuality is always a material effect, indeed an elaborate, sophisticated, and
expensive one. In this chapter, I explore three aspects of material production
of virtuality. The first is the parallels (and also the dissimilarities) between
financial and technological innovation. This theme is in the literature in
economics (e.g. Silber 1981), but the view of technological innovation to be
found there is too narrow, excluding for example its political dimension.
Viewing derivatives as innovations offers a perspective on how ‘economics
does things’ (Chapter 2’s seventh precept) and highlights issues such as the
intellectual property regime within which innovation takes place and the
need, if innovation is to be successful, to take into account the interests of
intended ‘users’ and to find a workable compromise between incompatible
interests.

The second issue to be explored is the ‘cultural geographies’ (Thrift 2000)
of derivatives. With the exception of Maurer’s work on ‘Islamic’ derivatives
(Maurer 2001; see also Maurer 2005), even the geographic and anthropological
literature on derivatives is surprisingly homogenizing, seeming implicitly to
posit a world in which, at least within its metropolitan core, ‘place’ no longer
matters greatly. Spatial and cultural location is still significant, however, even
in the metropolitan heartlands. The differing ‘internal’ cultures of financial
markets have left their stamp, as have the different ways in which the rela-
tionship between investing and gambling (on which see de Goede 2005) is
articulated legally. The relationship between a derivative and a wager is not
just a general cultural issue. The exigencies of keeping derivatives separate
from wagers (or, in some circumstances, making sure that they are wagers)
have been critical aspects of their material production. They have affected
which derivatives can be traded and which cannot, and the extent to which
a derivative can be abstract and virtual.
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The third issue to be discussed is facticity. The virtual character of a deriva-
tive contract is enhanced if, as is increasingly the case, it can be settled only by
the transfer of cash, with neither party able to demand or impose delivery of
an underlying asset. The measure used to determine the amounts to be paid
must therefore be a ‘fact’: it must be an acceptable representation of the reality
of which it speaks, and not be subject to manipulation. I focus on the most
important set of facts of this kind (British Bankers’ Association LIBOR, London
Interbank Offered Rate, already touched on in Chapters 1 and 2), and note the
fierce controversy over LIBOR that erupted in 2007–8.

The chapter’s main empirical focus is the development of financial-
derivatives exchanges in the USA and UK since 1970 and the emergence of
the British financial spread-betting industry. The specificity of exchanges and
of spread betting builds into the study a bias towards the discovery of het-
erogeneity: national differences in over-the-counter trading almost certainly
exist, but would be harder to identify. That bias, however, is balanced by the
choice of the USA and UK as comparator countries. Their overall financial
systems have very similar contours, and in the literature on ‘varieties of capi-
talism’ (e.g. Hall and Soskice 2001) they are normally lumped together. The
differences found between derivatives trading in the USA and UK are thus
differences between two otherwise similar cases. Greater heterogeneity would
probably have been found had the study encompassed the financial-derivatives
exchanges now thriving in locations as diverse as Frankfurt, Stockholm, São
Paulo, and Singapore, or those emerging in many other countries, such as
Russia and the People’s Republic of China.

Before turning to the main body of the chapter, it may be helpful to have a
brief introduction to the main organizations covered, the relevant chronol-
ogy, and the sources of information I have drawn on. The initial modern
effort to begin organized financial-derivatives trading was the currency futures
launched by the New York International Commercial Exchange in 1970. (A
‘future’ is a standardized, exchange-traded contract that is equivalent eco-
nomically to one party committing itself to buy, and the other to sell, a set
quantity of a given asset at a given price at a set future time.) That effort
failed, but currency futures launched by the Chicago Mercantile Exchange’s
International Monetary Market in 1972 succeeded, as did the Chicago Board
Options Exchange, spun off by the Chicago Board of Trade in 1973. (An option
gives the right, but unlike a future does not impose the obligation, to buy—or
in an alternative form of the contract, to sell—an asset at a set price on, or up
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to, a given date.) The Chicago Board of Trade itself, and a number of other US
exchanges, also began trading financial derivatives in the mid-1970s.

The International Commercial Exchange, Chicago Mercantile Exchange,
and Chicago Board of Trade had all originally been agricultural commodities
exchanges. In the UK, the eventually most successful financial-derivatives
exchange—LIFFE, the London International Financial Futures Exchange—
was an entirely new development, established in 1982. In 1978, the London
Stock Exchange set up a Traded Options Market, which merged into LIFFE in
1992. In 1991, the London Futures and Options Exchange, as the London Com-
modity Exchange was then known, launched property and housing deriva-
tives; it too merged into LIFFE, in its case in 1996. (Property derivatives are of
particular interest because housing, commercial property, and land account
for wealth comparable in magnitude to the totality of stocks or bonds, yet the
market in derivatives of them has been small, at least until very recently.4 The
failure of derivatives in the sphere of property throws their success in other
spheres into an analytically interesting light.)

Financial spread betting began with bets on the FT(Financial Times)-30
share index offered by the bookmaker Joe Coral, and gained momentum with
the establishment in 1974 by Stuart Wheeler of IG (Investors Gold) Index. In
1981, IG Index began to offer spread bets on the FTSE(Financial Times-Stock
Exchange)-100 and Dow Jones indexes. Another firm, City Index, began offer-
ing financial spread bets in 1983, and others such as Cantor Index have joined
the industry more recently. Spread bets are derivatives—they are contracts
the value of which depends upon quantities such as stock-market indexes or
exchange rates, just as an index future or currency future does—but they are
deliberately constructed as wagers, for reasons discussed below.

The chapter draws upon four sets of sources. The first is existing histories
of the Chicago Board of Trade (Falloon 1998), Chicago Mercantile Exchange
(Tamarkin 1993; Melamed and Tamarkin 1996), and LIFFE (Kynaston 1997).
The second is the trade press, which is often valuable in particular for revealing
failed initiatives in derivatives trading. The third is a set of twenty-seven oral-
history interviews conducted by the author with people central to the devel-
opment of financial derivatives exchanges in the USA and UK and of financial
spread betting in the UK. The fourth is a further set of twelve interviews
which focused on the London interbank market, on the role of brokers in that
market, and on LIBOR, and were accompanied by brief observation of brokers’
offices, bank dealing rooms, and the process by which LIBOR is constructed. As
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elsewhere in this book, interviewees are anonymous except in the case of those
who played the most important personal roles in the developments under
discussion.

Innovation

The vast bulk of today’s financial-derivatives trading is in products that did not
exist in 1970. These products, especially those traded on organized exchanges,
did not simply ‘evolve’. They were invented. Indeed, today’s financial-derivatives
exchanges, especially the freshly established ones such as LIFFE, are the result
of conscious, deliberate processes of design. Innovation in finance and in phys-
ical technology is not the same—three key differences are discussed below—
but the comparison is analytically productive.

Let me begin with similarities between financial and technological inno-
vation. Prior to the nineteenth century, what we now think of as ‘science’
played little role in technological innovation, but that role has now grown
considerably. So too with finance. The academic discipline of economics had
little effect on derivatives trading before 1970, but since then its role has been
major (MacKenzie 2006).

As noted in Chapter 2, a widespread understanding of technological inno-
vation is the ‘linear model’ in which science ‘discovers’ truths, technologists
‘apply’ science by working out its practical implications, and the resultant
products ‘diffuse’ unchanged to users. Though still influential in public dis-
cussion, the linear model has been discredited by the modern literature on
technological innovation (e.g., Barnes and Edge 1982; Fleck 1994; Sørensen
and Williams 2002; Oudshoorn and Pinch 2003). Instead, that literature sug-
gests that science and technology interact not as disembodied knowledge but
as embodied expertise (often via the circulation of people); that science is a
resource that engineers draw on creatively, rather than simply applying; that
careful attention to users’ needs and to ‘local practical knowledge’ (Fleck 1994)
is necessary for successful innovation; and that much innovation—Fleck calls
it ‘innofusion’—takes place in what is conventionally regarded as ‘diffusion’.

All of these aspects of technological innovation also characterize inno-
vation in derivatives: as Callon now puts it, the ‘performativity of eco-
nomics’ is a ‘coperformance’ involving ‘economists in the wild’—lay as well
as professional—rather than just ‘confined’ (laboratory or university) econo-
mists (Callon 2007). Academic economics has underpinned derivatives trading
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both technically and by providing legitimacy, especially against the charge
of gambling (MacKenzie 2006). However, key innovations in exchange-traded
derivatives have involved economists who left academia to work in the mar-
kets, such as Richard Sandor, who left the University of California at Berkeley
for the Chicago Board of Trade, and his Mercantile Exchange counterparts
Fred Arditti and Rick Kilcollin.

These economists in the wild did not simply ‘apply’ economics. They found
themselves involved in processes of innovation that involved close interac-
tion with the three main categories of users of derivatives: hedgers, who are
concerned to protect their organizations against a risk such as currency or
interest-rate fluctuations; speculators, who hope to profit by correctly anti-
cipating those fluctuations; and market makers, who stand ready both to buy
and to sell the product in question, earning the difference between the ‘bid’
and the ‘ask’ (the prices at which they are prepared to buy and to sell).

Hedging, speculating, and market making are categories of activity rather
than of people and organizations: market makers, for example, often hedge
their positions or deliberately take speculative positions, while some well-
publicized derivatives fiascos have resulted from organizations starting out by
hedging but slipping into speculating. Nevertheless, the categories of ‘hedger’
and ‘speculator’ are part of the ‘lay sociology’ that participants in derivatives
exchanges deploy, and ‘market maker’ is a designated role with specific respon-
sibilities.

Innovative exchange-traded derivatives need to be shaped in such a way as
to be attractive to all three categories of user. For example, the International
Commercial Exchange’s currency-futures trading overlapped with the start of
the break-up of the Bretton Woods system of fixed exchange rates, a favourable
time because volatility encourages derivatives trading by giving hedgers, spec-
ulators, and market makers incentives to participate. However, insufficient
effort seems to have been devoted to designing and marketing contracts that
satisfied the needs of hedgers. ‘[T]he contract specifications had to be attractive
to bank traders and corporate treasurers. . . . Successful futures contracts need,
at a minimum, 20 to 25 percent commercial participation. You cannot have a
market just for speculators’ (Melamed and Tamarkin 1996: 174; see also Black
1986).

Exchange-traded derivatives are standardized products, so their specifica-
tions need deciding in advance. These include how big a single contract is to
be; the ‘tick size’ (the minimum increment in price); the limits (if any) on
daily price moves and on the size of position any one trader can accumulate;
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the requirements for ‘margin’ (the sums participants in an exchange have
to deposit with the exchange clearing house when they first buy or sell a
derivative, and then have to adjust as prices fluctuate); the expiration dates of
contracts; and the procedures for delivery of the underlying asset or for cash
settlement.5

Successful choice of the specifications of derivatives contracts involves care-
ful attention to sometimes conflicting interests: of hedgers and speculators;
of exchange members and external customers; and of the ‘longs’ who have
bought a derivative and the ‘shorts’ who have sold it. These interests are
neither easy to determine—extensive research often seems to be necessary
to elicit them, giving contract design something of the flavour of economic
experimentation (see Muniesa and Callon 2007)—nor fixed. Indeed, a major
entrepreneurial activity of financial-derivatives exchanges is to persuade both
external customers and exchange members that it is in their interests to trade
a new derivative (see MacKenzie 2006: 154–5 and 173–4 for examples from
the history of the Chicago Mercantile Exchange and Chicago Board Options
Exchange).

The potential for interests to conflict, even after they have been elicited and
‘translated’ (Latour 1987) in this way, makes contract design—like techno-
logical design (Winner 1980)—an inherently political problem. It is one that
cannot be solved simply by fiat (overly favouring the interests of one group
will probably be fatal, because others will then not participate in trading),
but requires balance and compromise. Richard Sandor, for example, noted
that the delivery procedure he designed for the Chicago Board of Trade’s first
financial derivative, futures on mortgage-backed bonds, ‘is complicated and
cumbersome. It appears to cause difficulties for both the longs and the shorts.
It is in that sense fair, and may be the reason it has been successful’ (Sandor
and Sosin 1983: 267).

Design, marketing, and the encouragement (often via face-to-face meet-
ings) of participation in trading are pressing matters, especially in the early
days of a new contract, because exchange-traded derivatives are subject
to ‘virtuous’ and ‘vicious’ circles akin to those identified in technological
innovation by Arthur (1984) and David (1992). The archetypal example of
the effects of these circles is the dominance of the QWERTY keyboard. It
is not demonstrably optimal for electronic word-processing—its original
motivation was to reduce the chances of the levers of a mechanical typewriter
sticking together by minimizing the frequency with which adjacent keys were
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struck in succession—but QWERTY is ‘locked in’ to the English-speaking
world’s keyboards, and its rivals ‘locked out’: none has a realistic chance of
displacing it.

Lock-in results from the advantages that sometimes flow to an incumbent
technology or derivatives exchange simply by virtue of being incumbent.
QWERTY’s advantages are the familiarity of millions of users with that key-lay
and the difficulties they would face in the first few weeks of using a different
layout. The internal combustion engine’s advantages include the century of
intensive research and development effort that has been devoted to it (and not
to its rivals), and the huge infrastructure of fuel supply and maintenance that
a rival would have to create afresh.

In the case of derivatives exchanges, business tends to flow to where existing
volumes of trading are high, because high volumes mean liquidity (even large
transactions can be conducted quickly, easily, and without a large impact on
price), low transaction costs, and a robust market price. Conversely, low vol-
umes mean illiquidity, high costs, and unreliable prices. So an exchange that
gains an established position in a particular derivative becomes, like QWERTY,
hard to challenge (Silber 1981: 132). LIFFE, for example, found that the cur-
rency futures it launched in competition with those of Chicago Mercantile
Exchange were not successful, despite London’s overall prominent role in
foreign exchange (Kynaston 1997: 95–6 and 126–7; Leslie and Wyatt 1992: 91).
Instead, LIFFE’s survival and success came to rest on derivatives that had no
well-established rivals, notably FTSE-100 futures and UK and German bond
futures.

There are, however, also differences between financial and most techno-
logical innovation. The tax treatment of derivatives is more critical to their
success than in the case of most physical technologies. For example, the appeal
of the London Traded Options Market to customers was initially limited by
the way in which options were treated until September 1980 in UK tax law
as ‘wasting assets’, which had the consequence that capital gains tax liabilities
could be incurred on loss-making as well as on profitable trading (Steen 1982).
In contrast, a large part of the appeal of financial spread betting is that in
the UK customers’ winnings are free from tax. Spread-betting firms incur tax
liabilities as bookmakers, but these are modest and absorbed into the spread
between the prices at which the firms buy and sell contracts.

Financial innovations are easier to ‘reverse engineer’ than most technolo-
gies (Tufano 1989: 230; Allen and Gale 1994: 53). To minimize the risk of dispute
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and litigation, the specification of derivatives has to be made as explicit as pos-
sible. Trading derivatives, pricing them, and hedging their risks may require
tacit knowledge, but their design is easy to copy. Innovative technologies
(especially those that are easily copied, such as pharmaceuticals) are protected
from imitation by intellectual property law, particularly patenting. In contrast,
the legal protection of innovative financial products (and, for example, of
derivatives pricing models) has been limited, at least until very recently. In
the USA, for example, financial products and models were presumed to fall
within the ‘business method’ and/or ‘mathematical algorithm’ exemptions
from the possibility of patenting. The general shift of intellectual property law
from a presumption of open access—to which patents were the exception—
towards a presumption in favour of private property (Merges 2000) has only
quite recently encompassed financial innovations.

A pivotal case was State Street Bank & Trust Co. v. Signature Financial Group.6 It
concerned US Patent 5,193,056 (9 March 1993), assigned to Signature, which
covered a data-processing system for calculating asset values and allocating
expenses in a ‘Hub and Spoke’™ system in which mutual funds share the
ownership of a common investment portfolio. State Street had sought to
have the patent ruled invalid, but in July 1998 the Court of Appeals for the
Federal Circuit, which enjoys ‘nationwide jurisdiction’ over patent cases,7

found in favour of Signature. State Street sought to appeal to the Supreme
Court, but in January 1999 the latter denied it leave to do so (Lerner 2002:
903).

It is remarkable that, at least until State Street, financial derivatives, central
as they are to the global capitalist system, developed in a legal regime with
only limited intellectual property rights. Did that regime (a) slow innovation
by reducing incentives, or (b) enhance innovation by facilitating copying and
adaptation in a context in which QWERTY-like ‘first-mover’ advantages were
an adequate incentive? That question points to a familiar debate about patent-
ing that cannot be entered into here, but the extraordinary pace of derivatives
innovation might incline one to (b). What is, however, clear is that copying was
indeed easy. Specific derivatives have frequently been imitated without, at least
until recently, fear of litigation. IG Index would, likewise, have been unable
to prevent other firms offering analogous spread-betting contracts. Indeed,
there is a sense in which entire exchanges have been imitated. LIFFE, for
example, was more closely modelled on the Chicago exchanges, particularly
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the Mercantile Exchange, than on any British precedent (Kynaston 1997; Leslie
and Wyatt 1992: 91).

Cultural Geography

The establishment of LIFFE highlights a theme prominent in ethnographies
such as Abolafia (1996): trading is a cultural as well as an economic activity. The
Chicago financial-derivatives markets inherited from their parent agricultural
futures exchanges a tradition of often frenzied, open-outcry, face-to-face trad-
ing in ‘pits’. Chicago’s was a trading culture quite different from that of the
New York Stock Exchange. There was no equivalent amongst Chicago’s com-
peting market makers of New York’s ‘specialists’, who enjoyed what in Chicago
was often perceived to be unfairly privileged access to the ‘book’ of unfilled
orders (in return for an obligation to maintain an orderly market, in particular
to trade with their own capital if there was a temporary imbalance between
orders to buy and to sell).

There was an even greater gulf between Chicago’s rough and tumble and
the ‘gentlemanly capitalism’ (Thompson 1997) that played a dominant role
in London until the early 1980s (the ‘Big Bang’ deregulation of 1986 was a
key moment in its demise). It is easy to stereotype—to forget that an urbane
self-presentation is perfectly compatible with dedication, financial acumen,
and even hard-edged dealing—but nevertheless the elite of London’s financial
sector formed something of a ‘status group’ in Weberian terms (see Weber 1970;
2000a; 2000b). David Steen, a key figure in the development of the London
Traded Options Market, nicely expressed in my interview with him (21 June
2001) the difference that he saw between London’s ethos and that prevalent in
the USA:

They [Americans] are much keener to make money than [we] are here . . . When I was
young, if you’d been to a public school, and particularly if you’d been to Oxford or
Cambridge, you really didn’t need to worry much more about anything else as far as
social status was concerned. You could go anywhere and you’d be accepted anywhere.
You knew where you were.

Established social standing made it possible to disdain small-minded pursuit of
pecuniary advantage, which was sometimes called ‘tizzy snatching’ (‘tizzy’ was
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nineteenth-century English slang for sixpence): as Steen put it, ‘people trading
and taking a snatch at profit of sixpence a share’. In Chicago, in contrast, the
equivalent of a tizzy was considered well worth snatching energetically.

LIFFE plumped unequivocally for Chicago culture over gentlemanly cap-
italism, opting symbolically for Chicago’s brightly coloured trading jackets
rather than the dark suits and black shoes traditional in the City. (LIFFE drew
the line only at Union Jack jackets, fearing they ‘would be seen on television
selling the pound down the river’ (Kynaston 1997: 73).) LIFFE’s traders were
often defiantly East End or ‘Essex boys’ (Zaloom 2003; 2006) rather than gen-
tlemen.

The London Traded Options Market (LTOM) was far more ambivalently
placed than LIFFE. Its inspiration too was Chicago (in its case, the success of
the Chicago Board Options Exchange, although the immediate spur to its
establishment was the threat that options on London shares might be traded
in Amsterdam), but LTOM’s London Stock Exchange parentage was too strong
for it fully to embrace the more flamboyant aspects of Chicago trading culture.
One market maker who moved from Chicago to LTOM in 1986 recalls that he
‘was booed off the floor first day because I had brown shoes on’. His colleagues
were no doubt teasing, but he found the attempt to translate Chicago attitudes
and practices to London sometimes uncomfortable.

Tracing the economic consequences of differences of this kind is difficult.
The spreads between LTOM’s market makers’ ‘bid’ and ‘ask’ prices in the late
1970s and early 1980s were large (Gemmill and Dickins 1986), far bigger than
those in Chicago, and it is tempting to attribute this to the way in which
Chicago’s ethos of fierce competition between market makers failed to sur-
vive the translation to what was in some respects still a gentlemanly world.
However, that may not be correct, for there are other possible explanations of
large spreads.8 For example, there were economically consequential tensions
between LTOM and its parent, the London Stock Exchange. In particular,
stock-exchange ‘jobbers’ (market makers) valued their right under exchange
rules not to disclose large transactions for ninety minutes, because it made
it easier to handle big blocks of shares. Delayed disclosure caused difficulties
to London’s options market makers (no equivalent right to delayed disclosure
existed in the USA), because it meant they could never be entirely confident of
the price at which they could hedge an options position. Wide bid-ask spreads
can thus be seen as helping insulate them from the risks attendant on the
difficulty of hedging.
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More clear-cut is the effect upon derivatives markets of one aspect of the
wider culture in which they are embedded: the trace left in the legal system
of hostility to gambling. Section 18 of the UK Gaming Act of 1845 laid down
‘That all Contracts or Agreements . . . by way of gaming or wagering, shall
be null and void’, rendering gambling debts unrecoverable in law. The USA
went further, with most states (including, crucially from the viewpoint of the
Chicago derivatives markets, Illinois) outlawing gambling.

Although organized exchanges dedicated to the trading of derivatives of
financial assets are recent, such derivatives have long been traded in ad hoc
ways, and exchanges dedicated to derivatives of agricultural commodities
(grain futures, for example) have existed since the nineteenth century. The
issue of how to draw the legal distinction between a legitimate derivatives
contract and a wager is thus long-standing, and it is not straightforward:
a derivative can indeed seem to resemble a bet on the movement of the
price of the underlying asset. If it were ruled that a derivative was a wager,
a derivative contract would have been illegal in the USA and unenforceable
in the UK.

In eighteenth-century English legal doctrine, the overall distinction
between a legitimate contract and a wager was informed by what O’Malley
calls a ‘materialist theory of exchange’, in which ‘the act of exchange must
include some element of material value or title to [material] value’ (2003:
239–40). The ‘abstract’ or ‘virtual’ nature of derivatives—which, as noted, is
a main theme of recent theoretical discussion of them—is thus in fact their
most long-standing legal drawback. A doctrine according to which legitimate
exchange has to involve the transfer of title to material value endangers the
legality of options on securities, which are at two removes from material
value, being at best a claim on a title of ownership or other right. Nor was
the problem restricted to derivatives of securities. A grain future might seem
unequivocally to involve eventual transfer of ownership of a material asset, but
in practice futures contracts on grain or other commodities were normally
settled by cash payments. Delivery of grain (or even of the elevator receipts
that were the main form of token of ownership of grain: see Cronon 1991) was
rare.

For reasons that scholars have yet to explore in detail, nineteenth-century
legal doctrine, in both England and the USA, became less ‘materialist’ and
more favourable to derivatives. The distinction between a legitimate con-
tract and a wager was redrawn around what became known as the ‘intent
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test’ (Swan 2000: 212–13): if the parties to a contract intended the delivery of
the asset in question, then the contract was not a wager and was legal and
enforceable, even if delivery did not actually take place. To agrarian critics
of agricultural futures exchanges, ‘intent’ could seem ‘an empty legal fiction’
(O’Malley 2003: 243), since it was easy for futures traders to claim that they had
intended to deliver the commodity involved, and had failed to do so simply
because circumstances had changed. Nevertheless, critics’ efforts to restore
‘the eighteenth-century principle of material exchange’ failed (O’Malley 2003:
244).

Trading of futures on physical commodities and of stock options passed the
intent test (stock options could be settled by handing over share certificates,
and that had come to count as delivery). However, the test created problems
for more sophisticated financial derivatives precisely because of their more
abstract nature. A stock index, for example, is a mathematical abstraction (it
is not the price of any single entity, but is an average of prices), so by far the
simplest way to construct a future on an index is to make it settleable by cash
payment alone. But claiming intent to deliver would then be impossible, and
the contract would as a result be liable to be ruled to be a wager. In conse-
quence, although the Chicago exchanges had wished to introduce futures on
stock indexes from the late 1960s onwards, they were unable to do so until
1982. (How the necessary legal and regulatory changes were brought about is
discussed in MacKenzie 2006.)

In England, LIFFE faced the intent test and the 1845 Gaming Act (still
on the statute book), initially in regard to interest-rate futures based upon
LIBOR. Again, the issue was that LIBOR, being an average interest rate, was
not deliverable. LIFFE devised what it hoped was a legally adequate hybrid: cash
settlement, but with the ‘long’ having the right to demand delivery of a deposit
similar to a loan in the interbank market (the market that LIBOR ‘summarizes’
in the way discussed below). In July 1982, LIFFE obtained Counsel’s opinion
that ‘such a contract is not a wager in law’ (Kynaston 1997: 58). In 1984, a
similar hybrid was devised for LIFFE’s new FTSE-100 futures, with ‘buyers and
sellers [able to] nominate shares they might wish to receive or deliver’, again
because of the fear that ‘Gaming Act implications might preclude cash-only
settlement’ (Kynaston 1997: 131).

The issue of gambling was resolved decisively in the UK only in 1986, when,
Kynaston reports, LIFFE’s ‘traditionally good relationship’ (1997: 155) with
the Department of Trade and Industry led to the inclusion in the Financial
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Services Act of a provision (section 63 of the Act) laying down that no contract
that constituted investment business within the meaning of the Act could
be rendered ‘void or unenforceable’ on the grounds that it was a wager. The
provision removed the barrier to derivatives that could be settled only in cash.
They might still fail the intent test and thus be classed as bets, but they were
now legally enforceable.

The 1986 provision had, however, an inadvertent consequence: it rescued
the nascent British spread-betting industry (which has subsequently grown
to compete with LIFFE for the business of individual customers) from the
consequences of the 1987 stock-market crash. Because gambling remained
legal in the UK, IG Index had been able to turn the analogy between derivatives
trading and gambling from a problem (as it had been in the USA and for LIFFE)
into a resource: making a derivative into a bet confers the tax advantage noted
above.

The most common of the standardized contracts that IG Index and its com-
petitors offer their customers are analogous to futures (the main difference
is that the contracts are directly with the spread-betting firm, rather than
between customers). In the case of FTSE-100 contracts, for example, firms
quote a price at which customers can ‘buy’ the index from the firm, and a
lower price at which they can ‘sell’ it to the firm. (As with market makers on
exchanges, the firms’ profits come mainly from the spread between the two
prices.) A customer who believes the index will rise will buy the index, staking
a certain amount (typically of the order of £5) per index point, hoping that the
index will have risen by more than the spread by the time he or she sells the
index back to the firm. A customer who believes the index will fall will begin
by selling the index, and close the bet by buying (see, e.g., Vintcent 2002).

As with exchange-traded futures, spread bets thus offer the potential that a
limited initial ‘margin’ deposit can become a much larger gain or loss. Spread-
betting firms hedge any large resultant exposure to market movements by
taking a position similar to that taken by the aggregate of their customers
(often using futures on LIFFE or other exchanges). Until 1986, however, it
was impossible legally to recover sums customers owed the firm. IG Index
controlled that risk by requiring a deposit large enough to cover likely losses,
but calculating that deposit involved estimating the size of plausible market
movements; demanding too big a deposit would put customers off.

As noted in MacKenzie (2004), the 1987 crash involved a market move far
greater than seemed likely, and it left many of IG Index’s customers with
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liabilities exceeding their deposits. At that time, the firm was nowhere near as
well financed as it is today and it could easily have become insolvent. Because
its customers were in aggregate ‘long’—had bet that prices would rise—its
hedging meant that it too was long, and huge price declines meant it owed
large sums to its brokers, which had to be paid immediately. However, many of
its customers (who thought they knew gambling debts to be unenforceable)
refused, or were unable, to pay what they owed IG Index. Fortunately from
its viewpoint, IG Index was able to point them to section 63 of the Financial
Services Act, which meant they had to pay (interview with Stuart Wheeler,
1 March 2005).

Facticity

‘Culture’ is thus not simply ‘the context’ within which derivatives trading
takes place. Via matters such as the law of gambling, it shapes and is inter-
meshed with the detailed mechanics of this trading. Another crucial aspect of
those mechanics is the nature of the asset, rate, or other quantity underlying
a derivative.

For agricultural futures exchanges—which were, as noted, the sites from
which modern financial-derivatives exchanges sprang—the most pressing
issue in this respect was standardizing the underlying asset to an extent suf-
ficient for claims on it to be tradeable without reference to any specific physi-
cal entities. In Chicago grain trading, standardization seems to have been an
emergent property, co-evolving with futures trading (Cronon 1991). Later,
standardization was an explicit part of the planning for a new contract, such as
the Chicago Board of Trade’s futures on mortgage-backed bonds or its futures
on Treasury bonds, introduced in August 1977 and ‘the exchange’s most suc-
cessful contract ever’ (Falloon 1998: 251; the fine ethnography by Zaloom 2006
is of the Board of Trade’s bond-futures trading). Bonds themselves could not
plausibly be standardized, so in both cases the tricky problem of making dif-
ferent issues of bonds commensurable had to be tackled. The solutions found
were a little elaborate but robust, though sudden shortages of the ‘cheapest-
to-deliver’ bond (sometimes the result of a deliberate ‘squeeze’) are a recurrent
problem of which all bond-derivatives traders must be wary.

A derivatives contract that can be settled only in cash avoids such problems,
and cash settlement also facilitates the development of derivatives on entities
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that cannot straightforwardly be delivered: first of all stock indexes, and now
a much wider range of quantities including, for example, weather and human
longevity.9 However, cash settlement raises a difficulty of a different sort (one
quite distinct from the legal vulnerability arising from the ‘intent test’). The
measure used to determine cash settlement sums—whether it be a price,
an index level, an interest rate, or a measure of weather, longevity, or other
quantity—must be a fact.

One aspect of facticity—that is, of status as a fact—is adequacy of repre-
sentation. The measure used for cash settlement must be believed genuinely
to express conditions in the market or process underlying the derivative, so
that someone using the derivative to hedge risk can be sure that (if conditions
are unfavourable) the gain they will make from the derivative will cancel out
the losses they will incur in the underlying market or from the underlying
process.

Problems of adequacy of representation may, for example, have been one
factor in the failure of the London Futures and Options Exchange’s property
futures (Patel 1994). The measure used for its housing futures was the Nation-
wide Anglia house price index, but that was based only on transactions in
which Nationwide Anglia was the lender. It was only one of several candidate
measures of the overall state of the UK housing market (even today, differ-
ent indexes often offer markedly different estimates of the rate of change in
house prices). Furthermore, the average countrywide condition of the housing
market was less relevant to hedgers—such as developers concerned that the
houses they were building would not fetch the anticipated prices—than local
conditions, which in the housing market can often vary markedly. (In 2006, the
Chicago Mercantile Exchange launched housing futures and options, using
indexes that are specific to particular cities and based on identifying repeat sales
of the same properties, but it is too early to tell how successful these contracts
will be in the long term.)

In contrast, LIBOR is an example of a measure that has usually been taken
as an adequate representation of the underlying market. It is the basis both
of important exchange-traded derivatives contracts, such as the Chicago Mer-
cantile Exchange’s Eurodollar contract or LIFFE’s Short Sterling interest-rate
contract, and also plays the central role in the over-the-counter interest-rate
swaps market. (In a typical swap, party A pays party B a rate of interest that
is fixed for the contract’s duration, while B pays A a floating rate, most com-
monly LIBOR.) The swaps market is the largest of all derivatives markets—it
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dwarfs even the huge markets in exchange-traded derivatives—with the con-
sequence that, as noted in Chapter 1, by 2006 contracts totalling over $170
trillion (around $26,000 for every human being on earth) were indexed to
LIBOR. Given that, it is surprising that LIBOR has never, to my knowledge,
been the object of a social science study (the only detailed source on it is
unpublished: Mason 1999).

LIBOR is the interest rate at which major banks can borrow funds from
other banks in the London interbank market in a particular currency for
a given period of time. (Because a range of currencies and time periods
are involved, LIBOR is a set of numbers—six-month US dollar LIBOR, for
instance—not a single number. Why the most crucial facts are a set of
‘London’ rates, not ‘New York’ rates, is an intriguing question in the cultural
and political geography of financial markets that unfortunately cannot be
discussed here.)

To understand how LIBOR is constructed requires a brief discussion of the
interbank market. A key role in it is played by the ‘voice brokers’ discussed
in Chapter 2. Such brokers sit at desks in rooms that resemble banks’ trading
rooms, but are more crowded, noisier, and more raucous. On each broker’s
desk is a ‘voicebox’ (consisting of a microphone, loudspeaker, and switches),
which is connected by dedicated telephone lines to similar voiceboxes at the
desks of each of the broker’s clients in bank dealing rooms.

Sometimes interbank deals are struck directly, but more often a bank’s
dealer who wishes to place or to receive an interbank deposit will use his or
her voicebox to tell a broker, who will then do one of three things: (a) use his
or her voicebox to try to find a counterparty; (b) shout out the order to his
or her colleagues; or (c) ask a ‘board boy’ (as they are still called) to write the
order on one of the large whiteboards that surround the brokers’ desks.

Brokers supply their bank dealing-room clients with screens that indicate
current bid and offer rates for interbank deposits, and those screens are the
most important minute-by-minute representation of the interbank market.
There is, however, an element of judgement in the rates that brokers display
on the screens. Not all banks are equal: their credit ratings differ, and a bank’s
credit risk department will typically impose a limit on the amount of money
that can be on deposit with any particular counterparty bank. So a broker may,
for example, choose not to display the most attractive interest rate that he or
she knows of, if its source is a bank with a poor credit rating to which many of
his or her clients would be unable to lend.
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Dealers in banks also exercise judgement in interpreting the rates the
screens display. Asked how he estimates LIBOR, one dealer told me:

within say the pool of sixteen [banks on a LIBOR Panel: see below] . . . you’ll probably
have three aggressive lenders, so the run-through you get from the broker is where
you’re going to get the first three lots of money. After that you have to move your
price up until it becomes attractive enough for the people that don’t want to lend to
suddenly think, ‘well, this is becoming attractive enough to do it’, and that’s where
this spread . . . comes from [A LIBOR estimate is] not going to be a mid-market rate, it’s
going to be the point at which you are likely to get the money.

The judgement thus involved in estimating LIBOR raises another aspect
of the facticity of the measure used to cash-settle a derivative: its robustness
in respect to attempts to manipulate it. Those with no direct involvement
in the market of which LIBOR is a representation might be guaranteed to
be unbiased, but they would lack the detailed knowledge needed to exercise
informed judgement, so there is no practical alternative to reliance on those
whose involvement means they may have ‘interests’ in the outcome.

When the Chicago Mercantile Exchange launched LIBOR-settled Eurodol-
lar futures in December 1981, it thus set up its own daily poll, designed by its
chief economist, Fred Arditti. Each of a designated set of banks was asked to
give an estimate of LIBOR, but before the average was taken the highest and
lowest estimates were eliminated, so no one bank could influence the result by
giving a very high or a very low estimate. ‘[I]n the beginning there [was] some
minor grousing’, Leo Melamed, then chair of the exchange, told me, but ‘the
beauty of the [LIBOR] “fixing” was that it was so overwhelmingly accepted as
the “true” price for interest rates’.10

In 1985, the British Bankers’ Association, membership of which is open
to international banks trading in Britain as well as British-domiciled banks,
introduced a centralized daily LIBOR ‘fixing’ (similar in outline to Arditti’s)
that eventually replaced all other fixings, although other ‘LIBORs’ are still
sometimes quoted. The Foreign Exchange and Money Markets Advisory Panel
of the Association selects panels of eight, twelve, or sixteen banks for each
currency on the basis of those banks’ ‘reputation’, ‘scale of activity in the
London market’, and ‘perceived expertise in the currency concerned’, while
‘giving due consideration to credit standing’ (Mason 1999: 3–4).

By 11.10 a.m. each business day, each bank on a LIBOR panel reports to
Telerate (now part of Reuters) ‘the rate at which it could borrow funds
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[“unsecured”, and “governed by the laws of England and Wales”] were it to
do so by asking for and then accepting inter-bank offers in reasonable market
size just prior to 11.00’ (Mason 1999: slides 8 and 9) in the currency and for
the time period in question. The rates are then ranked in order, the top and
bottom quartiles are ignored, and the mean of the second and third quartiles
is calculated. That mean is British Bankers’ Association LIBOR, and by around
11.45 a.m. it is disseminated worldwide via all the main market networks.

The fixing takes inputs that may seem imprecise—‘we ask them [the banks on
the panel] to tell us what other people are offering’; there is no requirement that
any loan actually be taken out at that rate; and what constitutes ‘reasonable
market size’ is deliberately not defined exactly (Mason 1999: 4–5, emphases in
original)—and from those inputs it produces facts. The fixing is designed to
be sociologically robust, so to speak. The banks that produce the inputs will very
likely have large derivatives portfolios indexed to British Bankers’ Association
LIBOR, the value of which will be affected by the final figure, but as well as
the latter their inputs are also disseminated. One interviewee showed me that
day’s inputs into three-month sterling LIBOR, pointing with suspicion to a
bank that had reduced its input—by a single basis point (that is, a hundredth
of a percentage point)—from the previous day’s, while all others had either
increased theirs or left them unchanged. An idiosyncratic, manipulative input
is thus on public display to the market. Furthermore, the exclusion of the
top and bottom quartiles means that an overly idiosyncratic input would in
any case be thrown out of the calculation. Finally, an advisory panel to the
British Bankers’ Association selects the members of Contributor Panels, and
a bank that regularly made dubious inputs could face embarrassing removal.
This sanction, one interviewee told me, has been used, albeit not recently.

During 2007–8, however, confidence in LIBOR came under unprecedented
strain. The exclusion of the top and bottom quartiles cannot by itself protect
LIBOR from issues that affect all banks. With first Northern Rock and then
Bear Stearns needing to be rescued, almost any bank could seem at risk.
Suspicions emerged that banks on LIBOR panels were reluctant to report
that they could borrow only at high rates, because of fear of rumours that
the bank in question was in trouble. This led to concerns that banks were
‘herding’—keeping their inputs close to others’ anticipated inputs—and that
there was a downward bias to LIBOR. The Wall Street Journal became a prominent
critic, for example reporting on 16 April 2008 a claim that three-month dollar
LIBOR was thirty basis points below what it ‘should’ be. The British Bankers’
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Association vigorously defended LIBOR, and though there were suggestions
for alterations to it (such as asking each bank to report not the rates at which
it can borrow but those at which others can borrow)’ the Association rightly
rejected knee-jerk changes. Nevertheless, there was growing interest in basing
new derivatives on other indexes: in June 2008, for example, LIFFE launched a
futures contract based on EONIA, a weighted average of the rates on overnight
euro loan deals between banks.

Conclusion

The more theoretically oriented of the contributions to the geographical,
anthropological, and sociological literature on financial derivatives have had
a tendency inadvertently to replicate the appearance of the products they
discuss: they have formed a rather abstract literature on apparently abstract
products. However, a market in these products ‘is more than a bright idea’,
says Leo Melamed, who led the Chicago Mercantile Exchange’s move into
financial derivatives. ‘It takes planning, calculation, arm-twisting, and tenacity
to get a market up and going. Even when it’s chugging along, it has to be
cranked and pushed’ (Melamed and Tamarkin 1996: 295).

That calculation, cranking, and pushing (for some insight into arm-
twisting, see MacKenzie 2006) is a key part of the material production of
virtuality, as are issues such as the design of derivatives contracts, the legal
boundary between legitimate trading and gambling, local cultures of trading,
and how the facticity essential to cash-settled derivatives is generated. Such
issues should matter to those who are interested in the ‘big questions’ of
the theoretical literature—such as the extent and distribution of risk or the
scope of globalization and commodification—because well-grounded answers
to those big questions inevitably must involve the apparent detail of material
sociology.

The question of spatiality, for example, demands a nuanced answer. Yes,
global financial integration is a very real phenomenon; but no, it has not
brought about ‘the end of geography’ (O’Brien 1992). LIBOR, for instance,
is a global fact; but it is also London Interbank Offered Rate. Spread betting,
to take another example, permits rapidly increasing numbers of residents of
the UK to use the screens and key-pads of their mobile phones to enter into
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inexpensive derivatives contracts on thousands of global assets: the Nikkei
index, Brent crude, gold, carbon-emissions permits, and so on.11 The simple
operation involved takes less than ten seconds and the contracts are usually
confirmed in as little as five seconds. No fully equivalent experience has been
available to residents of the USA, and such lived experiences of markets are
surely consequential: by 2006, some 400,000 people in the UK had spread-
betting accounts (Brady and Ramyar 2006). Currently, there is an attempt to
repeat in the USA the success of financial spread betting in the UK in the form
of ‘hedgelets’—similar to spread bets, but formulated in such a way as to stop
them being classed as wagers—but how successful that will be remains to be
seen.

The material sociology of derivatives has many facets not discussed in this
chapter. One that will be discussed in Chapter 5 is how arbitrage ties the prices
of derivatives to their underlying asset (but also how it sometimes fails). Also
important, but either not discussed in this book or touched on only very
briefly, are the roles in derivatives trading of bodies, which are material entities
par excellence, and of technologies (the sometimes traumatic shift from open-
outcry to electronic trading is discussed by Zaloom 2006); the crucial functions
of clearing houses (Millo, Muniesa, Panourgias, and Scott 2005); the structur-
ing role of systems of regulation; and so on. It is clearly important to extend
the analysis beyond the USA and UK to the world’s many other derivatives
exchanges, whether established or nascent. The issues of innovation, cultural
geography, and facticity need addressing also in the context of the over-the-
counter (direct institution-to-institution) market, not just exchange-traded
derivatives. Nevertheless, I hope that this preliminary analysis indicates at least
that we should not simply be fascinated by the virtual character of derivatives,
but need to investigate in depth how that virtuality is materially produced.



5

The Material Sociology
of Arbitrage

with Daniel Beunza and Iain Hardie

The derivatives discussed in the previous chapter, which now play such a
central role in global finance, are contracts or securities whose value depends
on the price of an ‘underlying’ asset, on the level of an index, or on an
exchange rate, interest rate, or other quantity. Here, as elsewhere in finance,
factual status is important. For a derivatives market to be credible, the price
of derivatives must not be seen as arbitrary, or as subject to manipulation, but
must adequately reflect conditions in the market for the underlying asset, in
particular the price of the asset or the level of the index, rate, or other quantity
involved.

Crucial to the functioning of derivatives markets is that a specific mater-
ial process can tie the price of a future, option, or other derivative to the
underlying asset or rate: arbitrage. In this chapter, we seek to develop a
material sociology of arbitrage. As discussed below, ‘arbitrage’ is a term with
different meanings, but this chapter follows market practitioners in defining
it as trading that aims to make low-risk profits by exploiting discrepancies
in the price of the same asset or in the relative prices of similar assets. For
example, if the price of a derivative drifts too far away from that implied by
conditions in the market for the underlying asset or rate, then arbitrageurs
can step in and exploit the price discrepancy. They buy the ‘cheap’ instrument
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and sell the ‘expensive’ one, so limiting or reducing the discrepancy, recon-
necting the market for the derivative with that for the underlying asset or
rate.

Important though the role of arbitrage in derivatives markets is, it is found
in many other contexts as well. A classic example historically was gold arbi-
trage. If the price of gold in Saudi Arabia exceeds its price in New York by
more than the cost of transportation, arbitrageurs can profit by buying gold
in New York and selling it in Saudi Arabia (or vice versa if gold is cheaper in
Saudi Arabia). By buying and selling as close to simultaneously as possible,
arbitrageurs avoid the risks of ‘directional’ trading: they profit irrespective of
whether the price of gold goes on to rise or to fall.

Arbitrage requires technological resources, sustained effort, and expertise
beyond the capacity of nearly all lay investors in financial markets. It is the
preserve of market professionals, and is a crucial form of trading. (To bring
the topic close to home for academic readers in the USA, we would note that
the most successful of large university endowment funds, such as Harvard’s,
are often skilled practitioners of arbitrage.) Indeed, arbitrage constitutes markets,
for example helping to determine their scope and the extent to which they
are global: that international gold arbitrage is possible creates a world market
in gold with a ‘world price’, rather than geographically separate markets with
different prices.

In constituting markets, arbitrage has wider consequences for economies
and political systems. For example, in the late 1990s arbitrageurs in hedge
funds and investment banks began to perceive growing similarity between the
bonds issued by the government of Italy and those issued by other European
countries, notably Germany. For a variety of reasons (including distrust of
the fiscal efficiency of the Italian state and consequent fears of it defaulting
on its bonds), the prices of Italian government bonds had traditionally been
low relative to those of countries such as Germany, thus imposing high debt-
service charges on Italy. As arbitrageurs began to buy Italian bonds, their rela-
tive prices rose and the proportion of Italy’s government expenditure devoted
to debt service fell. The process—which was assisted by the liquidity created
by the MTS electronic bond-trading system, set up by the Italian treasury in
1988 and discussed below—helped Italy meet the Maastricht criteria for Euro-
pean Economic and Monetary Union (EMU). Arbitrageurs’ beliefs thus had
a self-validating aspect—they prompted trading that made more likely the
event, Italy’s qualification for EMU, on which the beliefs were predicated—and
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arbitrage helped to create a European government bond market, rather than
separate national markets.

The failures of arbitrage can be as consequential as its successes. Such failures
were at the heart of two of the most serious crises of the post-war finan-
cial system: the 1987 stock-market crash and the 1998 turmoil surrounding
the hedge fund Long-Term Capital Management (LTCM). A crucial aspect of
the former was the breakdown of the link—normally imposed by arbitrage
in the way sketched above—between the stock market and a key derivatives
market: stock-index futures. In the case of LTCM, the forced unwinding of
arbitrage positions caused huge, sudden, highly correlated price movements
across the globe in apparently unrelated assets, bringing some markets close
to paralysis.

There is an enormous disciplinary imbalance in regard to arbitrage. It has
received almost no sustained attention in economic sociology, in economic
anthropology, in economic geography, or in the strand of political science
known as international political economy, even in the subsets of those special-
ities that deal with financial markets (the limited exceptions include Miyazaki
2003; Robotti n.d.; Beunza and Stark 2004; Hardie 2004; and MacKenzie 2003).
In contrast, the central theoretical mechanism invoked by modern financial
economics is ‘arbitrage proof’. The field posits that the only patterns of prices
that can be stable are those that permit no opportunities for arbitrage. Partic-
ular patterns of prices are then shown to be necessary by demonstrating that
if prices deviate from that pattern, arbitrage is possible. The entire modern
theory of asset pricing—especially the theory of the pricing of derivatives such
as options—relies on ‘arbitrage proof’ of this kind. Paradigmatic is the Nobel-
Prize-winning theory of options developed by Fischer Black, Myron Scholes,
and Robert C. Merton (Black and Scholes 1973; Merton 1973). In their model,
the price of an option is determined by the fact that it can be replicated exactly:
it is possible to construct a continuously adjusted portfolio of holdings or
borrowings of the underlying asset and cash that will have the same pay-off
as the option in all states of the world. The price of the option must equal the
cost of this replicating portfolio, for otherwise arbitrage is possible.

The conceptualization of ‘arbitrage’ in the work of Black, Scholes, and
Merton, and in mainstream financial economics more generally, differs from
the arbitrage as market practice that is the focus of this chapter. Orthodox
economists define arbitrage as demanding no capital and involving no risk,
while in market practice arbitrage seems always to require some capital and
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involves some risk, even if the risk is only that a counterparty to a transaction
will not fulfil its obligations (Hardie 2004). Indeed, a purist would argue that
the trading we consider in this chapter should not be considered ‘arbitrage’.1

Purism, however, has its costs—a purist definition of ‘arbitrage’ excludes
the real-world counterparts of the canonical arbitrages of finance theory,
such as the arbitrage that imposes Black–Scholes–Merton option pricing—
and purism is not the only possible response. Financial economists—especially
‘behavioural’ economists such as Andrei Shleifer—have begun to investigate
the consequences of making the definition of arbitrage more realistic (see, for
example, Shleifer and Vishny 1997). These economists rightly see the topic as
a crucial one. Since, in orthodox views, it is above all arbitrage that makes
markets efficient, the existence of limits to arbitrage casts into doubt the
full validity of the central tenet of modern financial economics: the efficient
market hypothesis, according to which prices in mature capital markets fully
reflect, effectively instantaneously, all available price-relevant information.

We shall suggest below that there are potentially productive linkages
between the emerging literature in economics on the limits of arbitrage and
the ‘material sociology’ of arbitrage that we advocate. As noted in Chapter 2,
material sociology pays attention to, amongst other things, the role played
in social relations by technological systems and other physical objects and
entities (including human bodies viewed as material entities). Since that role
is of course pervasive, all sociology should be material sociology, yet social
theory frequently abstracts away from physical objects and empirical enquiry
often does not focus on them. As we shall argue, a proper understanding of
arbitrage requires us to take into account both its ‘physical’ and ‘social’ aspects,
and the two are ultimately inseparable. Arbitrage is simultaneously a ‘physical’ and
a ‘social’ process.

In developing a material sociology of arbitrage, this chapter draws upon
three data sources. One is fieldwork conducted by Beunza, in collabora-
tion with David Stark, and reported previously in Beunza and Stark (2003;
2004; 2005). Beunza and Stark conducted a participant-observation study of
the Lower Manhattan arbitrage trading room of a global, non-American
investment bank with 128 offices in 26 countries across the USA, Europe,
and Asia. The study comprised 65 half-day visits to the trading room over
the course of 34 months. During those months, Beunza and Stark under-
took detailed observation at four of the ten trading desks in the room
(merger arbitrage desk, statistical arbitrage, special situations, and customer
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arbitrage), sitting in the tight space between traders, following trades as they
unfolded, and sharing lunch and jokes with the traders. They complemented
this data with in-depth interviews of a selected group of traders in a more
private setting, typically a small conference room just off the trading room.
In the final year of the investigation, Beunza and Stark were integrated more
formally into the trading room—provided with a place at a trading desk, a
computer, and a telephone.

The second source is a study of arbitrage by MacKenzie, which focused
(a) on LTCM, where the main purpose was to understand the fund’s cri-
sis and what it implied for the limits to arbitrage, and (b) on forms of
arbitrage, especially options arbitrage, that draw heavily upon finance the-
ory, where the goal was to understanding the extent to which such arbi-
trage ‘performs’ finance theory in the fashion posited by Callon (1998). The
study was based on semi-structured interviews with a ‘snowball’ sample of
26 arbitrageurs whose trading was relevant to these questions, on an analy-
sis of the price movements in the crisis months in the markets in which
LTCM operated, and on existing econometric analyses of options pricing
(see MacKenzie 2003; 2006).

The third source is a study by Hardie and MacKenzie which focuses on
several of the issues discussed in this chapter, including information flow
between competing traders, relations between traders and managers, and cir-
cumstances in which trades that will almost certainly be profitable if held
for long enough nevertheless have to be unwound. Its snowball sample (of
traders in hedge funds and investment banks, of those who manage these
traders, of those who provide administrative services, and of the ‘funds of
funds’ that channel capital to hedge funds) comprises 51 interviews,2 and the
study also involves the brief period of observation of a hedge fund drawn on in
Chapter 3.

It was during this period of observation that we witnessed the arbitrage
trade that we describe in the next section of the chapter. However, the example
is chosen for its simplicity, not because it encapsulates all the issues we wish to
discuss—no single example does. Indeed, our goal here is not to report sys-
tematically on the three underlying studies, which have many aspects beyond
those discussed here. Rather, our aim is to outline a material sociology of
arbitrage consistent with our observations, interviews, and other sources of
data, and also with the results of others in the social studies of finance who
have touched upon arbitrage.
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Brazil 14s and 40s

5 January 2005: Hardie and MacKenzie are observing trading in the hedge
fund described in Chapter 3. Just after the fund’s morning meeting, part-
ner B notices an oddity in the Brazilian government bond market. The
minutes of the US Federal Reserve’s Open Market Committee, released the
previous evening in London time, have been taken by market participants
as indicating that further interest-rate rises are on the way, and have led
to general price falls in the Brazilian bond market. However, the ‘14s’ (an
issue of dollar-denominated bonds that mature in 2014) are ‘trading up’:
their price is high relative to other bonds. ‘Hit the bid’ (sell them), suggests
partner B.

The trader does not respond immediately, but he goes on to ask his assistant
to produce a chart of the prices over the last three months of the ‘14s’ and
the ‘40s’ (Brazilian government dollar-denominated bonds that mature in
November 2040). As the day proceeds, the trader takes a position in the 14s and
the 40s, short selling the former and buying the latter. He also sends a contact
in an investment bank the Excel file containing the price chart produced by his
assistant, encouraging his contact to circulate it to others. (Later in this chapter
we discuss why he does this.)

A bond maturing in 2040 seems very different from one maturing in 2014:
much could happen in the quarter-century between the two dates. But the
bond maturing in 2040 is ‘callable’: the Brazilian government has the right
to recall the bond by repaying the principal early, in 2015. If Brazilian bonds
continue to trade at anything like their current prices, it will be in the gov-
ernment’s interest to do so, since it will be able to replace the borrowing more
cheaply. The ‘40s’ thus in effect mature in 2015 and so, despite appearances, a
‘14’ and a ‘40’ are quite similar.

On the morning of 5 January, none of this is said explicitly: it is part of what
the trader and partner B, like all sophisticated participants in the Brazilian
bond market, simply ‘know’. (Hardie was an investment banker before return-
ing to academia, and was involved in the initial sale of the ‘40s’ on behalf
of the government of Brazil, so he knows it too, though he needs to whis-
per an explanation to MacKenzie.) Nevertheless, the chart produced by the
trader’s assistant is a material representation that makes visible the reasoning
underpinning the trade. Once he has configured the chart according to the
trader’s wishes—initially, it shows the prices of the 14s and the prices of the
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40s, when the trader wants it to display the difference in prices—the prices of
the two bonds can be seen to follow each other closely, as would be expected,
but with the 40s almost always slightly more expensive than the 14s. Again,
the reason is common knowledge amongst aficionados. The 40s are the most
liquid of Brazilian government bonds, the ones most readily bought and sold,
and thus the most attractive, for example to those who wish to create and to
exit positions quickly. Indeed, in a later interview partner C describes the Brazil
40s as the ‘asset-class benchmark’ for emerging-market government bonds as
a whole: ‘if people are negative/positive on emerging markets, they buy or sell
that specific issue.’

In order to read the trader’s assistant’s chart correctly, one needs to real-
ize that on it ‘time’ flows from right to left (the earliest dates are on the
right). Once that is grasped, however, someone viewing it can clearly see
what the trader has seen: in recent trading days the 14s have become more
expensive than the 40s, with the difference increasing sharply the previous
day (4 January). The trader knows his market well enough to infer a cause
that is confirmed only later in the day in a telephone conversation with the
above-mentioned investment bank contact. The sell-off triggered by US Fed-
eral Reserve’s minutes has concentrated in Brazil’s liquid 40s. Indeed, as the
contact tells the trader, unusually ‘the real money guys [traders not in hedge
funds but in bigger institutions] shorted 40s’.

The trader thus confidently assumes—and makes explicit in a telephone
conversation with his contact—that the fact that 14s are more expensive than
40s is a price discrepancy that will be temporary. By short selling 14s and
buying 40s, he—and indeed others—can perform an arbitrage (in market
practitioners’ sense of the term). The discrepancy would be expected to vanish
in the normal course of events, but especially if others choose also to exploit it
(perhaps because the investment bank contact circulates the assistant’s chart
to them), the process will be hastened, maybe considerably. By early afternoon,
the trader has accumulated some $13 million of short sales of 14s and another
$13 million of purchases of 40s. By mid-afternoon, he is able to say ‘it’s moved
in my favour’—the discrepancy has started to reduce—‘but not enough to
unwind’: he keeps the position on, expecting further reductions in the dis-
crepancy. Only at the end of the week does he liquidate his position, earning a
healthy profit.

Note what the trader is not doing in this trade. Like the gold arbitrageur, he
is not taking a ‘directional’ view. He is not attempting to predict the policies of
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the Brazilian government, to estimate the probability of bond default by Brazil,
or to anticipate the future courses of interest rates or inflation: because the 14s
and the 40s are so similar, changes in factors such as these will affect the prices
of each bond roughly equally, and with the trader’s matched ‘long’ and ‘short’
positions the effects will cancel out. As the trader puts it in a telephone call to
his contact in the investment bank, ‘there is zero market risk’ in the trade: its
profitability (‘there is at least half a point in that trade’) should not be affected
by overall rises and falls in the prices of Brazilian government bonds. In fact, as
he acknowledges to us, the trader’s position is not entirely free from risk—see
below—but in its insulation from the major risk factors in his market, it is low
risk.

Asked by the third author about the rationale of the trade, the trader says
(just as a financial economist would) that the fact ‘that this trade has presented
[itself] indicates [an] inefficiency’. Temporarily, prices are reflecting something
other than merely available information such as the relative liquidity of the
two bonds. Although the trader’s motivation may simply be to earn money for
his hedge fund, his actions are helping to eliminate a discrepancy and correct
the effects of an ‘inefficiency’. In that respect, his trading, even if not free of
risk, resembles arbitrage as conceived by financial economics.

The Materiality of Arbitrage

A price is a thing. Like all prices, those to which the trader was responding (and
circulating in the form of the chart prepared by his assistant) were physical
entities—patterns on computer screens and spoken numbers transmitted by
telephone. The forms of embodiment of prices are various—the sound waves
that constitute speech; pen or pencil marks on paper; the electrical impulses
that represent binary digits in a computerized system or encode sound over
a telephone line; hand signals in ‘open-outcry’ trading pits that are too noisy
for voices to be heard; and so on—but are always material. If a price is to be
communicated from one human being to another, or from one computerized
trading system to another, it must take a physical form.

The materiality of prices matters to arbitrage because their physical embod-
iment affects the extent and speed of their transmission. Classical forms of
arbitrage exploited the differences between prices in different places. The
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commodities and currency arbitrageur J. Aron & Company, for example, used
to keep telephone lines to Saudi Arabia open constantly so it could as quickly
as possible detect and exploit the emergence of discrepancies in gold or silver
prices (Rubin and Weisberg 2003: 90–1).

The development of electronic price dissemination systems (especially the
‘Monitor’ system, introduced by Reuters in 1973) largely undermined the
time-space advantages that firms such as Aron had achieved by the use of
social networks and older communication technologies, notably the telegraph
and then the telephone. It was much less likely, for example, that a trader
could perform arbitrage by having two telephone lines open, selling an asset
to one counterparty while buying it at a lower price from another. ‘After the
introduction of Monitor, prices [initially currency exchange rates, and later
many other prices as well] suddenly became available globally to everyone
connected to the system’ (Knorr Cetina and Bruegger 2002b: 395).

Electronic price dissemination does not, however, entirely eliminate differ-
ences in the speed of transmission of prices, and those differences remain con-
sequential, even if they are now measured in seconds or even microseconds,
not the minutes or hours of traditional arbitrage. For instance, a price delay of
as little as two seconds made the index arbitrage desk of a bank that competed
with the bank studied by Beunza lose millions of dollars. Index arbitrage (the
form of arbitrage at the heart of the 1987 crash, for example) exploits differ-
ences between the prices of index futures, for instance on the S&P500 index,
and the prices of the stocks making up the index. On the day in question—
described in Beunza and Stark (2004)—the numbers representing stock prices
were being transmitted by the competitor’s Reuters server with small delays,
while futures prices were arriving normally, giving the appearance (on a day
on which the market rose consistently) of persistent, attractive mispricing.
Seeing apparent opportunities, the competitor’s arbitrageurs traded in huge
volumes and incurred large losses. As a trader explained, ‘while they were
buying, we were selling . . . the traders here were writing tickets until their
fingers were bleeding. We made $2 million in an hour, until they realized what
was happening.’

The way in which one of the traders in the bank studied by Beunza config-
ured his two Unix workstations and Bloomberg terminal indicates the impor-
tance of speeds of transmission and precise times. Every day, the clocks in his
Unix workstations are synchronized to an atomic clock. Across the top of one
of his three screens, he has a slash sign that rotates and moves from side to side.
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It is a ‘pulse meter’, used to gauge the ‘price feed’—the speed with which infor-
mation on prices is arriving—which stops moving when prices stop arriving.
On his other Unix workstation, the trader has five coloured squares that work
as ‘speedometers’, indicating how quickly orders are getting through network
servers: if they are green, everything is fine; if they are yellow, the network
is congested and deals are delayed; if they are red, servers are clogged. Two
‘CPU-meters’ also measure congestion in the bank’s order flow (Beunza and
Stark 2004).

The speed with which the physical entities that embody prices move is not
dictated by physical and technological considerations alone. For instance, in
the early days of connection by modem to the New York Stock Exchange,
member firms tried to obtain an advantage by investing in faster modems. To
prevent costly competition in ever-faster hardware, a ‘speed limit’ of 9.6 Kbaud
was put in place. During Beunza’s observations, this limit became a problem
for some of the banks affected by the terrorist attack of 11 September 2001.
Those banks’ existing 9.6 Kbaud communication systems were inoperable, but
sufficiently slow modems were no longer commercially available (Beunza and
Stark 2003).

Such deliberate barriers to competition, however, have been eroding fast,
and an ‘arms race’ has been under way for some time amongst arbitrageurs,
and also those using automated order-placing systems to optimize their trad-
ing in other ways, in respect to transmission delays in computer networks
(Bear, Hod, Enness, and Graham 2006). In this arms race, the physical place-
ment of the relevant hardware matters. In particular, it is crucial to minimize
even microseconds of delay between a trader initiating the purchase or sale of
securities and the trade being implemented on an exchange’s order-matching
system. Firms are thus prepared to pay a premium to have their computer sys-
tems physically close to the exchange’s system and connected to it as directly
as possible. The end of face-to-face trading on exchange floors has meant that
the human bodies participating in such trading need no longer be located in
one place, but a recentralization of technological systems is running alongside
the decentralization of bodies.3

Also sometimes important to the conduct of arbitrage, and simultaneously
both physical and social, are the allowable forms that prices can take. In
economic theory, prices are typically represented as real numbers—the equiv-
alent of the points on a continuous line—while the physical embodiment of
prices in market practice requires prices to be a subset of the rational numbers,
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the numbers expressible as a ratio of integers (see Mirowski 2002: 543). Further-
more, the allowable subset has often differed from that in the everyday usage
of money.

For example, as noted in Chapter 2, until June 1997 stock prices in the
USA were denominated in eighths of a dollar. The size of minimum units
of price such as this affects the magnitude of the discrepancy at which arbi-
trage becomes feasible. After June 1997, when the New York Stock Exchange
reduced the unit of price to a sixteenth of a dollar, the typical discrepancy
that triggered index arbitrage decreased, and there were larger numbers of
index arbitrage trades (Henker and Martens 2005). When in 2001 the Securities
and Exchange Commission required the further shift from binary fractions to
decimals (dollars and cents), the additional facilitation of arbitrage meant that
index arbitrageurs faced enhanced competition—as one put it, ‘We used to
make our money by getting in between the sixteenth increments’—and some
incurred losses.

Amongst the material entities involved in the performance of arbitrage are
arbitrageurs’ bodies. Concluding a transaction over the telephone with one
party to buy gold, a currency, or other asset, while at the same time telling a
colleague to sell it to another party at a higher price, is unlikely to succeed
if one’s conversation with the colleague can be heard. It is thus important
in this (and in many other uses of the telephone in financial markets) that
one switches off the telephone or voicebox microphone when talking to col-
leagues. The telephones used in dealing rooms often have thumb-operated
switches behind the earpiece that make it easy to do this, and many people
always use them to switch off the microphone when the party at the other
end of the line is speaking, even if there is no parallel conversation for them
to overhear. That way, it becomes a bodily habit that will not desert one in
situations of excitement or stress.

Electronically conducted arbitrage can also involve bodily skills. Such trad-
ing involves placing ‘bids’ (offers to buy) or ‘asks’ (offers to sell) for the asset
in question. This is generally done by using a computer mouse to click on
a screen that, at least in the case of electronically traded futures, shows for
each price level the numbers of bids (often in blue) and of asks (often in
red). At busy times, these numbers and levels change from second to sec-
ond, with blue and red bars seeming to dance up and down. If an arbitrage
opportunity persists only for seconds (as is often the case), constant attention
and rapid physical execution are needed. The anthropologist Caitlin Zaloom
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reports that as trainee futures traders she and her colleagues were made
repeatedly to practise with a computerized gold-price arbitrage simulation,
so that the disciplined attention and fast, accurate action they would need
became bodily habits. They were encouraged ‘to play commercial video games
on our own time to increase our reaction speeds and hand-eye coordination’.
A particular danger they were trained to avoid was ‘fat fingering’, in which,
for example, instead of left-clicking the mouse to ‘join the bid’ (putting in
an offer to buy at a set price) they accidentally right-clicked, inadvertently
buying the asset in question at its current market price. The managers’ aim
was to ‘train our bodies to operate as uninterrupted conduits between the
dealing room and the on-line world, allowing our fingers to become seamless
extensions of our economic intentions’ (Zaloom, personal communication;
see Zaloom 2006).

The bodily aspects of arbitrage are most prominent when it is performed
in open-outcry trading ‘pits’: stepped amphitheatres, traditionally octagonal.
Dozens or hundreds of traders stand on the rungs of a pit, making deals by
voice or by eye contact and an elaborate system of hand signals. In Chicago
(the prime site of open-outcry trading), the hand-signal language that is used
is called ‘arb’ because its speed was essential to arbitrage. For example, when a
trading firm spotted an arbitrage opportunity, canonically between the prices
of gold futures traded in Chicago and in New York, it was quicker to ‘arb’
(hand-signal) instructions from the firm’s booth to the trading pit than to
send a clerk running to the pit with a written order (Lynn 2004: 57–9; see also
Zaloom 2006).

Where bodies are positioned with respect to each other can be of consid-
erable significance to arbitrage in open-outcry trading. For example, the two
main forms of option are calls (options to buy at a set ‘exercise price’) and puts
(options to sell at a set price), and discrepancies between call and put prices can
be exploited by arbitrages such as ‘conversion’. (In conversion, a trader sells a
call option and simultaneously buys a put option with the same exercise price
and expiration plus the stock or other underlying asset in question.) Options
arbitrageurs on the American Stock Exchange found it advantageous to stand
in between the ‘specialist’ (designated main trader) responsible for calls and
the specialist responsible for puts on the same stock. That was the optimum
bodily position for detecting and exploiting opportunities for conversion and
similar arbitrages.
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That the physical location of bodies is of such importance to open-outcry
trading is one reason why, as noted in Chapter 2, pits and trading floors are
bodily places in an especially strong sense: the extensive jostling and occasional
fist fights are often over the right to occupy a particular spatial location in
a pit. Not only are height and a loud voice advantages, but even mundane
artefacts such as shoes are consequential: Chicago traders often wear platform
heels to increase their height. Over the last ten years, however, open-outcry
trading has declined rapidly, and it may soon become extinct. Nevertheless,
bodily location still matters in the screen-based trading that has replaced
it. Because arbitrage involves trading pairs (or larger sets) of securities, the
expertise it demands is often distributed across more than one person. The
physical placement of traders and other members of staff in the investment-
bank trading room studied by Beunza was designed quite consciously to facil-
itate the necessary interaction, and also to inhibit interactions that might be
detrimental (Beunza and Stark 2004).

For example, the bank’s customer desk executes orders for clients while the
‘special situations’ desk trades complex, hybrid strategies for the bank and is
not in direct contact with clients. The two sets of traders sit facing each other,
separated only by their keyboards and computer monitors. One way in which
the customer desk generates ideas is by considering why customers might be
doing what they are doing: for example, as the head of the customer desk
put it, if someone pays a lot for a stock, it can be interpreted as ‘what does he
know that I don’t?’ The physical proximity of the situations desk meant that
possible interpretations of puzzling client orders could quickly and informally
be discussed between desks:

I [the head of the customer desk] looked at it and said, ‘why does he do that?’ I talked to
Josh [a proprietary trader] and it didn’t make any sense. ‘That guy’s crazy,’ we thought.
That was the tip-off. We structured what we thought was a better trade . . .

‘It is like brainstorming’, the head of the desk said: ‘we really don’t know what
we’re gonna think in the end. I could have told “buy” to those guys, and
conclude five minutes later that it was “sell”.’

In contrast, the four ‘statistical arbitrageurs’ in the bank’s trading room
were deliberately kept at some distance from each other. ‘Statistical arbi-
trage’ involves the detection of patterns in the ever-changing flux of security
prices. (It is of theoretical significance because by detecting, exploiting, and
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eliminating predictable statistical structure in price movements, it may leave
behind only unpredictable randomness, making markets, in the terminology
of financial economics, ‘weak form’ efficient. Statistical arbitrageurs, however,
deny that structure is entirely eliminated in this way.) The structure exploited
by statistical arbitrageurs is seldom or never deterministic: they hope only to
do better than pure chance. In consequence, the risks of the activity are min-
imized if different statistical arbitrageurs are exploiting different patterns, and
increased if—perhaps because they have shared ideas—their trading becomes
too similar. As a senior trader put it: ‘We don’t encourage [statistical arbi-
trageurs] to talk to each other. They sit apart’ (see Beunza and Stark 2004).

The Sociality of Arbitrage

A price is a thing, but it is also social. All forms of arbitrage depend for their
success on what others will do. Even in the classic forms of arbitrage that
exploit differences in the prices of the ‘same’ asset in different places, others
must be depended upon to fulfil their obligations: for example, to deliver
gold if the arbitrageur has struck a deal to buy it, or to deliver money if
the arbitrageur has sold gold. Procedures carried out by others must also be
relied upon to ensure that gold in Riyadh is ‘the same’ as gold in Manhattan.
Others yet again may be needed to transport gold from one place to another.
(When securities were paper certificates, their transportation from place to
place and the risk of loss of them during such transportation were issues that
arbitrageurs had to consider.)

The ‘sameness’ of gold is established by assay procedures ‘external’ to the
market that can be treated by market practitioners as a ‘black box’—a reliable
process whose details they do not need to consider—and nowadays ‘trans-
portation’ of securities is also usually treated by traders as a black-box matter.
However, many—probably most—current forms of arbitrage exploit discrep-
ancies in the prices not of the ‘same’ asset but of ‘similar’ assets: Brazil 14s
and 40s; stocks and stock-index futures; stocks and options on those stocks;
Italian and German government bonds; newly issued (‘on-the-run’) govern-
ment bonds and previously issued (‘off-the-run’) bonds; government bonds
and bonds carrying implicit government guarantees but backed by pools of
mortgages; the shares of the two legally distinct but economically integrated
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corporations that until 2005 made up the Royal Dutch-Shell group; and so on.
However, the similarity of assets such as the Brazil 14s and 40s, or of shares in
Royal Dutch and in Shell, depends, at least over the short and medium term,
on others within the market treating them as similar, and the arbitrageur can
seldom afford to treat this as a black box.

The ‘similarity’ of financial assets is always in a sense theory-dependent.
Sometimes, the theory in question is a sophisticated mathematical model,
such as Black–Scholes–Merton option pricing. At other times, the theory is
vernacular and down to earth: for example, that the 40s will remain Brazil’s
most liquid government bonds, or that the intended Eurozone would con-
verge, making Italian bonds similar to German bonds.

To embark upon arbitrage, traders thus have to convince themselves that
the theory on which the arbitrage rests is correct, or at least plausible enough
to be the basis of practical action. They will often also want to or need to
convince others. In our observations both of the investment bank and the
hedge fund, there was much discussion of possible trades and of the theories
underlying them, both inside the organization and in the form of analyses
coming in from outside (and occasionally flowing in the opposite direction).
Critical roles in these discussions are often played by material representations
of value, such as the chart showing the recent history of the difference in prices
between the 40s and the 14s, or a ‘spread plot’, showing the relative prices
of Hewlett Packard and Compaq, which Beunza observed being closely fol-
lowed in 2001–2 by ‘risk arbitrageurs’ hoping to exploit the probable—but not
certain—merger between the two corporations (Beunza and Muniesa 2005).
But material representations are often not on their own conclusive: informa-
tion about what other traders are doing—for instance, about the behaviour of
‘real money’ in the Brazilian bond market—can also be important in allowing
the plausibility of theories to be judged.

The need to convince others does not necessarily cease once a trader takes
on an arbitrage position. Often, the price discrepancy that is being exploited
will increase further before it decreases, which means that the arbitrageur will
incur apparent losses. (For example, in September 1998, the Harvard endow-
ment, whose arbitrage activities were caught up in the crisis surrounding
LTCM, had racked up temporary losses that the Wall Street Journal (Sandler 1998)
reported to be in excess of $1 billion.) Sometimes, apparent losses are actual
outflows of money or securities (or, at least, the electronic traces thereof), for
example as a result of the daily process in which exchange clearing houses
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adjust the ‘margin’ deposits that participants must maintain in order to be
allowed to continue to hold their positions. At other times, there are no actual
outflows, but as banks and hedge funds ‘mark to market’ (revalue their trading
positions, which is now also normally done at least daily), a position shows a
loss. In either case, the losses will be temporary (the outflow will be replaced
by an inflow, a ‘paper’ loss will turn into a realizable profit) if the theory
underpinning the arbitrage is correct, but others may need to be convinced
of this to allow the arbitrageur to continue holding the position.

In a large institution such as a bank, the immediately important audience
for arbitrage is an arbitrageur’s manager or managers, who will normally be
closely attentive to the ‘P&L’ (profit and loss) figures of those they supervise.
‘There’s a saying in trading circles’, one trader and manager told us: ‘the white
sheet [P&L sheet] doesn’t lie’—losses are real, and should be acted upon as
if they are real. The arbitrageur’s problem, however, is that from his or her
viewpoint the white sheet does sometimes lie, at least temporarily. A common
complaint amongst arbitrageurs is of being instructed by managers to liquidate
loss-bearing positions that they were certain would become profitable. Even
‘textbook’ arbitrages can be subject to this risk: the traders in the Japanese
securities firm studied by Miyazaki (2003) reported being forced to abandon
index-arbitrage positions because of the apparent losses incurred when they
had to deposit additional futures margin. Such management behaviour may
seem incomprehensible until one realizes that the boundary between arbitrage
and speculation is porous, and it can be hard for managers to be certain that
arbitrageurs have not in fact started to speculate on the rise or fall of prices.
Two of the most celebrated ‘rogue traders’—Nick Leeson of Barings Bank and
Jérôme Kerviel of Société Générale—were arbitrageurs who covertly became
very large-scale speculators.

In hedge funds, the manager/arbitrageur divide seems typically to be much
less marked: even in large funds such as LTCM the two roles are not distinct.
Investors, however, form a more immediate audience than they do in the case
of banks. Hedge funds report changes in net asset values to their investors
monthly, while banks report quarterly or less frequently (depending on the
jurisdiction in which they are incorporated), and losses in a hedge fund’s
trading are not masked by the profitability of other lines of business as they
often are in banks. The increasingly important ‘funds of funds’, which allocate
their investors’ capital to hedge funds that they select (and also frequently
withdraw it), are able to demand reports more often than monthly: sometimes
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even daily. So a large loss by a hedge fund conducting arbitrage—even a ‘paper’
loss—quickly becomes visible. One hedge-fund manager (and former invest-
ment banker) told us that in a bank ‘you can justify why you want to hold on
to those positions’, while hedge fund investors ‘don’t care. They just look at
the number [change in net asset value]’. The threat of investors withdrawing
their capital from the fund is thus almost continuous: ‘there is very small
tolerance to losing money. . . . [W]e cannot have a losing month.’

The risk of arbitrageurs in a bank having to abandon their positions because
of temporary losses is reduced if managers understand and accept the the-
ory underpinning a trade, and thus believe that losses will indeed be tempo-
rary. One advantage of investment banks with long experience of arbitrage
over newcomers such as the Japanese firm studied by Miyazaki is that this
understanding is much more likely. Often, though, the technical details of
arbitrage trading are daunting even to those with extensive market experi-
ence. For example, arbitrage between US government bonds and mortgage-
backed bonds issued by bodies with implicit government guarantees involves
(a) adjusting the spread between their yields to take account of the conse-
quences of the fact that most mortgage contracts allow borrowers to take
advantage of falls in interest rates by repaying a mortgage with funds borrowed
more cheaply from another lender, and (b) offsetting those consequences,
for example by appropriate purchases of interest-rate options. Neither the
adjustment nor the offsetting is an elementary matter.

In such cases, trust in arbitrage often in practice has to be trust in the
arbitrageur or arbitrageurs as particular people, just as in many cases trust in
science comes down to trust in the scientist (see Shapin 1994). A hedge fund,
a university endowment manager, or an individual trader or trading desk at a
bank who or which has built up a good reputation is more likely to be trusted.
LTCM’s founder John W. Meriwether had led Wall Street’s premier arbitrage
desk (at Salomon Brothers), and his colleagues included other traders with
high personal reputations. They were able to have LTCM’s investors accept a
three-year ‘lock-in’ in which they were not allowed to withdraw capital, and
even after the near bankruptcy in 1998 they successfully recruited investors
to a successor fund, JWM Partners. During the 1998 crisis, the overseers of
the Harvard endowment appear to have trusted its management, and rather
than insisting that loss-bearing positions be liquidated, they tolerated the
apparent huge loss—thus making it possible for it to be temporary (as indeed
it was).
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Losses, even temporary, can in addition be avoided if other arbitrageurs and
professional traders also come to view the price difference that an arbitrageur
is exploiting as a discrepancy. In our observations and interviews, we were
struck by the extent of the circulation amongst traders in different funds and
banks, mainly by electronic mail, of ideas for trading and by the attention most
professional traders pay to what others seem to be doing. If that discussion
and attention leads others also to seek to exploit a discrepancy, then their
purchases and sales will narrow the discrepancy, or at least reduce the risk of
it widening. That, for example, was why the trader discussed in this chapter’s
second section wanted the chart displaying the 14s/40s anomaly circulated to
others. ‘All I want is people even to talk about it,’ the trader told us. If others
also took action on the pricing anomaly, they would prevent it widening.
Should it widen, the trader explained, he might even come to doubt his belief
(the ‘theory’ behind the trade) that the anomaly was a discrepancy that would
close. ‘There might be a reason [for the anomaly] I don’t understand. I might
have to reconsider the decision [to construct a trading position predicated on
it narrowing].’

Another way of minimizing the risk of premature capital withdrawal is
diversification. If a fund, trading desk, or bank holds a wide variety of arbi-
trage positions—for example, in different parts of the world and in different
asset classes—then, on the face of it, there is little likelihood of enough of
those positions losing money simultaneously to create a serious overall loss.
(The matched ‘long’ and ‘short’ positions characteristic of arbitrage mean that
common factors such as global economic conditions, the levels of interest
rates, and the buoyancy of stock markets should have little or no effect.)
Diversification of this kind was, for instance, a core aspect of LTCM’s strategy.

However, the constant attention of many professional traders to what
others are doing may undercut the benefits of diversification. If large numbers
of traders are all led to take similar positions, then arbitrages that ‘ought’ to be
uncorrelated can suddenly become linked. This, for example, was what caused
LTCM’s diversification to fail. LTCM tried hard to keep its positions private:
as a very large market participant with a largely locked-in capital base, it was
concerned less with the benefits of others preventing discrepancies widening
than with their trading causing the opportunities it was exploiting to diminish
or vanish. However, others did frequently take on similar positions, either
because they were following the same general strategy (in part, in emulation
of LTCM’s success) or because they learned specifics of LTCM’s trading directly
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or indirectly from those who took the other side of those trades. ‘I can’t believe
how many times I was told to do a trade because the boys at Long-Term
deemed it a winner’, says one hedge-fund manager (Cramer 2002: 179).

The resultant overlapping set of arbitrage positions made it possible for
an event to which LTCM itself had only a limited exposure—the Russian
government’s default on its rouble-denominated bonds on 17 August 1998—
suddenly to cause highly correlated adverse price movements across the globe
and in apparently unrelated asset classes. Arbitrageurs who incurred losses in
Russia had to liquidate positions (even in apparently unrelated assets) to meet
margin calls, withdrawals by investors, and other demands on their capital.
In aggregate, the positions they sought to liquidate overlapped considerably
with each other and with LTCM’s portfolio. These liquidations in turn caused
more losses, leading to further liquidations, and so on in a disastrous, market-
paralysing spiral.

The sociality of arbitrage goes beyond relations to particular others such as
managers, hedge-fund investors, and other arbitrageurs: the conduct of arbi-
trage is affected deeply by the forms of action in financial markets that are seen
as permissible and to be encouraged or as impermissible and to be discouraged.
One persistent issue is the difference in this respect between the two standard
‘legs’ of an arbitrage trade. Typically, a price discrepancy is exploited by buying
(or in other ways taking a ‘long’ position) in an undervalued asset, and short
selling a similar overvalued counterpart.

Long positions are almost always regarded as unproblematic, but short
positions have historically often been the object of suspicion. Short sellers
are frequently blamed for falls in price, and the activity is seen as morally
reprehensible for other reasons: for instance, in current interpretations, the
securities borrowing involved in short selling is contrary to Sharia, creating a
problem for those who wish to set up ‘Islamic’ hedge funds. In some markets
(for example, Mexican government bonds), only specific, trusted market par-
ticipants are allowed by regulators to sell short. In other markets, short selling
by a wide range of participants is permitted but is constrained in other ways.
Until 2007, for example, short sales of stock in the USA were subject to the
‘uptick rule’ (see, for example, Robotti n.d.)—they were prohibited unless the
last price change had been upwards—which could cause substantial delays in
short selling if prices are falling consistently. Not all the problems of short
selling are the result of deliberate policy (other constraints include the avail-
ability of securities to borrow, the cost of such borrowing, and sometimes the
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vulnerability of short sellers to predatory trading by those who hope to profit
by forcing them to unwind their short positions), but the resultant difficulties
can be crucial. Accordingly, for example, the ‘stock loan’ desk (which arranges
stock borrowing) occupies a pivotal position on the bank trading floor studied
by Beunza.

Because the extent of the problems of short selling varies from asset to
asset, systematic effects of these problems can be detected. Thus Dow Jones
futures and other stock-index futures seem to tend more often to be below the
value implied by the level of underlying index than above it (Shalen n.d.). The
trading required to exploit ‘overpricing’ of futures is straightforward: the arbi-
trageur has to establish a short position in futures (which means simply selling
futures, and involves no particular difficulties), while buying the stocks that
make up the index (also straightforward). In contrast, exploiting ‘underpric-
ing’ of futures requires the arbitrageur to buy futures (again straightforward),
but it also involves short selling the underlying stocks, which is, as noted, often
more problematic.

Arbitrage can sometimes also raise more specific questions of proper con-
duct in markets. An interesting case of this was huge trades in Eurozone gov-
ernment bonds and bond futures undertaken by Citigroup Global Markets Ltd.
on the morning of 2 August 2004. Like conventional arbitrage between futures
and the underlying asset, Citigroup’s trading intended to exploit a discrepancy,
but in this case it was not a pre-existing price discrepancy but one resulting
from differences in the liquidity of the bond and bond futures markets.

In the words of a Citigroup internal memo (quoted in Skorecki and Munter
2005), Citigroup’s traders had noticed that ‘the liquidity being offered in the
bonds is far greater than that offered in the bund [German government
bond] future’. (Bund futures are the benchmark European government bond
future.) In consequence, a standard ‘market neutral’ position of the kind often
constructed by arbitrageurs (in this case, short futures and long bonds) could
be unwound profitably, even in the absence of a pre-existing price discrepancy,
if the position was very large. Buying futures on a large scale to unwind
the short futures position would lead to losses through ‘slippage’ (the price
of futures would rise as the purchases were being made), but the arbitrage-
imposed link between futures and bond prices would then cause the latter also
to rise correspondingly. At that point, the greater liquidity of the bond market
meant that the long position in bonds could be unwound by selling bonds
at these favourable prices, and crucially the sales would not lead to slippage:
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they could be completed before prices were forced down. The asymmetry in
liquidity would mean that the profit from being able to sell bonds at these
elevated prices, without slippage, would more than compensate for the losses
caused by slippage in the futures purchases.

The bond-market liquidity on which the profitability of Citigroup’s trade
depended had not arisen spontaneously, but was the result of a conscious
‘liquidity pact’ between the banks and continental European governments
using the MTS bond-trading system, which has now expanded far beyond
Italy. The goal of the pact is to ensure that the euro-denominated government
bonds of even the smaller European countries remain liquid. On most price-
dissemination systems, prices are indicative: one can conclude a deal only by
directly contacting the participant that has posted a price, and it is not obliged
to trade at that price. On MTS, in contrast, the banks using the system have
to commit themselves to trade up to a set quantity of bonds at posted prices.
This exposes them to trading losses, but it makes the Eurozone government
bond market, despite its fragmentation, more liquid and thus more attractive
to investors. The Financial Times claims that ‘banks were prepared to subsidise
their MTS business’ because governments often select banks at the ‘top of the
list in terms of MTS trading volumes’ when awarding ‘lucrative business such
as derivatives transactions or syndicated bond sales’ (van Duyn and Munter
2004).

Critical to Citigroup’s trade was its materiality: it required ‘hitting’ all the
bids (offers to buy bonds) on the MTS system nearly simultaneously, a task that
was impossible manually. So Citigroup’s traders developed software—which
they referred to as the ‘spreadsheet’—to do this. From 9.12 to 10.29 a.m. on
2 August 2004, they made the planned bond futures purchases, and the price
of these futures and of European government bonds rose as anticipated. At
10.28 a.m., they launched the ‘spreadsheet’, with the intention of selling bonds
to the value of C8 billion to C9 billion (Financial Services Authority 2005).

Although the ‘spreadsheet’ had been tested in simulated trading, and had
been operated on a small scale in the actual market, it had been impossible to
try it out on anything like the scale required on 2 August, so how it would
operate in material reality was not known with full certainty. Some twenty
seconds after launching the ‘spreadsheet’, the traders became concerned that
it had not functioned properly, so they activated it a second time. In fact, it had
worked even better than anticipated. In consequence of the second activation
and of the unanticipated success of the first activation, instead of the bond sales
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cancelling out earlier purchases, Citigroup was left with a net short position
in European government bonds of C3.8 billion. The ‘spreadsheet’ (designed
to sell bonds) was hurriedly reconfigured to buy them, and reactivated at
11.25 a.m. (Financial Services Authority 2005).

Although Citigroup’s trading had not gone as planned, it made a profit of
almost £10 million, much more than the trade was expected to yield, because
after Citigroup’s huge bond sales other participants in MTS sharply reduced
the prices they were quoting, and the ‘spreadsheet’ was thus able to buy bonds
back at prices significantly lower than those at which it had sold them. What
is of interest, however, is the reaction to the trade. Citigroup had not traded
on inside information, nor had it spread false rumours. Yet ‘[m]any traders on
the day Citigroup did its deal thought the bank was breaking a “gentleman’s
agreement” ’ by taking advantage on such a huge scale of the ‘forced liquidity’
required of participants in MTS. A leading banker said that: ‘By some Euro-
pean government treasuries, this trade was perceived as open warfare.’ The
sentiment was not universal—another senior banker said, ‘Citigroup spotted
a way to make a quick buck. I guess we just have to say well done to them’ (van
Duyn and Munter 2004)—but Citigroup was widely condemned, and the UK
Financial Services Authority (FSA) forced it to relinquish the profits from the
trade and to pay a further penalty of £4 million.

The FSA did not accuse Citigroup of having broken the law, but neverthe-
less held that its trading had violated two of the authority’s ‘Principles for
Business’. In particular, the FSA ruled that Citigroup Global Markets Ltd. ‘did
not have due regard to . . . the likely consequences the execution of the trading
strategy could have for the efficient and orderly operation of the MTS plat-
form’ (Financial Services Authority 2005: 2). Precisely as Abolafia (1996) posits
in his classic ethnography of financial markets, behaviour in such markets is in
practice governed by more than the pursuit of self-interest and the constraints
of the law: less explicit norms matter too.

Conclusion

Our argument in this chapter has been that arbitrage—how it is practised, its
risks, its uncertainties, its limits, and its capacities to weld markets together
into a financial system—can properly be understood only if it is grasped in its
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full materiality and sociality. That kind of rich, qualitative understanding is of
course different from the more abstract but quantitatively more precise under-
standing typically sought by economists, even ‘behavioural finance’ specialists.
Nevertheless, there are areas of overlap between a ‘social studies of finance’
perspective and financial economists’ recent investigation of the consequences
of relaxing their discipline’s traditional purist definition of arbitrage.

For example, Shleifer and Vishny (1997) model the risk that those who
provide arbitrageurs with capital will withdraw it prematurely in the face of
temporarily adverse price movements. Brav and Heaton (2002) address what
in our terms is the difficulty that arbitrageurs can have convincing themselves
and their audiences that a price pattern is indeed a discrepancy that can be the
object of arbitrage. In circulating the chart of the price history of the Brazil 14s
and 40s, the trader we observed was seeking to solve in practice the problem
modelled by Abreu and Brunnermeier: the limit to arbitrage that can arise
when ‘rational traders face uncertainty about when their peers will exploit a
common arbitrage opportunity’ (2002: 341). Attari, Mello, and Ruckes (2005)
model a risk that became very pertinent for LTCM after the fund’s difficulties
became known to others at the start of September 1998, but of which all large
arbitrageurs need to be wary: that the combination of capital constraints and
positions known to other traders can make arbitrageurs’ actions predictable
and exploitable.

Shleifer and Vishny, Brav and Heaton, Abreu and Brunnermeier, and Attari,
Mello, and Ruckes put forward four separate models, each capturing one
of the aspects that we posit as intrinsic to arbitrage as market practice. No
integrated model has yet emerged from the literature in economics on the
limits of arbitrage, but our fieldwork suggests that it is in the interaction of
arbitrage’s aspects that its crucial limits may reside. Thus the crisis surrounding
LTCM arose from the way in which capital constraints akin to those modelled
by Shleifer and Vishny interacted with the consequences of others imitating
a single prominent arbitrageur, and LTCM’s crisis was worsened (to a degree
that is hard to determine) by other traders ‘arbitraging the arbitrageur’ in the
manner modelled by Attari, Mello, and Ruckes.

We would therefore be hopeful that the study of arbitrage could be a
productive area of collaboration between financial economists and those in
the wider social sciences prepared to tackle financial markets in their full
materiality and sociality. We are in addition certain that arbitrage is a pivotal
topic for social studies of finance. The details of arbitrage may seem to be little
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things, but they are little things connected to big issues: as, for instance, the
materiality of Citigroup’s ‘spreadsheet’ connects to the ‘forced liquidity’ of
MTS and thus to government budgets, Economic and Monetary Union, and
even the overall project of European unification. The powers and limits of
arbitrage are critical to global financial markets, and the material sociology
we advocate is needed to understand them.



6

Measuring Profit

Clinton, Mississippi, Friday, 20 April 2001. The Deep South: during the Civil
War, Sherman based himself here when besieging the city of Jackson. Clinton’s
streets are lined with historic buildings and shaded with old trees. Yet Clinton
is also the New South, the site of the ultramodern corporate headquarters of a
leading telecom company—a building that in the words of one reporter rises
‘like a dark steel mother ship’ (Ripley 2002).

In the mother ship, an accounting manager is at work, and part of her job is
to produce facts. The telecom company is building the physical infrastructure
of the information age: the optical-fibre networks for synchronized, high-
speed, high-capacity transmission of data. But it also leases capacity on other
companies’ networks, primarily so as to link its own network to those of local
carriers. Although all of this capacity has had to be paid for under its lease
agreements, not all of it has been used. With a few key strokes and mouse
clicks, she allocates the costs of the unused portion to two accounts: ‘Other
Long Term Assets’ and ‘Construction in Progress’. What she has thereby done
is to classify a set of transactions as creation of assets, and the classification will
ultimately feed through into her company’s published accounts.

A common prejudice about accounting sees acts of classification of this
kind as boring; certainly, few social scientists outside of academic accountancy
have ever studied them in detail. Yet scales aren’t stable. The company is
WorldCom, with 20 million customers and 60,000 employees. It carries more
Internet traffic and more international telephone calls than any other com-
pany in the world (Jeter 2003: xx–xxii). Over the months to come, WorldCom
will unravel, and that Friday’s classificatory act—dictated by the accountant’s
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superiors—is at the heart of the process. As it unravels, it undoes much of
what little confidence remains in the United States in corporate financial
reporting. That confidence has already been damaged badly by the bankruptcy
of Enron in December 2001. WorldCom’s announcement on 25 June 2002 that
it has identified accounting irregularities amounting to $3.9 billion adds to
growing fears that Enron is not unique.

On 21 July 2002, WorldCom’s unravelling culminates in the world’s largest
ever corporate bankruptcy. Whatever doubts political elites in the United
States have felt about the Sarbanes–Oxley Bill, with its draconian measures to
regulate financial reporting and punish dubious practices, vanish. Four days
later, the House approves Sarbanes–Oxley 423 : 3, and the Senate votes 99 : 0 in
its favour. On 30 July, George W. Bush signs the Act onto the statute book.
Over the years that follow, international companies seeking stock-market
listings start to choose London, in part to avoid Sarbanes–Oxley’s costs of
compliance and heavy penalties. A few key strokes on a Friday in Mississippi
have contributed to a shift in the centre of gravity of the world’s financial
markets.

The Measurement of Financial Performance

The consequences of that Friday’s actions were unusual in their scale, but the
actions themselves were not. Today’s societies are saturated with measure-
ment, to such an extent that it has often become invisible. (If, for example,
a part in your bicycle or car fails, its replacement will fit exactly, with no
filing or reshaping needed. It’s a mundane achievement, but one that rests on
a huge, hidden infrastructure of measurement and precision engineering.1)
Amongst the things we measure is financial performance, especially profit,
and it is perfectly conceivable that there are more specialists (book-keepers,
accountants) in that form of measurement than in any other.

The measurement of profit has become a gigantic enterprise because it is
central to economic governance. As enterprises become bigger, whether they
are profitable or loss-making ceases to be apparent to even the most experi-
enced proprietorial eye: record keeping and calculation are required. When
they become public, listed companies, their shares can be bought and sold by
investors with no direct personal contact with the companies they own.
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An audience thus emerges for public financial facts about companies,
not just internal measures of performance. The desire that those facts be
trustworthy—and repeated scandals in which they turn out not to be—
mean that their production is not just a private matter. Auditors, regula-
tors, tax authorities, governments—all those now have a part to play. The
top firms specializing in the measurement of profit—the ‘big four’: Deloitte
Touche Tohmatsu, Ernst & Young, KPMG, and PricewaterhouseCoopers—are
amongst the leading global companies. Financial performance generally, and
profit specifically, are crucial signals in a free-enterprise, capitalist system. If
an activity is profitable, it attracts resources, and in terms of the logic of such
a system it should do so, because profit indicates that the value of an activity’s
output is greater than that of its inputs. Conversely, if an activity makes a loss,
resources flow away from it.

A company’s financial reporting now typically takes three main forms. Its
‘income statement’ (in the UK, its ‘profit and loss account’) records, for a given
time period such as three months or a year, the company’s revenues and the
expenses incurred in earning them. Its ‘balance sheet’ records the amounts of
its assets and liabilities at the end of the time period being reported on. Finally,
its ‘cash flow statement’ records the cash it paid and received over the time
period.

The need for three forms of report arises because measuring profit is not
simply counting cash. Modern financial reporting is ‘accruals based’, which
means that there is no simple correspondence between a corporation’s cash
flow in a given time period and its revenues and expenses in that period. For
example, the cost of the electricity consumed by a company in the current
quarter is counted as an expense in that quarter, even if the bill has yet to
arrive. If an item is sold to a customer in the current quarter, that is recognized
as revenue, even if the customer has not yet paid. As any textbook of account-
ing (e.g. Perks 2004: 173–4) notes, a company’s profits under ‘accruals-based’
accounting is thus not the difference between the cash it has received and paid
out. Instead, profit is the difference between revenues earned in a given period
and the expenses incurred in earning them, even if the corresponding cash
receipts or payments took place in an earlier period or will not take place until
a later one.

If a manufacturing company buys a machine, or an airline an aeroplane,
only a portion—often quite a small portion—of the costs involved will nor-
mally be classified as an expense in the period of the purchase, because the
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machine or aeroplane can be expected to continue to generate revenue years
into the future. Instead, the costs of the purchase will appear not on the
company’s profit and loss account, but on its balance sheet—as an ‘asset’. As
the asset ages, its balance-sheet value will typically be reduced, and it is the
loss of value in a given time period—the ‘depreciation’—that is treated as the
expense and set against revenue for that period.

That is the significance of what the WorldCom accountant did. The costs
of leasing unused network capacity could have been classified as an expense
analogous to the consumption of electricity. Along with some other smaller
adjustments, ‘capitalizing’ those costs—classifying them not as an expense but
as purchase of an asset, more like a machine or an aeroplane than the cost of
electricity—reduced WorldCom’s expenses in the second quarter of 2001 by
$610 million (Beresford, Katzenbach, and Rogers 2003: 108), enough to turn
what would otherwise have an overall loss into a profit.

Accounting Classification

Acts of classification are fundamental to the measurement of profit. All book-
keepers and accountants, and many lay people, have to decide—often dozens
of times a day—which accounting category best fits a transaction or other
economic item. In an age in which most accounting in developed countries
is computerized, this typically takes the material form of assigning to the
record of the transaction a numerical code from the organization’s ‘chart of
accounts’, so permitting the automated processing and aggregation of items
by the organization’s accounting system.

For instance, when I incurred a cost chargeable to the main grant that
supported the research reported in this book, I had to decide which of the
codes listed in Figure 6.1 (a subset of Edinburgh University’s chart of accounts)
to assign to it. Sometimes I found the task straightforward. If I went by train
within the UK to interview someone, that struck me as unequivocally ‘3202’.
But I confess that as a purely amateur book-keeper I was often a little puzzled.
If I paid someone’s expenses to come to talk to a workshop I was running, was
that still 3202? Was it maybe 3102? When I bought a conference phone to do
telephone interviews, was that 3102 or 3512? Given a bit of imagination, I could
even envisage classifying the phone purchase as 3202 or 3206, because it was a
substitute for physical travel.
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3004 Research Teaching (At)
3006 Research Assistants (Ar)
3032 Research Fellows (Af)
3102 Research Other Costs
3138 Research Consumables
3202 Travel/Subs – Within UK only
3206 Travel/Subs – Outside UK/EC
3438 Insurance Cover
3512 Exceptional Items
3712 Research UoE O’heads Recovered

Figure 6.1. Examples of codes from the University of Edinburgh’s chart of accounts

Such decisions are pervasive. They include the following:2

1. Is an item an accounting item? Consider, for example, a brand. The right
to call your company’s sweet fizzy drinks ‘Coca Cola™’ is clearly valuable.
In a broad sense of the term, that right is as much an ‘asset’ as the
machinery used to produce and to bottle the drinks; indeed, it may be
worth vastly more than that machinery. The right seems clearly to meet
formal definitions of ‘asset’ such as ‘Assets are probable future economic
benefits obtained or controlled by a particular entity as a result of past
transactions or events’ (FASB 1985: 16). Accountants have, however, wor-
ried that brands lack a characteristic that they believe accounting items
must have: measurability. As International Accounting Standard 38 puts
it, ‘An intangible asset shall be recognised . . . only if . . . the cost of the asset
can be measured reliably’ (IASB 2005: 1599). How can one put a figure on
the value of the right to call a liquid Coca Cola? How can one tell whether
that right has got more valuable over the past year, or less? A change in
value would affect not just a corporation’s balance sheet but its income
statement, from which its earnings or ‘profits’ are calculated. If a brand is
treated as an accounting item, would its owner’s profits become a mere
opinion? There are methodologies for measuring the value of a brand,
and firms that specialize in the task, but the credibility of the results is
contested (Power 1992).

2. If an item is an accounting item, what kind of an item is it? Is it an
‘expense’, an ‘asset’, a ‘liability’, ‘income’, ‘reserve’, or ‘capital’? As already
noted, such classifications can have substantial consequences, for exam-
ple for a corporation’s earnings.

3. What overall ‘scale’ shall we use to measure an item? In terms of the
measurement of assets, for example, a key issue is whether to use ‘historic
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cost’ or ‘fair value’.3 The former is the traditional approach: an asset is
recorded at what it originally cost, minus the extent of its subsequent
depreciation. ‘Fair value’, in contrast, is ‘The amount for which an asset
could be exchanged, or a liability settled, between knowledgeable, willing
parties in an arm’s length transaction’ (IASB 2005: 2217). Both approaches
have their advocates, often passionate advocates (the supporters of fair
value are currently in the ascendancy in standard setting). Fair value has
the virtue that what a firm’s assets are currently worth will usually be
more relevant than what they once cost. Historic cost measurement is
complicated by inflation and by the need to estimate depreciation, and it
can seem inappropriate in the case of assets such as land and buildings
whose value often rises through time. Historic cost, though, has the
advantage that it will usually be easier to establish and to document what
an item originally cost than what it is currently worth. To its critics, ‘fair
value’ achieves relevance at an undue price in terms of objectivity.

4. How will measurement actually be done? Take costs, for example. If a
corporation manufactures items or sells services, how is their cost to be
determined? Few production or service-provision activities are entirely
bounded off from other such activities. A factory, for example, will usu-
ally produce multiple items, often of different kinds. How are the costs
of labour, machinery, heat, light, and other common services to be allo-
cated amongst them? Nor do all problems vanish even if a firm buys in
ready-made all the items it sells. Suppose such a firm sells an item from
its inventory of similar items. What is the corresponding cost? Is it what
it paid for the most recently acquired such item (‘last in, first out’), or
for the oldest such item (‘first in, first out’), or some kind of weighted
average? If prices are changing, the difference between the answers may
be consequential.

Similarly, how is revenue to be measured? In accruals-based account-
ing, a firm’s revenue in a given period is, as already noted, not identical to
the cash it receives in that period. The revenue from a sale, for example,
is ‘recognized’ when an item is sold, not when it is paid for. Items can,
however, subsequently be returned, and sometimes customers will fail
to pay. Because returns and the extent of ‘bad debts’ lie in the future,
they need to be estimated if appropriate ‘provisions’ for them are to be
made when measuring revenues.
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5. To which time period does an item belong? When, for instance, is an item
‘sold’?4 When a customer says verbally that he or she will buy it? When
a contract is signed or a purchase order received? When the item leaves
the warehouse? When the invoice is issued? When payment is received?
Furthermore, many items are manufactured over a time period that
begins only after they are ordered, and many services are provided not
at a single point in time but over an extended time period. Is the corre-
sponding revenue earned at the start of the time period, at its end, at an
intermediate point or points, or gradually throughout the period? If the
last of these, what proportion of the revenue is to be regarded as earned
at any given point in time?

The allocation of costs across time periods presents similar issues. Take
advertising, for example. Is it generating sales in the current period (in
which case, it should be recorded as an expense in that period), or will it
lead to sales in future time periods (in which case, its recognition as an
expense should be deferred to those time periods)?

6. Is an item ‘current’ or ‘long-term’? A company’s debts, for example, are
conventionally divided between ‘current liabilities’, which are expected
to fall due within a year or less, and ‘long-term liabilities’, which are
not expected to need honouring within that period. Similarly, ‘current
assets’—those that can be realized within a year or less—also form a
distinct subcategory. The classification is consequential because current
assets and liabilities are prominent components of the ratios used to
assess a company’s financial health.5 Traditionally, a ‘current ratio’ (cur-
rent assets : current liabilities) of 2 : 1 was regarded as an indicator of
health, while a ratio of 1 : 1 or lower could be read as a signal that a com-
pany was close to insolvency. The classification of an item as ‘current’ or
not is thus consequential.

7. Where are the boundaries of an organization?6 Which transactions fall
within those boundaries, and which outside them? A prominent feature
of Enron’s practices, for example, was the creation of ‘special purpose
entities’ that could, the firm’s senior managers and auditors believed,
legitimately be treated in accounting terms as separate from it. There are
several entirely proper reasons for creating such entities (they are, for
example, a foundation of the entire field of ‘structured finance’, includ-
ing much of the credit-derivatives market touched on in Chapter 2),
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but they can also be used to avoid classifying items as liabilities of a
corporation on the grounds that they are liabilities of the special purpose
entity, not of its parent. How, then, is the ‘separateness’ of an entity from
its parent to be defined? Outside investment? If so, how much (at the time
of Enron, 3 per cent was regarded as sufficient)? Outside control? If so,
how is control to be measured?

8. Is a corporation a ‘going concern’: that is, is its survival reasonably
assured? The answer makes a huge difference to how its assets are valued.
Machinery, for instance, will normally be worth a lot more if the firm
that owns it can be expected to continue using it to generate revenues, by
comparison with a valuation of what it would fetch if sold second-hand
or for scrap. A firm’s directors thus have to certify explicitly whether or
not they are employing a ‘going concern’ assumption and auditors must
consider whether the assumption is appropriate. Their decision to con-
test that assumption is normally catastrophic for the firm in question.
With its assets valued only at the proceeds of liquidation, they will usually
be dwarfed by its liabilities, and bankruptcy ensues.

Accounting for Economic Reality

What factors might structure the multiple explicit and implicit choices
involved in accounting classification and measurement? In the remainder of
this chapter, I explore various possible answers to this question: first, ‘eco-
nomic reality’; second, the rules of accounting; and third, a range of other
social and technological factors. Let me begin with ‘economic reality’. The
purpose of financial reporting, it would widely be agreed, is to represent accu-
rately the economic situation of a corporation, so that its existing investors,
its creditors, and other stakeholders can assess matters such as whether their
money is being well used or whether they will be paid, and potential investors
can decide whether or not to entrust the corporation with their capital.

An obvious complication is the strong feedback from ‘report’ to ‘reality’.
Financial reporting directly affects the economic health of corporations. A
corporation that appears sound and profitable is attractive to investors and
to lenders, while a bank that appears unsound is vulnerable to a bank run.7

To withdraw the ‘going concern’ assumption will normally cause a firm to
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cease to be a going concern (Hines 1988: 256). Nevertheless, economic health
is not simply a matter of accountants’ reports. All readers will be aware that
there are some purchases they cannot make, and some patterns of expendi-
ture they could not sustain without increasing their income; and something
similar holds for corporations. A corporation can become unable to meet
its financial obligations just as an individual can, and financial reporting—
however optimistic—may not prevent this happening. Indeed, accounting
scandals frequently take the form of the sudden insolvency of an apparently
profitable corporation.

However, the goal of capturing economic reality is insufficient to determine
the practice of accounting, even if no other considerations intrude. For exam-
ple, accounting has its local cultures and traditions. Not only have formal rules
and standards varied considerably between countries, but practice sometimes
varies even when rules seem similar. Thus even prior to recent European
harmonization, the rules governing the depreciation of fixed assets were sim-
ilar in the UK and France, but the typical implementation of the rules was
quite different (Walton, Haller, and Raffournier 2003: 23). As a consequence of
national differences, when the assets and profits of a corporation are calculated
according to the practices of more than one country, the resultant figures
can differ considerably. In 1993, for example, Daimler-Benz AG listed on the
New York Stock Exchange, and until 1996 (when it started using exclusively
US rules) it prepared two sets of accounts, US and German. The value of its
shareholders’ equity (the difference between the valuations of Daimler-Benz’s
assets and its liabilities) was 40 to 45 per cent higher in its US accounts. Its earn-
ings also differed, and the most dramatic difference (in 1993, Daimler-Benz’s
German accounts showed profits of 615 million DM, when its US accounts
recorded a loss equivalent to 1,839 million DM) seems to have been caused
mainly by revaluations designed to reduce discrepancies in asset values (Bay
and Bruns 2003: 397–9).

Members of different local cultures of financial reporting may believe
strongly that their practices best capture reality. For example, a continental
European corporation’s accountants may have felt they were taking proper
account of a rapidly changing and uncertain world, when to their British
and American counterparts they seemed to be salting away large undeclared
profits. That such convictions can be passionate means that the harmonization
of international accounting standards across the European Union and the
ongoing harmonization between Europe and the USA have been fraught. Such
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harmonization is intended to make it easier for global investors to compare
corporations that report in different jurisdictions, but the key figure in these
efforts forecast ‘blood all over the streets’ as they came to fruition (Sir David
Tweedie, quoted by Tricks and Hargreaves 2004).

Particularly controversial was International Accounting Standard 39 (IAS
39), governing the valuation of financial instruments such as derivatives.8 The
key issue was the bearing of the standard upon situations in which deriva-
tives are used to hedge a risk, for example when a bank offers its customers
fixed-rate mortgages or guaranteed interest rates on their deposits, and uses
derivatives (often LIBOR based) to offset its consequent exposure to changes
in interest rates. Banks typically take the view that in such situations the eco-
nomically realistic accounting treatment is what is called ‘hedge accounting’,
in which fluctuations in the market value of hedging instruments are not
recognized in their balance sheets and income statements, on the grounds that
those gains and losses are offset by fluctuations in the value of the items being
hedged. Opponents of IAS 39 argue that its rules governing the permissibility
of hedge accounting are too restrictive, for example in failing adequately to
take into account the way in which banks hedge risks such as interest-rate
exposure in aggregate, not item by item. The danger, they argue, is that what
in economic reality are risk-reducing hedging transactions will be made to
appear risky by injecting spurious, artificial volatility into their earnings. (For
example, an interviewee who was an accountant for a bank complained that
the items being hedged—for example, a portfolio of fixed-rate mortgages—
are often not ‘marked to market’—revalued as market prices change—but
the instrument used to hedge them has to be.) In 2004, concerted lobbying by
banks led the European Commission to endorse the standard only in part, a
decision condemned sharply by the UK Accounting Standards Board, which
was reported as suggesting that UK companies ‘should ignore it’ (Tricks and
Buck 2004).

It might be imagined that disputes over whether accounting rules reflect
‘economic reality’ could be settled by turning to the acknowledged experts
on the latter: economists. In fact, the small minority of economists who
have taken research in accounting seriously have rarely been able decisively
to settle the issues at stake. As already suggested, perhaps the single most
important overall question in financial reporting is how to define and measure
‘income’ (or ‘earnings’ or ‘profits’). The great British economist John Hicks
provided what has become perhaps the canonical definition of ‘income’,9 but
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he admitted it was not precise. Making it precise—in particular, separating
income unequivocally from capital—might be ‘chasing a will-o’-the wisp’,
said Hicks. Economists, he wrote, ‘shall be well advised to eschew income’. The
concept was a ‘bad tool . . . which break[s] in our hands’ (Hicks 1946: 176–7,
emphasis in original). Accountants, however, have never been in a position
to duck what is perhaps their central classificatory responsibility. As Dennis
Robertson put it, ‘The jails and workhouses of the world are filled with those
who gave up as a bad job the admittedly difficult task of distinguishing between
capital and income’ (quoted by Kay 2004).

The Rules of Accounting

If ‘reality’ is not sufficient to structure the practice of accounting, perhaps
rules are? The extent of formal, written rules of accounting has varied with
time and place, and there has sometimes been strong opposition amongst
accountants to such rules. In Britain (and perhaps especially in Scotland,
the original home of an organized profession of accounting), there has often
been a conviction that the requirement to capture economic reality—to give
‘true and correct view’ or ‘a true and fair view’ of the financial situation of
companies, as successive UK Companies Acts have required—necessitates ‘a
custom-built document’ requiring ‘the exercise of an informed judgment’
with which others, even accountants’ own organizations, should not ‘inter-
fere’ (Slimmings 1981: 14). Such a perspective emphasizes professional status:
one of the hallmarks of a ‘professional’—as distinct, say, from a ‘bookkeeper’
or other ‘clerk’—has been taken to be the exercise of ‘judgement’ (see, for
example, Porter 1995).

Nevertheless, the direction of historical change, driven above all by
accounting scandals, has been towards rules and principles that are spelled
out rather than implicit. The Great Crash of 1929 raised huge question marks
over whether the financial reporting of many US corporations reflected their
economic situations. In part to ward off government intervention (possibly
even compulsory government auditing of corporate accounts), the American
Institute of Accountants made at least a symbolic sacrifice of some of the
accountant’s individual discretion, and began to promulgate formal account-
ing standards (Zeff 1984). The effort did indeed help to keep accountants
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in charge of formulating standards—in 1938, the Securities and Exchange
Commission delegated its standard-setting powers to the Institute’s Commit-
tee on Accounting Procedure—but it marked the beginning of a proliferation
of formal standards. The episode serves as one of the prime examples of the rise
of the ‘ideal of mechanical objectivity, knowledge based completely on explicit
rules’ (Porter 1995: 7). The six brief ‘rules or principles’ formulated by the
American Institute of Accountants in 1934 had by 2008 become the Financial
Accounting Standards Board’s 163 standards, some of which exceed a hundred
pages.10 The equivalent set of standards promulgated by the International
Accounting Standards Board—which govern accounting in the European
Union, and have also been adopted widely outside of Europe—is slimmer,
but even it (e.g. IASB 2005) is already over 2,000 pages long in total, and
growing.

Here, the finitist perspective sketched in Chapter 2 leads to a clear-cut pre-
diction: that even the most detailed rulebook will on its own be insufficient to
determine the practice of bookkeeping and accounting. Indeed, the very size of
the rulebooks—especially of the rulebook of American accounting, which has
tended to be more explicitly prescriptive than other national traditions, espe-
cially that of the UK—and their tendency to grow inexorably in length year
after year could be seen as an exemplification of the Wittgensteinian regress
outlined in Chapter 2. If one attempts to remedy the underdetermination of
actions by rules by adding rules of interpretation, one is embarked on what is
in principle an endless task.

Indeed, the International Accounting Standards Board has spawned a body
specifically entrusted with the task of interpretation, the International Finan-
cial Reporting Interpretations Committee (IFRIC). Its task is, however, not
straightforward. Determining what standards ‘imply’ is not a simple exercise
in deductive logic. As noted in Chapter 7, for example, IFRIC’s proposed Inter-
pretation (‘IFRIC 3’) of how standards should be applied to ‘emission rights’
proved immensely controversial, and had to be withdrawn.

An ‘emission right’ is a novel accounting item, but it should not be imagined
that the underdetermination of actions by rules is to be found only in the case
of new items. Consider, for example, a set of accounting items of a very old
kind, ‘inventories’: companies’ stocks of unsold items. There is, to my knowl-
edge, no disagreement whatsoever over the principle that the International
Accounting Standards Board lays down for valuing inventories: ‘Inventories
shall be measured at the lower of cost and net realisable value’ (IASB 2005:
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662 ).11 Implementing this agreed principle, however, involves measuring both
‘cost’ and ‘net realisable value’. As suggested above, the cost of a manufactured
item is not simply the cost of the raw materials directly used in it. Workers’
wages are also part of the cost, but in most situations those workers will be
producing many items, sometimes of different kinds, not just the item in
question, so a decision needs to be taken about what proportion of their wages
(and associated employer’s costs) should be counted in the cost of the item
in question. Machinery, too, is normally used to produce many items, thus
raising similar issues concerning how to apportion its depreciation. Because
of these and the other contingencies alluded to above—apportionment of
the cost of heat, light, buildings, administrative services, etc.—many firms
do not attempt to measure the costs of individual items of inventory, but
instead estimate a ‘standard cost’. Although the aggregate of such standard
costs can be checked against the record of actual expenditures—as was done,
for example, in the firm studied in MacKenzie (2008)—they are certainly not
self-evident empirical facts.

Similarly with measuring ‘net realisable value’. That involves determining
whether the item or items can be sold, and if so for how much. That in turn
involves judgements about both market conditions and the item or items: have
they, for example, been superseded by superior alternatives? Unsurprisingly,
such questions can sometimes be hard to answer unequivocally, and it is dif-
ficult to imagine even the most detailed set of rules making the satisfactory
determination of ‘net realisable value’ entirely algorithmic. Measuring the
value of inventories is thus far less straightforward than might be suggested by
the apparently simple principle—‘the lower of cost and net realisable value’—
laid down in the ‘rulebook’ of international accounting: indeed, inventories
are often seen by auditors as a matter that demands their special attention
because of the large effects different valuations can have on a firm’s balance-
sheet situation and profits.

To take another example of the way in which agreement over a rule or
definition does not prevent dispute over how it is to be applied, consider the
accounting classification with which this chapter began: WorldCom’s classifi-
cation of the costs of unused portions of line leases as ‘assets’. Because World-
Com has come to be seen as a straightforward case of accounting fraud, it is
easy to imagine that the classification was unequivocally ‘against the rules’.
Matters are, however, not quite as clear-cut as that. When WorldCom’s Chief
Financial Officer, Scott Sullivan, was called upon by its Board to justify the
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classification he did so, citing US accounting’s canonical definition (already
quoted above, and as far as I’m aware entirely uncontested): ‘Assets are proba-
ble future economic benefits obtained or controlled by a particular entity as a
result of past transactions or events’ (FASB 1985: 16).

In his paper to WorldCom’s Board, Sullivan argued that the costs of leasing
large amounts of network capacity—larger than might actually be needed—
were costs of acquiring customers (which can legitimately be classed as an
asset); that the classification of those costs as an asset ‘does not contradict’ the
above definition of ‘asset’; and that it met the requirements of the relevant
more detailed rules:

The lease commitments were entered into to obtain access to large amounts of capac-
ity under the theory that revenue would follow and fully absorb these costs and to
expedite ‘time to market’. We believe that this provided an advantage over our com-
petitors and created the leader in Internet backbone at OC 192-c.12 The commitments
were entered into with the knowledge that we would incur an expense prematurely
and the revenues would be earned subsequent to that date. The Company was willing
to absorb this cost prior to recognizing the revenue stream because it believed that
the future revenues would be matched up with these costs. These commitments were
entered into as the result of customers for which services would be rendered and
the lease commitments were entered into to expedite the customer provisioning and
revenue stream in accordance with SAB 10113 and as further supplemented by FASB
91,14 direct and indirect costs associated with obtaining a customer may be deferred
and amortized over the revenue stream associated with that contract.

(Sullivan 2002: 1–2)

Sullivan’s argument was not a priori outrageous. WorldCom hoped that
the customers it attracted would stay with the firm for years, and the costs of
acquiring them would thus indeed give rise to the ‘probable future economic
benefits’ crucial to the definition of an ‘asset’. The practice of treating ‘cus-
tomer relationships’ as an asset—and thus ‘capitalizing’ the costs of acquiring
those relationships, rather than treating those costs as expenses—seems rea-
sonably widespread: a colleague of mine in accounting, Yannis Tsalavoutas,
was able quickly to provide me with a sample list of UK companies which do
just that.15 Often, for example, companies such as lawyers or consultancies
are bought specifically to gain access to their clientele, and the costs of doing
so treated as an asset.16
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Sullivan can thus be seen as attempting to construct an analogy: that leasing
large amounts of network capacity (even if it turned out not to be needed)
was like other ways of acquiring customers, the costs of which could legit-
imately be treated as assets. As we shall see below, his argument persuaded
one audience but failed to persuade another, more crucial one. The point,
however, is that ‘persuade’ is the right term. The costs involved did not self-
evidently meet the formal definition of ‘assets’, but nor did they self-evidently
fail to meet it. The definition did not carry with it instructions sufficient to
determine how it should correctly be applied in a specific case. Unfortunately
from the viewpoint of this chapter, Sullivan’s argument was never tested in
court. Sullivan pleaded guilty to securities fraud, testified in court against
WorldCom’s chief executive, Bernard Ebbers, and received a jail sentence of
only four years, prosecutors having entered a plea in mitigation for him on
the grounds that he had been a cooperative witness. Ebbers’s—unsuccessful—
defence was that he was ignorant of ‘detailed’ matters such as the classification
of the costs of leases as assets, not that the classification was legitimate. He was
jailed for twenty-five years.

Earnings Management

What WorldCom had been seeking to achieve was, of course, a favourable
portrayal of its financial performance. Just how widespread are efforts of this
kind? Clearly, there is no unequivocal, direct way to answer this question.
Researchers and other outsiders have no privileged access to the reality of
companies’ economic situations that could serve as a benchmark.

Fortunately, however, there is a considerable body of quantitative research
within academic accounting that enables us indirectly to address the ques-
tion of the extent of efforts at favourable portrayal. This research concerns
‘earnings management’, the canonical definition of which is given by Schipper
(1989: 92): ‘purposeful intervention in the external financial reporting process,
with the intent of obtaining some private gain (as opposed to, say, merely
facilitating the neutral operation of the process)’. Schipper’s definition does
not say so explicitly, but earnings management is usually taken to be permis-
sible, legal forms of this intervention. (‘Fabricating invoices to create fictitious
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sales revenue’—Schipper 1989: 93—is fraud, not earnings management.) The
prevalence of earnings management is thus of interest, not just as an indicator
of the extent of efforts at favourable portrayal, but precisely because it is behav-
iour ‘within the rules’. The extent of earnings management is thus a measure,
albeit a very crude one, of the degree to which discretion can in practice be
exercised even when, as in the USA (the site of most research on the topic),
the financial reporting process is governed by extensive, formal rules.

What ‘private gain’ might induce managements to engage in earnings man-
agement? Probably most important is what appears to be a widespread belief
amongst corporate managers that stock analysts and investors prefer corpor-
ations whose earnings rise predictably to corporations whose earnings fluc-
tuate substantially, even if around the same underlying trend. (The belief in
the pervasiveness of this preference seems to have informed the opposition,
discussed above, to the standard governing accounting for derivatives, IAS 39.)
If the rewards enjoyed by corporate senior managers reflect stock prices, as in
recent decades they increasingly have, there is thus an incentive for ‘income
smoothing’, in other words for exploiting permissible discretion to reduce
the volatility of earnings. Clearly, too, there is usually, though not always, an
incentive to avoid reporting losses, and it is often very important to meet or to
surpass stock analysts’ predictions of corporate earnings. (The main exception
to the need to avoid reporting losses is that one of the techniques of earnings
management is the ‘big bath’, in which a corporation reports a large loss,
portraying it to analysts and investors as ‘one-off’ and the result, for exam-
ple, of restructuring. A pessimistically calculated big-bath loss—involving, for
example, large provisions for liabilities and for bad debts—enhances future
profits, which are boosted as the provisions are unwound.)

One approach taken in research on earnings management is to identify
situations in which there is a clear, temporary incentive to manage earnings;
to scrutinize corporate accounts for patterns consistent with earnings man-
agement; and to examine whether those patterns correlate with incentive
situations. A pioneering study of this kind was Jennifer Jones’s (1991) examina-
tion of the financial reporting of firms in industries that were petitioning the
US International Trade Commission to recommend tariffs and import restric-
tions. Such petitions stood a chance of being granted only if there was evidence
that domestic industry was being ‘hurt’ by overseas competition. Jones focused
on accruals: balance-sheet changes for which there is no immediate cash-flow
counterpart such as depreciation, changes in the valuation of property, plant,
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and inventory, and estimates of accounts payable and receivable. She esti-
mated the discretionary component of such accruals by subtracting from total
accruals a regression-based estimate of ‘normal’, ‘non-discretionary’ accruals.
Aggregating results for five industries (automobiles, carbon steel, stainless
and alloy tool steel, copper, and footwear), she showed statistically significant
negative discretionary accruals in the years of International Trade Commission
investigations.

Initial public offerings of stock (IPOs) are another situation in which there is
a temporarily strong incentive to ‘window-dress’ accounts (in this case to por-
tray financial strength). A comparison of the ‘unexpected’ accruals of compa-
nies engaged in IPOs with a matched control group of similar companies found
that 62 per cent of the IPO firms had higher accruals than the corresponding
control (Teoh, Wong, and Rao 1998: 187, table 3). Since chance processes would
suggest a 50 per cent figure, ‘this implies that roughly 12 percent of the issuing
firms manage earnings’ (Healy and Wahlen 1999: 373).

A different approach to the detection of earnings management is to examine
the statistical distribution of earnings, looking for discontinuities or ‘kinks’ at
earnings levels that correspond to particularly strong incentives to earnings
management: zero earnings (and thus the divide between making a profit
and registering a loss); earnings in the previous year or previous quarter; and
corporations’ or analysts’ earnings predictions. Such kinks turn out to be
substantial (see, for example, Figure 6.2). For instance, analysis of US corpor-
ate earnings for 1976–94 suggests that ‘30% to 44% of the firms with slightly
negative pre-managed earnings exercise discretion to report positive earnings’
(Burgstahler and Dichev 1997: 124).

The detection of earnings management abounds with conceptual and
methodological difficulties (see, for example, McNichols 2000). Analyses based
on ‘discretionary’ or ‘unexpected’ accruals are extremely sensitive to the
model of ‘normal’, non-discretionary accruals that is employed (if, for exam-
ple, earnings management is widespread, ‘normal’ levels of accruals may
already reflect such management) and they cannot detect techniques of earn-
ings management that do not involve accruals. Nor are distributional analy-
ses unequivocal. A distributional ‘kink’ is not in itself evidence of earnings
management. It may be, for example, that anticipated small losses are turned
into small profits not by changes in accounting classifications but by ‘real’
interventions (sales drives, cuts in expenditure on maintenance or on research
and development, and so on). Burgstahler and Dichev (1997) attempt to
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Figure 6.2. Frequency distribution of reports of net annual income by US corpora-
tions, 1976–1994
Source: Reprinted from Journal of Accounting and Economics, 24 (David Burgstahler and Ilia Dichev,’ Earnings
Management to Avoid Earnings Decreases and Losses’, 99–126), copyright 1997, with permission from
Elsevier. Burgstahler and Dichev draw their data from Computstat, and the population of corporations
excludes the financial sector and regulated industries. Income is scaled by division by the corporation’s
market value at the start of the year; interval width is 0.005. The dashed line is the zero-earnings point.

overcome this problem by investigating cash flow from operations and levels
of accruals around reference points such as zero earnings, but this kind of
analysis may not be entirely robust (Dechow, Richardson, and Tuna 2003).
There are even potential issues of reflexivity. Some sophisticated investors are
already employing academic earnings-management detection models (Henry
2004), and it would be surprising if regulators were not doing so too, so there
is now an incentive to manage earnings in ways that the models cannot
detect.

Nevertheless, the overall thrust of the literature on earnings management is
consistent with pervasive anecdotal evidence (most authoritative is Levitt 1998)
of extensive earnings management by US corporations, at least in the 1980s and
1990s. (Empirical study of periods prior to the 1980s is too sparse to allow any
definitive conclusions, and it is not yet clear whether the prevalence of the
practice has declined since the scandals of the early 2000s and the subsequent
high-profile criminal trials.) Attempts to achieve favourable portrayals appear
to have been widespread, and—just as a finitist analysis would predict—the
world’s most rule-intensive system of financial reporting did not eliminate
discretion from corporate accounting.
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Contesting Classification

It would, however, be quite mistaken to conclude that accounting is practised
free from constraint. For example, again consider the case of the WorldCom
accounting classification with which this chapter began. The most interesting
character in the WorldCom episode is, ultimately, not the chief executive
Ebbers (an understandable figure, given the temptations and pressures of the
months in which the dot.com and telecom boom turned to bust), nor Sullivan
(despite the fact that his actions serve as an almost textbook example of the
logical gap between rules and definitions and their applications), but World-
Com manager Cynthia Cooper, who headed an internal audit team includ-
ing two key colleagues, Gene Morse and Glyn Smith. Cooper was a career
accountant, brought up in Clinton, Mississippi, site of WorldCom’s headquar-
ters. She first learned accounting at Clinton High School (it is a small-town
story: she was taught the subject by Glyn Smith’s mother), and went on
to take an undergraduate degree in it at Mississippi State University and a
postgraduate qualification from the University of Alabama. Her roommate
at Mississippi State remembers her sitting in accounting classes ‘in the front
row, dead center . . . she would pepper the professor with questions’ (Ripley
2002).

Cooper and her division were responsible for internal matters such as bud-
gets, performance evaluation, and identifying inefficiencies, not for checking
WorldCom’s financial reporting: that was the role of its external auditors,
Arthur Andersen. In March 2002, however, her interest in the data under-
pinning WorldCom’s income statement and balance sheet was piqued by a
visit from the manager of WorldCom’s wireless division, John Stupka. In 2001,
Stupka had made provision for customer bad debts totalling $400 million.
Sullivan had unwound the provision, thus boosting WorldCom’s reported
income, and Stupka was unhappy, because the bad debts, no longer provided
for, were about to damage his division’s financial performance figures (Pulliam
and Solomon 2002).

To Cooper, Stupka had been right to create a reserve when he could reason-
ably foresee a proportion of customers failing to pay, and Sullivan’s reversal
of the provision ‘smelled funny’. She queried it with an Andersen auditor
responsible for WorldCom, who ‘brushed her off’ (Pulliam and Solomon 2002).
Cooper then turned to Gene Morse: ‘She came back to me and said, “Go
dig” ’ (Pulliam and Solomon 2002). She also took the issue of the reversal
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of the provision to WorldCom’s audit committee, where she presented the
arguments against it. Sullivan justified it, but eventually conceded.

Cooper’s choice of Morse to ‘dig’ was astute: he had both determination
and computer skills. Blocking his enquiries was the access-control matrix
of WorldCom’s computerized accounting system. He would need high-level
approval for the ‘read’ permissions he needed, and that request would make
clear that the internal audit team was straying beyond its remit. Instead, Morse
offered to help test a program that a member of the WorldCom information-
technology staff was checking. The program gave Morse access to the records
of huge numbers of transactions, indeed such large numbers that he had to
begin to work late at night after his downloading of giant files—such as the
350,000 monthly records that made up ‘intercompany accounts receivables’—
began to be blocked because of their effects on system performance. (Such
records typically include scanned versions of documentation such as invoices,
hence the size of such files.) Knowing Cooper, Morse, and others were working
late, Cooper’s father would sometimes take in sandwiches for them to have at
midnight (Jeter 2003: 169).

Morse began to focus on ‘journal entries’ such as the one described at the
start of this chapter, via which costs were classified as purchases of assets.
His instinctual response to some of these was that they were wrong. ‘This
stinks’, he remembers thinking in one case (Pulliam and Solomon 2002). By
the start of June 2002, Morse had found accounting classifications totalling
$2 billion that seemed dubious to him and to Cooper. She and Smith began
to raise them with Max Bobbitt, who chaired WorldCom’s audit committee,
with Ferrell Malone, the WorldCom ‘engagement partner’ of KPMG (which
had taken over from Andersen as the company’s auditors), and with senior
colleagues in WorldCom’s Clinton headquarters, such as Controller David
Myers. Eventually, the disputed classifications reached WorldCom’s full audit
committee on 20 June. Sullivan justified them verbally to the committee,
and over the following weekend he prepared the written justification quoted
above.

The case made by Sullivan in defence of classifying the costs of unused
portions of network leases as assets divided accountants from lay people.
At least some of the latter found it convincing: ‘To some non-accountants
[on WorldCom’s Board], Sullivan’s justifications seemed reasonable, and some
thought KPMG did not sufficiently understand the Company or the industry’
(Beresford, Katzenbach, and Rogers 2003: 128). As that quotation indicates,
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however, KPMG’s accountants sided with Cooper’s case. Even Myers, who as
World Com’s Controller had been heavily involved in its high-level account-
ing processes and decisions, conceded to Cooper and Smith that ‘the entries
shouldn’t have been made’ (Pulliam and Solomon 2002). Indeed, he seems
initially to have resisted making them, telling Sullivan ‘the transfer couldn’t
be justified’ (Pulliam 2003: M6).

It was the lack of support from Sullivan’s fellow accountants that was fatal
for him. When the audit committee reassembled on 24 June 2002, he continued
to defend the disputed classification. However:

KPMG told Sullivan that this theory for capitalizing operating line costs did not hold
water. Representatives of Andersen, participating by telephone, said the accounting
was not in accordance with GAAP [Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, the
overall framework of financial reporting in the USA] and that Andersen was with-
drawing its audit opinions for 2001 and its review of the first quarter of 2002. After the
meeting, Salsbury [WorldCom General Counsel Michael Salsbury] asked Sullivan for
his resignation. Myers, who was not present, was separately contacted and asked to
resign. Myers later resigned. Sullivan did not, and was fired.

(Beresford, Katzenbach, and Rogers 2003: 128–9)

Of course, context matters. Two weeks before the audit committee meeting,
the huge auditing firm Arthur Andersen had been convicted of destroying
evidence in connection with its client, Enron, and it was already clear that
the firm had effectively collapsed: the ‘big five’ in auditing had become the
‘big four’. So all those present at the audit committee meeting will have
known that both criminal prosecution and corporate demise could follow
from accounting decisions that others judged indefensible. In other circum-
stances, Sullivan’s justification of the contested accounting classification might
have been seen as allowable, as his earlier contentious reversal of the bad-debt
provision seems initially to have been, but by June 2002 the risks of accepting it
must have been viewed by those involved as too high.

Constraining Accounting

A crucial virtue of finitism as a theoretical perspective on financial reporting
is that by suggesting that accounting cannot entirely be constrained by rules
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or by ‘reality’ it sharpens empirical curiosity as to the nature of the other
sources of constraint. Unfortunately, existing research is insufficient fully to
satisfy that empirical curiosity. Certainly, I do not pretend that the mater-
ial presented in this chapter or in a small case study presented elsewhere
(MacKenzie 2008) has done so. For reasons to be touched on below, the most
promising approach to investigating the constraints on accounting is likely
to be ethnographic, but research of that kind on financial reporting has so
far been rare. The sociologically oriented literature in accounting, which is
rich on topics such as professionalization, management accounting, and the
regulation of accounting, is sparser in regard to the practices underpinning
financial reporting: ‘One of the disappointing characteristics of field studies in
organizations is how few have examined how accounting and audit decisions
are made’ (Cooper and Robson 2006: 435). So my discussion of likely sources of
constraint is speculative.

Although not intended as a comment on accounting, the passage from
David Bloor already quoted in Chapter 2 is worth revisiting here as a way of
orienting the discussion:

We could take our concepts or rules anywhere, in any direction . . . We are not prevented
by ‘logic’ or by ‘meanings’ from doing this . . . The real sources of constraint [are] our
instincts, our biological nature, our sense experience, our interactions with other
people, our immediate purposes, our training, our anticipation of and response to
sanctions, and so on through the gamut of causes, starting with the psychological and
ending with the sociological. (Bloor 1997: 19–20, emphasis in original)

Let me begin with a factor prominent in the unravelling of WorldCom and
in any finitist analysis: ‘interactions with other people’. Financial reporting is
not an activity conducted by individuals in isolation. Often, others need to
be persuaded that a classification or a measurement is appropriate, and this
can be an important source of constraint. The most obvious such others are
a corporation’s auditors, and this, fortunately, is an area in which existing
research is relatively strong. A particularly striking study is Beattie, Fearnley,
and Brandt (2001), in which the authors took six UK companies and inter-
viewed both the firms’ finance director and the most senior external auditor.
They showed that auditors are indeed a source of constraint, but a flexible one.
When auditors disagree with a classification or a measurement, what ensues is
often negotiation, rather than auditors dictating what must be done for them
to ‘sign off’ the company’s accounts.
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In one case, for example, both the firm’s finance director and its auditor
suspected that its inventory was overvalued. To begin with, the auditors were
unable to determine by how much. However, installation of a new com-
puter system in the firm enabled ‘slow-moving’ and obsolescent stock to
be identified. As the lead auditor put it: ‘We just had the information from
a stock obsolescence printout. But they [the firm] couldn’t deny it because
they . . . generated that information themselves and that came up with a big
number’ (Beattie, Fearnley, and Brandt 2001: 85). Instead, however, of insisting
that the value of the stock should be written down immediately by the ‘big
number’, the auditors agreed with company management that it should be
written down only gradually over three years. Many accountants might have
felt that this was wrong: in his foreword to Beattie, Fearnley, and Brandt’s
book, the leading accounting regulator Sir David Tweedie comments that ‘the
case-studies are anonymous—which is as well for the auditor who allowed
over-valued stock to be written down over three years—for goodness sake!’
(Beattie, Fearnley, and Brandt 2001: xxi). The senior auditor, however, had
felt the need to reach a compromise: ‘I’m afraid I take a pragmatic approach
to auditing and you can’t eat an elephant . . . so I had to dissect the thing
and . . . get so much in one year and so much the next’ (quoted in Beattie,
Fearnley, and Brandt 2001: 86).

Interactions within a company are also likely to be important as a source
of constraint on the construction of accounts, but have been much less stud-
ied from this viewpoint than interactions with auditors. Senior managers are
likely to be a crucial audience for the work of accountants, and the litera-
ture on earnings management points strongly to their desire for favourable
portrayals of financial performance often being an important factor shaping
financial reporting. A less obvious set of others, however, are staff lower in
corporate hierarchies than accountants, notably book-keepers. Like senior
managers, they too will have what Bloor calls their ‘immediate purposes’,
but these are likely to be ‘getting the job done’,17 rather than portraying the
economic condition of their company in one way rather than another. Their
remuneration, unlike that of senior managers, is unlikely to be affected at all
directly by that portrayal, and they are likely to be classifying a myriad of often
small transactions, few or none of which will on their own be consequential to
the portrayal.

The issue of the relationship between the situations and work of book-
keepers and of more senior staff highlights a constraining factor that is not
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explicit in Bloor’s list: technology. The technical systems of accounting—
which for small entities can be standalone systems, but for the larger firms
will now normally be aspects of continuously evolving Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) systems such as Oracle or SAP (see, for example, Quattrone
and Hopper 2006)—are neither merely neutral media nor simply means of
increasing the efficiency of what unaided human beings might do. Tech-
nical systems link the work of the multiple people needed to do the
accounts of any large entity in structured ways. In part to reduce opportu-
nities for fraud, accounting systems are designed to constrain the ways in
which any given person can alter the results of the work of another (and
to prevent anyone other than a specific, limited set of individuals making
such alterations), and to leave an ineliminable trace when an alteration is
made.

Such deliberate ‘technical’ barriers then become ‘social’ constraints. The
vast bulk of accounting classifications are, as already noted, made by staff low
in corporate hierarchies such as book-keepers. Technical systems then ‘solid-
ify’ those classifications by restricting what more senior staff can subsequently
do to alter them. Is a senior manager going to attempt to influence in advance
thousands or millions of ‘primary’ classifications made by dozens or hundreds
of book-keepers, or subsequently to attempt to alter those classifications (espe-
cially if he or she does not have the access permissions to do so and if the
alterations leave a visible audit trail)? The record of cases such as Enron or
WorldCom suggests that these are not the most attractive paths. When Gene
Morse was told by Cooper to ‘go dig’ into WorldCom’s financial reporting, he
did not discover efforts by Sullivan or others to alter these primary records.
Instead, earnings management was being accomplished by leaving the primary
classifications intact, and performing higher-level reclassifications. The latter,
for example, is what the WorldCom accountant with which I began this chap-
ter did on the Friday afternoon in 2001.

The material form taken by this technical constraint is password-controlled
access to a firm’s ERP system, together with a matrix specifying the ‘read’ and
‘write’ permissions of each user.18 While senior accountants and perhaps some
other top managers will have extensive or complete ‘read’ access to accounting
data, the matrix normally restricts tightly their ‘write’ access: indeed, those at
the top of corporate hierarchies may have no ‘write’ access at all. Processing
sales orders and invoices, for example, is not part of their jobs—it is ‘book-
keepers’ work’—and while they would usually be able to view the resultant
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records they would not normally have the ‘write’ permission needed to create
such a record or to alter it.

Of course, technical constraint is not absolute. Any system’s controls can
be subverted if the technical staff in charge of a system’s access-control matrix
can be persuaded to alter it, if those who have the relevant permissions can be
persuaded to disclose their passwords to those who do not, or if other ways
(such as that used by Gene Morse) can be found to circumvent the controls.
The creation of an audit trail is a deterrent only if an auditor is likely to
scrutinize it and to contest the reclassifications it reveals, which returns us to
the sphere of human constraints: of Bloor’s ‘interactions with other people’
and ‘anticipation of and response to sanctions’. Indeed, one can’t entirely rule
out the possibility that the apparent rarity of earnings management performed
by the en masse alteration of primary records reflects success in doing so
uncontested.

Nevertheless, such considerations do suggest that ethnographies of financial
reporting will need to pay close attention to its technological bases. They also
point to the importance of studying the work of book-keepers as well as of
professional accountants. If my conjectures are correct, it is book-keepers—
not accountants—who produce much of accounting’s equivalent of science’s
observational base. Book-keepers’ classifications are just as open to finitist
analysis as those of accountants (and there is no ‘theory-independent obser-
vation language’ in accounting or in science), but their classificatory work has
almost never been examined in ethnographic detail.19

Another issue worth attention is present explicitly on Bloor’s list: training.
Finitism suggests that classification and concept application are based on rela-
tions of similarity and difference that, ultimately, are learned ostensively—
that is, by exposure to authoritative examples of ‘correct’ classification and
‘appropriate’ concept application. For instance, a scientific paradigm is at root
a set of concrete, exemplary solutions to scientific problems. Scientific training
consists in good part of learning of how to perform these exemplary solutions
and how to extend them to similar cases (Kuhn 1970; Barnes 1982). Socializa-
tion into the ‘paradigm’ in the broader sense of an overarching disciplinary
framework is not achieved solely by the framework being learned explicitly
(if finitism is right, it could not be learned in its entirety in this way), but by
repeated, authoritative ostension.

Accounting and book-keeping, I conjecture, are also learned in good part
ostensively. The literature on the education of accountants—such as Power
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(1991) and Anderson-Gough, Grey, and Robson (1998)—unfortunately does
not offer a clear-cut answer to the question of the extent of ostensive learning,
but it seems clear that while accountants and book-keepers do learn many
explicit rules, they also have to learn how to apply these rules to particulars.
Some of this training takes place in formal educational settings; much of it
takes place ‘on the job’. If training in accounting or book-keeping is like sci-
entific training, we would expect it to consist largely in repeated experience of
solving problems for which there are authoritative ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ answers.
If the analogy with science holds, the result of such training will go beyond
technical competence in any narrow sense. It will be found to be socialization
into a way of viewing the world that is not wholly explicit, but is not for
that reason any less powerful. That it is unlikely to be entirely explicit is one
reason why ethnographic (rather than, for example, interview-based) research
is needed. Those who practise the technical cultures of book-keeping and
accounting may simply be unable to give a full verbal account of what they
do and why they do it.

In particular, prolonged ostensively based socialization can ‘achieve real-
ism’. To neophytes, I conjecture, classifying items (in accounting, science, or
elsewhere) will frequently ‘feel’ like classification: here is an item; here are
possible classifications (X1, X2, X3, . . . , Xn); which shall I choose? (That, for
example, is what I often feel when ‘coding’ research grant expenses.) The
experienced practitioner, in contrast, will often feel ‘This item is an X3,’ just
as the experienced bird-watcher glances at a bird and thinks ‘That is an oyster-
catcher,’ not ‘I am classifying that bird as an oystercatcher.’ The classification
can still be analysed as a choice (or so finitism insists), but to those involved
it no longer feels like a choice, or indeed even a classification. From a finitist
viewpoint, what happens in such cases is that training and habit have formed a
strong sense of analogy: this bird resembles previous oystercatchers sufficiently
strongly that it must be an oystercatcher. The reaction to Sullivan’s contested
classification of the costs of unused portions of line leases can also be read in
this way. Sullivan may well have been correct that, as a matter of logic, this
did not contradict the official definition of ‘asset’, but to the other accountants
involved, such as Cooper, it did not resemble an asset, but seemed much more
like an expense. What Sullivan was contending with, in other words, was
precisely this deeply internalized sense of analogy. (Lay people will have lacked
that internalized sense, which may have been why he had greater success
persuading them.)
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‘When I obey a rule’, wrote Wittgenstein (1967: 85e), ‘I do not choose. I obey
the rule blindly’ (emphasis in original). Ostensively based socialization offers one
possible reason why the rules and principles of accounting do in practice have
force. (Participants certainly treat them as having force: the fierce debates occa-
sioned by standards such as IAS 39 would have little point if rules had no force.)
What a rule or principle implies for any concrete situation is undetermined
logically (one can’t, for example, calculate the value of an inventory simply
by logical deduction from the relevant standard, IAS 2), but to those socialized
into a particular culture of accounting, there may well be many cases in which
the classification or other action that is demanded seems clear.

The extent to which accounting (or book-keeping) is in practice conducted
in nominalist ‘choice amongst classifications’ mode or in ‘realist’ mode is
an empirical question. My conjecture is that both modes will normally be
present. Routine, familiar items, for example, may evoke ‘realist’ mode (‘that
is an X3’); unfamiliar items provoke explicit choices (‘is this an X1 or an X2?’).
But, clearly, other factors will also be present. An accountant engaged in
earnings management can be expected to operate in ‘choice’ mode, and will be
a ‘rule sceptic’, viewing rules as open to interpretation and seeking favourable
interpretations. He or she, however, will also need to take into account the
classificatory impulses of those in ‘realist’ mode, such as Cooper’s reaction to
Sullivan’s reversal of the bad-debt provision, which, as noted above, ‘smelled
funny’ to her.

Conclusion

The set of factors discussed so far—interactions with other people, techno-
logical systems, training, and so on—is certainly not exhaustive. What I hope,
however, is that this chapter begins to suggest the richness of the issues that a
finitist perspective highlights. Financial reporting and the accounting practices
underpinning it are complex sociotechnical matters that are, as noted, central
to the economic governance of today’s societies. In a profit-oriented economy,
the measurement of profit is a central task, and one that is far from simple.

The finitist arguments that classifications are always in principle decisions
and that rules in themselves do not determine their application to specific
cases make finitism, I would argue, a useful perspective from which to analyse
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accounting and financial reporting. Even the most mundane of accounting
classifications becomes of analytical interest from this perspective. Given that,
if finitism is correct, any item could always in principle be classified differently,
what determines the classification that is actually made? The answer, this chap-
ter has suggested, is likely to be a combination of factors such as training and
habit, the goals those involved are trying to achieve, the context within which
they are making the classification, and the properties of the technological
systems with which they have to interact.

This chapter has done little more than simply sketch questions such as this
and speculate as to likely answers. Nevertheless, I am confident that research
addressing these issues will be of great interest. The finitist accountant and
finitist book-keeper are at the heart of economic life, and we badly need to
know what determines their actions.



7

Constructing Emissions
Markets

Universities contain rooms and buildings that academics never enter: boiler
houses, for example. Amongst their contents are meters that measure the
consumption of electricity, natural gas, and oil. Those readings determine the
substantial sums that universities spend on energy: around £9 million per year
for my university.

Some of the meters at the University of Edinburgh now have a second
function too, indirectly measuring the carbon dioxide emitted by the boilers
and combined heat and power units to which they are connected. Largely un-
noticed, the meters have become part of what is in effect a measurement net-
work stretching across Europe. Although not as extensive as the sociotechnical
systems via which, as discussed in the previous chapter, profit is measured, this
network is consequential. It is a crucial part of the material infrastructure of
the European Union’s Emissions Trading Scheme, a new market—it came into
existence only in January 2005—which is the Union’s main tool for combating
global warming.

Amongst the activities to which the new trading scheme applies are
‘[c]ombustion installations with a rated thermal input exceeding 20 MW’
(European Parliament, Council 2003: 42). One doesn’t usually think of a
university as a large combustion installation—aside from in inevitable jokes
about the generation of hot air—but the capacity of two of my university’s
three highly efficient combined heat and power plants pushes them within the
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scope of emissions trading. It is perhaps not surprising that our science campus
consumes a lot of energy, but even the plant in the area in which humanities
and social sciences are taught totals 20.5 MW, and thus is over the threshold.

Like the other operators of Europe’s large combustion installations, the
University of Edinburgh has in consequence to hold permits to emit carbon
dioxide. It receives an allocation of allowances, each permitting it to emit a
tonne (1,000 kg) of CO2. Its emissions are measured, and it has ‘to surrender
allowances equal to the total emissions of the installation in each calendar
year’ (European Parliament, Council 2003: 35). If it emits more CO2 than it
has allowances, it must buy further allowances on the market, or else it will be
fined. If it emits less, it can sell its excess allowances.

Allowances are traded ‘over the counter’ (by direct institution-to-
institution negotiation, or via brokers) and on organized exchanges such as
the Nordic power exchange, Nord Pool. CO2 futures are also traded, in their
case on the European Climate Exchange, which uses the electronic trad-
ing platform of London’s International Petroleum Exchange. A small over-
the-counter market in CO2 options already exists. The network of trading
stretches beyond the European Union to encompass ‘certified emission reduc-
tions’ from projects in developing countries and ‘emission reduction units’
from projects in the former Soviet bloc. If a European operator such as
Edinburgh University has a shortfall of allowances, it can meet its obligations
by buying these reductions and units. Plans for emissions trading are gathering
momentum in North America, in the north-east, midwest, and in California;
political pressure is growing for a US national carbon market. Those involved
in carbon trading indeed envisage the emergence of a global market, in which
CO2 will have a ‘world price’, just as gold has a world price.

This chapter begins by examining the intellectual roots of emissions trading
within economics. It discusses the first large-scale experiment with emissions
trading, one that has had a major influence on later debate: the sulphur-
dioxide trading introduced by the US Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990.
I next turn briefly to the 1997 Kyoto Protocol, in which carbon trading
plays a central role, and to experiments in carbon trading in the post-Kyoto
years by oil company BP and by the UK government. Drawing on a set of
twenty-four interviews with carbon-market participants, I then discuss in
more detail the European Union Emissions Trading Scheme, describing the
process by which it came to be established, the factors that explain salient
features of its design, the evolution of the scheme since its establishment in
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2005, and the lessons to be learned from the experience. A major focus of
the chapter is the processes of the allocation of emissions allowances. While
the main initial proposal within economics for an emissions market assumed
that allowances would be sold to emitters, political considerations have gen-
erally dictated that in practice they have been distributed free. This makes the
mechanism of allocation and the total amounts allocated crucial technical and
political matters, central to whether or not an emissions market is effective
environmentally.

Economics and Emissions Markets

To a far greater extent than any of the other markets discussed in this
book, markets in emissions permits are a creation of economics. They are a
quintessential example of a strong form of the kind of process discussed in
Chapter 2, in which economics has done something: its role has not been to
analyse an already-existing market, but to help bring a new market into exis-
tence. While meteorologists and other natural scientists have been the experts
on the extent to which human activities are increasing the ‘greenhouse’ warm-
ing of the planet, economists have played a leading role in discussing what
should be done in response.

From an economic point of view, the effects of the production of carbon
dioxide and other greenhouse gases by human activities are an instance of
a familiar issue. They are an ‘externality’, a ‘cost or benefit arising from any
activity which does not accrue to the person or organization carrying on the
activity’ (Black 2002: 167). Research and development is an example of an
activity that has positive externalities: its benefits typically accrue more widely
than to the firm conducting it. Pollution, in contrast, is the textbook example
of a negative externality:

The cost to society of having some of its labor and steel used up in a given factory is
‘internalized’ by the firm, because it has to pay for those inputs. But the firm does not
have an economic incentive to minimize the ‘external’ costs of pollution.

(Jaffe, Newell, and Stavins 2005: 165)

The traditional response by economists to negative externalities such as
pollution was to propose a tax set at a level that would ‘internalize’ the
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externality, in other words at a level corresponding to the wider social costs
of the activity in question, thus forcing economic actors to take those wider
costs into account. The argument, which goes back at least to Pigou (1920: 168,
193–4, and passim), is that ‘when the market does not reflect the true social
costs of some activity, be it switching on the air conditioning or driving
into London at rush hour, the government can make society better off by
imposing a tax that reflects that social cost’ (Harford 2006). Governments
could of course seek to control harmful activities directly, for example by
banning them entirely, or by laying down how they should be conducted
(for example, imposing fixed limits on the quantities or concentrations of
pollutants). Economists have, however, generally held that environmental
benefits can more efficiently be achieved by manipulating the price system via
taxation than, for instance, by insisting on particular technological standards.
That way, market processes—rather than centralized decision making—
would determine the technological or other means by which reductions were
achieved.

The idea that there was a third solution to the problem of negative
externalities—beyond taxes and direct control measures—is generally traced
to economist Ronald Coase. A ‘mutually satisfactory bargain’ (Coase 1960: 4)
could be struck between those whose activities generate an externality and
those affected by it, either by the former compensating the latter or the latter
paying the former to reduce or cease the damaging activities; which would
occur would depend upon whether there was legal liability for the damage
caused. If rational agents could strike such bargains without incurring trans-
action costs, the outcome would ‘maximise . . . the value of production’ (Coase
1960: 8). Taxes were unnecessary; bargaining between private agents could
achieve the desired outcome.

While Coase’s attack on Pigou and his sketch of an alternative to what he
called ‘the Pigovian tradition’ (1960: 39) was influential, it did not directly
inspire the idea of tradeable permits. Its most immediate progenitor was the
University of Toronto economist and economic historian J. H. Dales, who
was considering how to control pollution of the Great Lakes (Dales 1968a;
1968b).1 In his analysis, Dales assumed it was possible to establish an ‘equiva-
lence . . . between different waste products’, so that quantities of different prod-
ucts could be translated into standardized ‘equivalent tons’. He then supposed
that it had been decided that ‘no more than x equivalent tons of waste per
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year are to be dumped into the waters of region A, and that x represents
a 10 per cent reduction from the amount of waste that is currently being
discharged into the region’s waters’ (Dales 1968a: 800).

How, asked Dales, might a decision to reduce pollution to a fixed ‘cap’ be
implemented at least total cost? For government simply to rule that each
discharger must reduce its discharges by 10 per cent would not be optimal:
some dischargers might be able cheaply to reduce their discharges by much
more than a tenth, while others might face high costs in achieving the
10 per cent reduction. Nor could government plausibly minimize total costs by
trying to work out an optimal allocation in which those who could cut waste
cheaply would have to make bigger cuts than those for whom it was expen-
sive. Mobilizing a standard argument against central planning (an argument
associated above all with the economists Ludwig von Mises and Friedrich von
Hayek),2 Dales wrote:

To suppose that optimality in this sense is possible is to suppose that the adminis-
trative authority is able to solve a set of thousands of simultaneous equations, when
the information required to write the equations in numerical form is not only not
available, but also often unobtainable. (Dales 1968a: 800)

A better way to solve the problem of achieving a given overall reduction of
pollution at minimum total cost, argued Dales, was a tax: an ‘across-the-board’
fee of ‘so much per ton of waste discharged’ (Dales 1968a: 800). With a tax or
fee of this sort:

each polluter decides for himself by how much, if at all, he should reduce his wastes.
The burden of pollution control is thus shared in exactly the right way, without
the [Water Control Board] having to agonize over the question of how to find a just
and reasonable sharing of the cost of the scheme. Since every polluter adjusts to the
charges in whatever way minimizes his cost, the social cost of achieving the target
amount of waste discharge—which is the sum of the costs borne by all polluters (and,
of course, by the consumers of their products, in the case of industries)—will also be
automatically minimized. (Dales 1968b: 92, emphasis in original)

Two quite demanding calculations nevertheless remained, Dales argued:
finding the level of fee that would achieve the necessary overall reduction
in discharges; and taking account of the ‘new-comers (people or factories)’
who would also discharge wastes. The former would require ‘trial and error’,
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and the latter was a ‘guesstimate’. Those calculations could, however, be per-
formed implicitly by setting up ‘a “market” in “pollution rights” ’:

Such markets would automatically set the correct level of the pollution charge
(instead of its having to be set by some committee, after long and learned discussion)
and would also automatically, and continuously, adjust the level of the charge to
take account of economic growth. A simple market that can be operated by three
or four people and a small staff of stenographers to register purchases and sales is very
much cheaper, and just as efficient, as a large bureaucracy replete with computers to
give answers to complicated pricing problems. If it is feasible to establish a market to
implement a policy, no policy-maker can afford to do without one.

(Dales 1968b: 93, 100)

What Dales proposed was what has become known as a ‘cap-and-trade’
scheme. A Water Control Board or other government authority would decide
on the cap, the total quantity of allowable discharges (for example, a 10 per
cent reduction from current levels). It would then make the corresponding
number of permits available for initial sale, and also set up a mechanism for
a secondary market in which permits could be sold and bought at any point
up to the date at which dischargers of waste have to surrender them to the
authority to show they had the right to discharge the quantities they had. The
fact that discharges were now costly would cause some firms and municipal-
ities to reduce their emissions and the number of permits they thus needed
to purchase, and ‘when the price [of permits] has risen enough to reduce the
demand’ to the requisite level ‘the market will be in equilibrium’. Those whose
emissions were lower than they had anticipated ‘would have rights to sell, and
those in the contrary situation would be in the market as buyers’. ‘All of these
buyers and sellers, through their bids and offers, will establish the price of the
Rights.’ That price would, for example, be expected to rise if population or
industrial activity grows, so increasing ‘the incentive for waste dischargers to
treat, or reduce, their wastes’ (Dales 1968a: 801; 1968b: 93–4).

Dales’s proposal was not put into practice in the Great Lakes. In the 1970s
and 1980s, however, a small number of tradeable pollution permit schemes
were introduced, mainly by the US Environmental Protection Agency. For
example, as the use of lead additives in gasoline was phased out in the USA
in the 1980s, refineries were allowed temporarily to trade ‘lead credits’, and
did so to a reasonably large extent: ‘Approximately 15 percent of the total lead
rights used were traded’ (Hahn 1989: 102).
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Trading Sulphur Dioxide

More significant, however, than the limited and often clumsily implemented
trading schemes of the 1970s and 1980s was the setting up in the USA in the
1990s of the market discussed briefly in Chapter 2: the market in permits to
emit sulphur dioxide (SO2) from electric power stations.3 There had been
considerable concern since the 1970s about the damaging effects of ‘acid rain’
and other acid depositions. Sulphur dioxide emissions, especially from coal-
fired power stations, had been identified as the main cause. Numerous bills to
address the problem were proposed in the 1980s, but all failed in the face of
opposition from both the Reagan administration and Democrats from states
that might suffer economically, such as those in Appalachia and the midwest
that produced high-sulphur coal. Finally, however, the Clean Air Act Amend-
ments of 1990 set the goal of reducing annual sulphur dioxide emissions in
the USA dramatically—by ‘ten million tons from 1980 emission levels’—a cut
largely to be achieved by approximately halving SO2 emissions from coal-fired
power stations.4

Rather than lay down how power stations were to cut sulphur dioxide (for
example, by mandating the installation of ‘scrubbers’ to remove SO2 from
flue gases), Congress established a two-phase market in emissions permits.
Phase I, from 1995 to 1999, covered ‘the 263 dirtiest large generating units’; in
phase II, from 2000 onwards, the scheme was extended to include ‘virtually all
fossil-fueled electric generating plants’ in the continental USA (Ellerman et al.
2000: 6). Operators of these plants were allocated allowances, and the owners of
coal-fired plants were thus in effect left free to choose between doing nothing
to reduce emissions (and thus most likely having to buy additional allowances
on the market), paying the substantial costs of installing and operating scrub-
bers, or shifting to lower-sulphur coal.

The ultimate inspiration of the sulphur-dioxide market was the work
within economics on emissions markets touched on above. However, econo-
mists did not simply propose the market and then sit back and see it adopted:
they were politically active advocates of it. Particularly important in this
respect were Robert Stavins of Harvard University’s John F. Kennedy School
of Government; MIT economist Richard Schmalensee, who was a member
of President George H. W. Bush’s Council of Economic Advisors; and Robert
Hahn, one of the Council’s professional staff.5 Stavins, for example, had been
an economist at the Environmental Defense Fund, an advocacy group which
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hired ‘economists, engineers and computer analysts to find ways to help the
environment without harming the economy’,6 and which was successfully
positioning itself ‘as the most pro-business of the major environmental NGOs
in the United States’ (Victor and House 2006: 2102). From Environmental
Defense, Stavins moved to Harvard, where he directed ‘Project 88’, an inves-
tigation of ‘Harnessing Market Forces to Protect the Environment’, jointly
chaired by the Republican Senator John Heinz and Democrat Timothy Wirth.
Project 88’s report publicized an estimate by consultants to the Environmental
Protection Agency that ‘a market-based approach to acid rain reduction could
save us $3 billion per year, compared with the cost of a dictated technological
solution’ (Stavins 1988: 5).

Project 88’s bipartisan sponsorship gave it potential for influence who-
ever won the 1988 presidential election. The victor, George H. W. Bush,
‘had promised to be “the Environmental President” and had advocated look-
ing “to the marketplace for innovative solutions” to environmental prob-
lems’ (Ellerman et al. 2000: 21–2), and some important members of his new
administration were favourably inclined to turning those words into action.
For example, Robert Grady, who had been the chief speechwriter for the
Bush–Quayle campaign, was given the responsibility for natural resources and
energy in the powerful Office of Management and Budget, where he was an
enthusiast for the proposal for a market in sulphur dioxide emissions (Stavins
1998: 78).

Despite channels of political influence of this sort, economists on their own
could not have created the market in sulphur dioxide. Others were needed:
not just technologists, who were needed in order to create the system of mea-
surement described in Chapter 2, but also lawyers. For example, an especially
important role, both as lobbyist and as drafter of Title IV of the Clean Air Act
Amendments (the section that covered sulphur dioxide trading), was played
by Joe Goffman. Like Stavins, Goffman worked originally for (and in his case
eventually returned to) the Environmental Defense Fund, but he also served
as associate counsel for the Senate committee working on the Clean Air Act,
and then oversaw the detailed development of the trading programme’s rules
as an acting section chief at the Environmental Protection Agency.7

An emissions allowance is a subtle legal entity, so it is not surprising that
lawyers as well as economists have been heavily involved in the development
of emissions trading schemes more generally. A crucial issue is whether an
allowance is a property right. Were it to be such a right, the constitutional
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protection awarded to private property in the United States would have made
subsequent changes to the SO2 trading programme difficult. Section 403(f) of
the Clean Air Act Amendments laid down that an allowance was ‘a limited
authorization to emit sulfur dioxide . . . Such allowance does not constitute a
property right.’8 A decade later there was to be a similar assertion about the
legal status of the units to be traded under the Kyoto Protocol, when the 2001
Marrakesh Accords decreed that the protocol ‘has not created or bestowed any
right, title or entitlement to emissions’.9 Instead, Kyoto units are ‘unitized and
divisible embodiments of promises accepted by sovereign states in the context
of a multilateral agreement which for that reason can be revoked, revised and
altered through further negotiation’ (Yamin 2005: 16).10

As well as requiring the skills of lawyers and others, economists found it
necessary to accommodate to the demands of the political process, sometimes
setting aside what their disciplinary inclinations might have led them to pre-
fer. As Stavins put it: ‘Policy instruments that appear impeccable from the
vantage point of Cambridge, Massachusetts’—the home of Harvard, MIT, and
much of the elite of academic economics—‘but consistently prove infeasible
in Washington, D.C., can hardly be considered “optimal” ’ (Stavins 1998: 83).
Two forms of accommodation stand out. First, an impulse of many economists
would have been to perform a cost–benefit analysis, working out the optimum
level of cuts in sulphur dioxide emissions by quantifying the costs of cuts
and the benefits in terms of reduced damage to the environment and human
health. Assigning dollar values to such damage would, however, have been
intensely controversial, and the economists involved in promoting sulphur
dioxide trading avoided it, simply ‘accepting—implicitly or otherwise’ (Stavins
1998: 77) the round-number reduction of 10 million tons that quickly became
dominant in political debate. That reduction was in no sense demonstrably
optimal—it was essentially a compromise between environmentalist demands
for a cut of 12 million tons and industry proposals for 8 million (Burtraw
et al. 2005: 259)—but instead of ‘debating the costs and benefits of [the ten
million ton] goal, they [economists] simply focused on the cost-effective means
of achieving it’ (Stavins 1998: 77).

Second, in Dales’s proposed market, permits would have been sold to
waste dischargers. A well-designed auction would quickly have established
their market price, without having to wait for subsequent trading to do
this. Auctioning sulphur dioxide permits, however, would have had a huge
political disadvantage: it would have required the utility companies that
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owned power stations to pay large sums in order to continue to emit. There
would have been a substantial transfer of resources from those companies
to the Federal government. As the main study of the trading programme
puts it, ‘this alternative was simply not on the table’ (Ellerman et al.
2000: 24).

In consequence, nearly all the sulphur allowances were simply distrib-
uted free of charge to the companies that ran the generating units that
the scheme was to cover. (A small proportion of allowances—around 3 per
cent—is held back and auctioned annually on behalf of the Environmental
Protection Agency by the Chicago Board of Trade, in an auction in which
private sellers can also take part.11) At the prices predicted at the start of
the programme, phase I allowances would have been worth about $6 billion,
and ten years of phase II allowances would have been worth $45–63 billion
(Ellerman et al. 2000: 36). Those sums were in a sense notional, in that a
utility would need to surrender allowances corresponding to its emissions, but
they do indicate that a desirable commodity was about to be distributed. A
favourable distribution would be valuable, and an unfavourable one could be
expensive.

‘With that sort of rent on the table, one would certainly expect to see
serious rent seeking, and Washington did not disappoint’ (Ellerman et al. 2000:
36). The basic allocation rule was that generating units received allowances
proportional to the calorific value of the fuel they burned in the baseline years
1985–7.12 There was, however, enormously complex jostling over deviations
from the baseline rule, with the staff of Senators and Representatives lobbying
for provisions that would favour mining and/or utility interests in their states,
and other states, such as Florida, receiving favourable allocations because they
were expected to be finely balanced in upcoming elections (Ellerman et al.
2000: 13–76).

For some of the economists involved, it was an education in the political
process. Thus MIT’s Richard Schmalensee recalled laughing when a special
provision concerning lignite, the ‘brown coal’ common in North Dakota, was
proposed at a meeting of Congressional staff members. ‘He was forcefully
reminded that North Dakota was a relatively poor state with bleak prospects
and, more important, that Chairman Burdick [Quentin Burdick (D-ND),
1908–1992, Chair of the Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works]
was not to be trifled with.’ The provision duly became law.13
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The Ratchet

The need to assuage powerful political actors by having rules that would
generate favourable allocations for their constituents made the sections of
the Clean Air Act Amendments governing those allocations complex. The
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) had three internal teams plus an
external Acid Rain Advisory Committee at work on translating those sections
into detailed rules and actual allocations. ‘In order to record and defend its
interpretation, EPA documented the allowance-allocation methods in detail’,
and produced and made public what were ‘essentially [two] large spreadsheets’
containing the calculations that generated the allocations to each of the 3,842
units covered.14

Accommodating special interests by granting favourable allocations could
easily have undermined the environmental goals of the sulphur dioxide mar-
ket. Crucially, however, the spreadsheet by which allowances were allocated
had to have, in effect, a fixed total from 2000 onwards. That was the result
of a provision known as ‘the ratchet’, which was added to the Clean Air Act
Amendments early in the political infighting. Section 403(a) of the Amend-
ments set a maximum on the total annual allowances that could be issued
from 2000 on of 8.9 million tons. If the consequence of detailed rule-making
was a total entitlement in excess of that, the allocations of each unit would be
reduced pro rata to bring the total back down to the requisite level.

The ratchet survived the in-fighting almost intact. Except in one case,15

it turned out to be possible to assuage special interests while keeping the
ratchet mechanism—‘which was not controversial’ (Ellerman et al. 2000:
37)—outside the conflict. The ratchet’s effects seem to have been under-
estimated by those involved: a scaling-back of allowances of no more than
5 per cent was expected, but in fact allocations were reduced across the board
by nearly 10 per cent (Ellerman et al. 2000: 37). It is worth noting that attacking
the ratchet was a collective-action problem (see Chapter 2): any benefit from
doing so would have been shared by all the utilities involved, making the
balance of cost and benefit in fighting against the ratchet quite different from
fighting for a rule that would have specific advantages for one’s own state or
company.

The ratchet made the game of allocation zero-sum: the extra allowances
won by special interests were clawed back from all participants. The claw-back
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took place over a year after the legislation had been passed by the Senate
and House of Representatives, by which time Washington political circles had
moved on to other things.16 So the assuaging of special interests caused no
more than fairly minor loosening of the overall cap on SO2.17

From Sulphur to Carbon

The ‘ratchet’ thus kept the politics of allocation, which was certainly intense,
largely separate from the overall effects of the new market, which seems in
general to have worked well. Certainly, the measurement system, sketched
in Chapter 2, which underpinned the market appears to have functioned
impeccably, giving rise to no dispute of which I am aware about the quantities
of sulphur dioxide actually emitted. Large cuts in emissions were achieved,18

at a cost far lower than industry lobbyists had predicted: around $1 billion per
year, rather than $10 billion or more (Kerr 1998). The price of one-ton phase
I allowances, originally expected to be in the range $290–410, in fact averaged
only around $150 (Ellerman et al. 2000: 172–3; Swift 2000). Amongst the causes
of reduced costs were that the capital cost of scrubbers fell sharply, the cost
of operating them turned out to be lower than anticipated, and the option to
buy allowances when necessary avoided the need to install spare modules in
scrubber systems to be used when other modules were out of action (Burtraw
et al. 2005: 268). Crucially, too, rail-freight deregulation reduced the cost of
transportation from Wyoming’s Powder River Basin, the main source of low-
sulphur coal in the United States.

Some of the above factors would have reduced compliance costs even if
sulphur emissions had been controlled (as they were in Europe) by mech-
anisms other than emissions trading: indeed, emissions were in decline in
the USA in the 1980s before the trading scheme began, for example because
coal with low levels of sulphur was already becoming more readily available
(Lohmann 2006: 101). The effects of trading per se—which was sometimes
quite limited in scale, for example because state-level regulations constrained
utilities’ options (Burtraw et al. 2005: 265)—are difficult to disentangle from
the economic advantages of simply being able to choose between achieving
abatement by installing scrubbers or by switching to low-sulphur coal. Despite
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these complications, however, the two main studies of the issue (Ellerman
et al. 2000, and Carlson, Burtraw, Cropper, and Palmer 2000) are in broad
agreement in suggesting savings of about 50 per cent by comparison with a
traditional regulatory approach.

Sulphur dioxide trading can thus be judged at least a qualified success,
and it was certainly perceived as successful.19 That success—particularly the
fact that the market price of allowances was much lower than had been
predicted—moved emissions trading firmly into the political mainstream
in the USA. Thus the economist William Nordhaus ‘happened to be sitting
between Richard Sandor [the Chicago Board of Trade’s former chief econo-
mist, mentioned in Chapter 4] and Vice President Gore at the White House
Climate Conference in October 1997. They were both pointing to the sulfur
program as an argument against the “dismal” economists who were projecting
that the costs of the [December 1997] Kyoto Protocol would be very high. They
were asserting that once the markets for CO2 were opened, the costs would
plummet’ (Nordhaus 2000: 65–6).

The Clinton administration entered the Kyoto negotiations determined
that ‘the agreement should include an array of flexible, market-based
approaches for reducing emissions’, and the administration was convinced
that those approaches would keep the net costs ‘relatively modest’. Detailed
economic modelling conducted for the administration suggested that un-
restricted international trading could reduce the costs to the USA to a fifth
of what they would be if the necessary reductions had to be achieved domes-
tically alone. The resultant cost, the administration claimed, would be a mere
$7 billion a year, 0.07 per cent of anticipated 2010 gross domestic product
(Clinton Administration 1998: 21, 39, 53).

In pushing for the use of emissions trading in curbing global warming,
the Clinton administration faced opposition both from the European Union
(which preferred mandatory measures, and which had already sought a
Europe-wide carbon tax) and from third-world countries, many of which
saw the argument that greenhouse gas emissions could more cheaply be
curbed there as ‘carbon colonialism’. The US negotiators, however, pos-
sessed energy, professionalism, the clout of the world’s sole superpower, and
strong conviction of the correctness of what one observer of the negotiations
called ‘economic ideology . . . dominated by general equilibrium concepts that
focus upon economic efficiency and imply that flexibility achieves the same
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environmental benefits at lower costs: hence, the more flexibility the better’
(Grubb 1999: 99, 112).

The USA prevailed. A key moment came in November 1997, just before the
Kyoto meeting. Brazil had proposed that the industrialized countries should
face a fine if they breached the commitments they were about to enter into.
The fine ‘would be paid into a Clean Development Fund that would be used to
support appropriate projects in developing countries’. Needless to say, ‘[t]he
idea that industrialized countries would agree’ to such a fine ‘seemed far-
fetched to any seasoned politician’. However, a senior Brazilian negotiator
started to canvass the idea of setting the fine ‘at a rate set to fund projects
that would save emissions equivalent to the degree of non-compliance’ (Grubb
1999: 101–2).

US negotiators suddenly realized that with a minor tweak—turning the
payment from a fine into a contribution towards meeting one’s obligations—
the Brazilian proposal was a route to international emissions trading. A ‘US
team dashed down to Rio to explore the options’ (Grubb 1999: 103), and
Kyoto’s ‘Clean Development Mechanism’ was born. The core of the Kyoto
Protocol was the undertaking of its ‘Annex I’ signatories (the industrialized
countries) that by the time of the protocol’s 2008–12 ‘commitment period’
they would have limited their greenhouse-gas emissions to agreed proportions
of their 1990 levels (93 per cent for the USA, 92 per cent for the European
Community overall, and so on). However, under the protocol those coun-
tries can fund emission-reduction projects in ‘Parties not included in Annex I’
(developing countries), and count the ‘certified emission reductions’ from
such projects against their Kyoto commitments.20

The Kyoto Protocol also provides for a similar ‘Joint Implementation’
mechanism whereby one industrialized Annex I country can pay for and
receive ‘emission reduction units’ from a project in another (for example,
in the Russian Federation or Ukraine, both of which are Annex I parties).
More sweepingly, the protocol allows the Annex I countries, which have
undertaken to limit emissions to the ‘assigned amounts’ determined by their
Kyoto commitments, to trade those amounts amongst themselves, increas-
ing one party’s allowed emissions while making the equivalent reduction in
another’s.

The Kyoto Protocol was the barest skeleton of a market—it postponed
for later discussion ‘the relevant principles, modalities, rules and guide-
lines, in particular for verification, reporting and accountability for emissions
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trading’21—yet the US negotiators had succeeded in forging an agreement
that largely reflected their preferences. Kyoto’s irony is thus—as the reader
will doubtless have anticipated—that having got much of what it wanted,
the United States then walked away. In March 2001, the new administration
of George W. Bush announced the withdrawal of the USA from the Kyoto
Protocol.

European Carbon Trading

Although it was no surprise, the Bush administration’s decision was a huge set-
back for greenhouse gas emissions trading. However, the idea did not die with
the withdrawal of the country that was its author; it had started to take root
outside the USA. Amongst the mechanisms by which this happened were
the efforts of the Environmental Defense Fund, the key non-governmental
proponent of the sulphur dioxide market, which also pushed for carbon trad-
ing. It viewed ‘emissions trading as a way to end the polarity between busi-
ness and environmental groups over the climate change issue’ (Fialka 2000),
and worked hard to secure the inclusion in Kyoto of the protocol’s market-
based provisions. In particular, Environmental Defense forged a partnership
with British Petroleum (BP), which in 1997, under its new chief executive
John Browne, broke ranks with the other major oil companies, announcing
that it accepted that global warming was a major threat and that action was
needed. Environmental Defense’s President, Fred Krupp, ‘lobbied John Browne
to adopt a cap and trade system’ (Victor and House 2006: 2102).

BP set up an internal trading scheme that Environmental Defense described
as ‘a microcosm of the global emissions trading system envisioned at Kyoto’
(Environmental Defense Fund 1998: 7). BP undertook that by 2010 it would cut
its emissions by a tenth from their level in 1990 (a goal roughly comparable
in size to salient Kyoto targets). After pilot trading in autumn 1998 and 1999,
BP allocated emissions ceilings to all its business units for the year 2000 of
roughly 99 per cent of their 1998 emissions. These ceilings took the form of
allowances recorded in a ‘central database, where they could be electronically
moved from one [business unit] to another’. Business units had either to
limit their emissions to their allocation of allowances or to ‘buy’ allowances
from units that expected to emit less than their allocations. Purchases were
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made without money changing hands, but the scheme was given force by
incorporating it into BP’s internal accounting and performance-measurement
systems. The ‘income’ and ‘expenses’ earned or incurred via carbon trading by
each business unit entered into the calculation of a closely monitored internal
financial metric: the business unit’s ‘return on capital employed’ (Victor and
House 2006: 2102).

BP rapidly found that its year 2000 goal of a 1 per cent reduction in emissions
was very easily achieved; the goal’s modesty had arisen from an overoptimistic
view of the growth of BP’s business and what turned out to be exaggerated
estimates by business units of projected growth in their emissions. In effect,
the company had over-allocated emissions allowances. The cap for 2001 was
therefore made much tighter, in effect forcing almost all the remainder of the
10 per cent reduction to be made in a single year, and with business units’ caps
being further readjusted quarterly in order, in the words of one participant,
‘continuously [to] pull the behavioral levers to re-incentivize’ (John Mogford,
head of BP’s Climate Steering Group, quoted in Victor and House 2006:
2105).

These reductions took place against a background of measurement uncer-
tainty: BP’s estimate of the uncertainty of its estimate of its 1990 emissions was
30–40 per cent, and even its 1998 estimate had an error band of 5 per cent (anon.
2002). When the scheme closed in December 2001, the equivalent of 4.5 million
tonnes of carbon dioxide (around a twentieth of BP’s overall emissions) had
been traded between its business units at an average ‘price’ of $39.63 per
tonne, and BP was able to conclude that the goal of a 10 per cent reduction
in emissions had already been achieved, nine years earlier than anticipated.
Although the measurement baseline prior to the scheme was acknowledged
to be somewhat uncertain, BP was confident that a large, genuine reduction
had been made. Overall, the company calculated that the emissions cut had
been at no net cost to the company; indeed, the reductions had a positive net
present value of $650 million, mainly because of energy savings and because
the company could sell natural gas that previously would have been vented or
flared (Victor and House 2006: 2105).

BP’s motives in introducing internal trading were mixed: ‘the desire to head
off a standards-based or a tax-based policy’ (Victor and House 2006: 2101) was
amongst them. As with SO2, it is unclear how much the trading mechanism
itself had contributed to the success of BP’s experiment. All of the reductions
‘made economic sense without the financial return from emissions trading’
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(Victor and House 2006: 2105). The bulk of the reductions, especially initially,
were in emissions of methane (the main component of natural gas), not CO2.
Methane is a more potent greenhouse gas than CO2—more than twenty times
so over a 100-year period (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 2007:
33)—and accordingly a tonne of avoided emissions of methane was accounted
for in the BP scheme as equivalent to twenty tonnes of CO2 (Victor and House
2006: 2103). Because reducing natural gas venting and flaring was relatively
straightforward, it was thus possible cheaply to generate large savings in ‘CO2

equivalents’. The very creation of a company-wide metrological network, sys-
tematically measuring emissions, focused management attention. ‘What gets
measured gets managed’, as John Browne put it in the speech at Stanford
University in which he first announced that BP was taking climate change
seriously (Browne 1997).

BP’s embrace of carbon trading was influential, particularly because of the
involvement of the increasingly prominent John Browne (now Lord Browne),
and its broadly successful outcome was widely noted. BP staff became pros-
elytizers for emissions markets, ‘relentless in promoting [the BP scheme] as
a model for international trading’ (Engels 2006: 342). As a working example
of carbon trading in one of Europe’s leading companies, the BP scheme was
to become ‘a key driver in the policy debates’ in Europe (Christiansen and
Wettestad 2003: 9).22

In 2001, Denmark launched a scheme intended to promote CO2 trading
amongst eight large electric power generators.23 The UK followed suit with
a broader—but voluntary—trading scheme launched in 2002.24 The Blair
government that had come to power in the UK in 1997 was a particular
enthusiast for emissions trading: like many ‘New Labour’ policies, green-
house gas markets seemed a way to create a new market mechanism to
achieve a goal that unfettered markets could not achieve by themselves and
that traditional government regulatory tools would achieve only at greater
expense.

While the other schemes discussed in this chapter involved free distribution
of allowances to incumbents, usually on the basis of a baseline emissions level,
the allocation mechanism in the UK scheme was an auction. However, the
UK carbon auction was again not the sale of permits envisaged by Dales.
The thirty-four voluntary participants in the UK scheme submitted bids for
the quantities of emissions they would undertake in return for different levels
of government subsidy. The ‘descending clock’ auction began at a subsidy
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of £100 per tonne of carbon dioxide, and the price was reduced until the
product of prices and quantities bid fell within the scheme’s £215 million bud-
get, which occurred at a clearing price of £53.37/tonne (National Audit Office
2004). That high price—and thus substantial subsidy—made the scheme an
expensive way of securing abatement, and as with the initial experience of
the BP scheme, participants in the UK scheme found that they could easily
meet the targets they had set themselves via the auction. Allowances were
accordingly in surplus. By 2004, ‘the demand for allowances [had] essentially
vanished’ (Christiansen and Arvanitakis 2004: 7).

The European Union Emissions Trading Scheme

In the USA, the ‘Chicago Climate Exchange’ established by Richard Sandor
(see Chapter 4) set up a voluntary—but legally binding—trading scheme, in
its case non-governmental and non-subsidized. But the ‘geography’ of emis-
sions markets had shifted towards Europe. By far the most important carbon-
trading scheme—far more important than the early initiatives described
above—has been the European Union scheme with which I began this chap-
ter, and which is the centre of what is potentially a global carbon market.
Although the Emissions Trading Scheme can be analysed in several ways,25

from the viewpoint of this book it is most interesting to see it as an exercise in
market construction and, as discussed below, as an in vivo economic experiment
(in the sense of Muniesa and Callon 2007). At the heart of market construction
was a small team of officials of the European Commission, led by economist Jos
Delbeke of the Commission’s Environment Directorate-General.

As Peter Zapfel and Matti Vainio of the Environment Directorate-General
put it, at the time of the 1997 Kyoto Protocol ‘the concept of emissions
trading was known [in Europe] only in narrow scientific circles encompass-
ing professors and students of European environmental economics and to a
very limited audience of environmental policymakers and administrators in
environmental agencies’ (Zapfel and Vainio 2002: 1). That situation rapidly
changed. Academics and non-governmental organizations from the USA
(including Environmental Defense and the Center for Clean Air Policy) were
drawn into European policy discussions, and interviewees reported that the
European Commission team studied the SO2 experience intensively. European
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consultants and auditing and certification firms ‘saw a potential market aris-
ing’, and some industry associations and corporations became interested in
emissions markets as a potentially ‘cheap’ alternative to expensive regulatory
measures (Zapfel and Vainio 2002: 1 and 7).

Amongst factors that turned this growing interest in Europe into an actual
carbon market was one that was specific to the political structure of the
European Union. As noted, the preference of many European environment
policy makers would have been for harmonized carbon taxes rather than
emissions trading. However, plans in 1992–5 to levy such taxes across Europe
had met with fierce industry opposition, and there was a structural disadvan-
tage to trying to revive them. In the European Union, tax measures require
unanimity: a single dissenting country can block them. The initial proposal
for a harmonized European carbon tax was, as one policy-maker interviewee
put it, ‘killed basically by the UK’, which was concerned to keep jurisdiction
over tax at the national level, although other member states were potential
opponents as well, and ‘if one member state, even a very tiny member state,
said no’ to a tax measure, ‘it was no’. As another interviewee said, ‘taxation is
always fraught with obstacles, and if it isn’t one member state who is objecting
it’s another. And it [the objection] might rotate around the member states
because they all have their electoral cycles.’

The unanimity requirement was too demanding for a Europe-wide carbon
tax at any significant level to be feasible politically: ‘We learned our lesson’ in
that respect, said an interviewee involved in the tax proposal. European Union
decision making on environmental matters, however, falls into the terrain not
of unanimity but of ‘qualified majority voting’. No single country can stop
an environmental measure: doing so takes a coalition of countries sufficiently
populous (since voting weights roughly follow population) to form a ‘block-
ing minority’. The European Commission sought legal advice on whether a
cap-and-trade market could be classified under European Union procedures as
an environmental issue, and, as an interviewee reported, ‘got the confirmation’
that it could: a CO2 cap was an environmental matter, and thus would not
require unanimity. While the political structure of the European Union meant
it was not feasible to give carbon a substantial, harmonized price via a tax,
it potentially could be given a price via a cap-and-trade scheme. Emissions
trading, which had previously seemed in Europe to be, in an interviewee’s
words, ‘an academic idea which . . . was seen as too far . . . away from reality’,
could in fact be made real more easily than a tax could.
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There was certainly opposition to the compulsory Europe-wide trading
scheme that eventually emerged. Environmental campaigners were (and often
still are) sceptical of emissions markets that allow polluters the capacity to
pay to keep polluting: a standard analogy is buying indulgences for sins. The
European Commission team, however, took care to engage with leading,
mainstream environmental NGOs, and the latter generally came to support
the new market, albeit critically. Industry opposition was generally muted,
with some sectors welcoming trading (certainly preferring it to a tax), though
much of German industry was opposed, feeling it had already taken on oner-
ous commitments under voluntary agreements with the German govern-
ment. The UK was again a potential obstacle: interviewees reported that it
wanted the European market to be similar in its design to the UK scheme
described above. But even if Germany and the UK had united in opposition,
they would have fallen short of the votes required to form a blocking minority
(Christiansen and Wettestad 2003: 13). By the autumn of 2001, there were
‘[i]ndications that a qualified majority’ in the premier decision-making body,
the Council of the European Union (the ‘Council of Ministers’, as it used to
be called), would indeed back emissions trading, and support in the European
Parliament, whose agreement was also needed, was strong (Christiansen and
Wettestad 2003: 7).

The emergence of the Danish and UK trading schemes, and a parliamentary
commission on emissions trading set up in Sweden in 1999, were also a spur
to action. They posed the threat that a partial ‘patchwork of incompatible
national trading schemes’ could emerge (Christiansen and Wettestad 2003: 7).
Some smaller countries such as Austria, Finland, and Ireland were inclined
to support emissions trading but felt their domestic markets to be too small
to support a national scheme (Zapfel and Vainio 2002: 10). The European
Commission, one of whose key goals is harmonized European markets, saw
‘the development of a coordinated EU-wide scheme with common rules’ as a
way of avoiding ‘market fragmentation’ (Christiansen and Wettestad 2003: 7).
An interviewee reported, for example, that representatives of Denmark and
the UK had met to discuss linking their two schemes, and found that the
differences between the design of the two made it infeasible.

It also gradually became clear that the United States was not going to play
the leading role it earlier had. The Clinton administration seemed unable
to turn its Kyoto commitments into concrete proposals that stood a chance
of succeeding in Congress, and, as noted, the Bush administration then
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abandoned the process. The initial belief in Europe had been that a system
of international emissions trading, based around the United Nations but led
by the USA, was on its way. As it became clear that this was not so, it was
replaced by a sense that ‘we have to make it happen at home first’ (Zapfel
and Vainio 2002: 8). Indeed, the withdrawal of the USA seems to have reduced
opposition in Europe to carbon trading, perhaps because that trading was
no longer something the USA was trying to impose on reluctant partners.26

America’s new unilateralism—on climate, and on much else—provoked hos-
tility. The tortuous diplomatic process of adding flesh to Kyoto’s skeleton
market may, paradoxically, have been facilitated by the withdrawal of the USA:
‘In a single stroke, the United States managed to focus the entire planet on
a . . . convoluted piece of diplomatic literature’ (Benedick 2001). Four years after
the Kyoto Protocol was signed, the 2001 Marrakesh Accords finally set out the
detailed rules governing the international schemes—the Clean Development
Mechanism and Joint Implementation—with which a European market could
be linked.

With a significant current of opinion amongst European policy makers
galvanized, momentum built up behind the project of building a Europe-wide
trading scheme. By late 2002, the design of the European scheme was com-
pleted. By October 2003, the directive establishing the scheme was agreed and
published (European Parliament, Council 2003), and it was followed in October
2004 by the ‘linking directive’ (European Parliament, Council 2004) laying the
foundation for the interconnection to the Kyoto markets. In January 2005,
Europe’s carbon-trading scheme began operation.

Market Design

The factors influencing the design of the new market were heterogeneous.
Measurement, for example, is key to any emissions market, and the practi-
calities of metrology meant that the market’s architects quickly concluded
that it would have been over ambitious to include either gases other than
CO2 or land-use changes that affect the biosphere’s capacity to absorb or emit
greenhouse gases. In a context of actual or potential opposition to the new
market, unreliable measurement and monitoring would have been fatal, said
one of my interviewees:
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From a very early stage, the communications [policy papers] of ’98 or ’99, we had
identified a CO2-only scheme as being the most feasible . . . It was basically a monitoring
issue . . . we felt that if other gases couldn’t be monitored robustly we weren’t able to
affirm [the scheme’s integrity]. And the criticism we were getting was that this will
all be smoke and mirrors and we couldn’t refute that criticism unless we’ve got a
proposed robust monitoring.

Rather than building a new system of metrology, as the designers of the
sulphur market had, the European scheme as far as possible measures CO2

emissions by re-employing the existing meters and other mechanisms by
which suppliers charge for energy. The measurements of coal, gas, and oil
inputs thus obtained are turned into amounts of carbon dioxide by multiply-
ing quantities of fuel by emission and oxidation factors, sometimes specific,
for example to a particular type of coal, but more usually standard factors for
the fuel in question. The scope of the scheme was, similarly, kept deliberately
limited. It covers only around half of Europe’s CO2 emissions (Delbeke 2006:
293), essentially those from large fixed sources of CO2. Public power and heat
(primarily electricity generation) is the largest sector, accounting for roughly
60 per cent of the Emissions Trading Scheme, with the other sectors involved
being energy-intensive industries, notably metals production, oil and gas, and
cement, lime, and glass. Ground transport, marine transport, and aviation
were all omitted, as was the domestic sector other than via the effects of the
scheme on prices, especially of electricity. (Aviation is to be brought into the
scheme, probably in 2012.)

Despite the decision to keep the scheme modest in its coverage, a whole
new apparatus of verification had to be created to audit CO2 measurements,
along with National Registries, which are databases in which the issuance and
transfer of CO2 allowances are recorded, as is their cancellation when emit-
ters surrender allowances corresponding to their emissions over the previous
year. A ‘Community Independent Transaction Log’, registering transfers of
allowances across national boundaries, was designed and made operational
impressively quickly. (The corresponding system for Kyoto Protocol transac-
tions was, in contrast, much delayed.)

Of course, not all the work to prepare the new market was done by the
European Commission and its contractors. Europe’s accounting regulators,
for example, had to consider how CO2 allowances should be treated, which
involved deciding what kind of accounting item an allowance is. There was
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no existing body of practice that was directly relevant: because accounting
regulation in the USA is different, the way SO2 allowances are accounted for
could not simply be adopted for CO2 in Europe. With an unfamiliar item
to classify, the finitist issues discussed in Chapter 6 came to the fore. CO2

allowances had analogies to accounting items with established treatments, but
to multiple such items, not just one. As an accountant interviewee put it, the
carbon market is:

an emerging market in a commodity that has aspects of different types of market
places. . . . It has some characteristics of a government grant, has some characteristics
of an intangible asset, has some characteristics of inventory, has some characteristics
of a financial instrument . . . and it depends how it’s applied across which sectors.

Indeed, no fully satisfactory accounting treatment was found: a proposed
‘Interpretation’ of existing accounting standards to encompass the new com-
modity was withdrawn in June 2005 in the face of criticism, and at the
time of writing no replacement has yet been agreed (Casamento 2005; Cook
forthcoming).

The Politics of Allocation

The trickiest issue of all, however, was the allocation of CO2 allowances. The
March 2000 European Commission ‘Green Paper’ that was the basis for the
consultation exercise on the proposed market laid out the case for auctioning
allowances rather than allocating them free of charge:

Periodic auctioning is technically preferable, as it would give an equal and fair chance
to all companies to acquire the allowances they want in a transparent manner. Auc-
tioning applies the ‘polluter pays’ principle. The revenues raised by governments
could be re-cycled in a variety of ways, even keeping the overall revenue effect neutral,
or by using the revenues to promote energy efficiency investments, research and devel-
opment or public investment in other greenhouse gas abatement efforts. Auctioning
avoids the need to take the difficult and politically delicate decisions about how much
to give each company covered by the trading scheme. The complex issues . . . about
state aid and competition would largely disappear. It would also guarantee fair terms
for new entrants to join the system as they, like existing sources, would also have the
same opportunity to buy the allowances that they needed.27
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Unsurprisingly, however, the market’s architects ‘were . . . lobbied very hard
by industry to allocate free’ (interviewee). They knew the constraints they
were under:

Interviewee: . . . our decisions . . . were driven by what we thought we could
achieve . . .

MacKenzie: Achieve politically?
Interviewee: Indeed.

While there were some actors—members of the European Parliament and
one particular member state, Sweden—in favour of auctioning, the balance
of forces was firmly in favour of free allocation. The SDP in Germany, for
example, was unenthusiastic about the new market, and could be persuaded by
its coalition partner, the Greens, to support it only if allocation was free. ‘Once
they’d agreed that, it was the foundation of their government and neither side
could go back on it. And to some extent we knew that, so we couldn’t force
the issue’, reported an interviewee. All that was feasible was a provision—in
practice not heavily used—that gave member states the option to auction up
to 5 per cent of allowances in the first phase of the scheme (January 2005 to
December 2007), and 10 per cent in the second phase (January 2008–December
2012).

In a European Union made up of independent nation states, with their dis-
tinctive interests, priorities, and approaches to environmental matters, it was
similarly infeasible politically, when setting up the new market, to insist upon
standard, centralized rules for free allocation. At the heart of the Emissions
Trading Scheme is a deep compromise between its architects’ desire for, in
an interviewee’s words, ‘an absolutely open market with one single market
price’ and the rootedness of many decision makers, even in the environmen-
tal sphere, in their national settings. ‘The most national of things . . . was the
National Allocation Plan’, which lays down both a country’s overall allocation
of CO2 allowances and the rules by which they are distributed to sectors and
companies. Although the market’s architects knew that this decentralization
held the potential for trouble, they also knew it was an unavoidable compro-
mise: ‘the quid pro quo was we got our market and the member states got their
National Allocation Plan.’

For the market to work at all, however, National Allocation Plans had
to be regulated, because of the obvious temptation for member states to be
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too generous in allocations to their industries so that the latter could profit
by selling allowances they did not need to emitters in other countries. The
Directive establishing the Emissions Trading Scheme laid down that proposed
plans had to be submitted to the European Commission, gave the latter the
right to reject them, and set out the rules to be applied by the Commission in
judging them. The total quantity of allowances to be issued under a member
state’s National Allocation Plan:

(a) must be compatible with meeting the state’s commitments under the
Kyoto Protocol and its target under the 1998 ‘Burden Sharing Agree-
ment’, which allocates to each of the then fifteen member states an
agreed share of the European Union’s 8 per cent cut in emissions; and

(b) ‘shall not be more than is likely to be needed’ (European Parliament,
Council 2003: 43).

The latter criterion is particularly pertinent to those member states that are
on track to meet or over-fulfil their Kyoto or ‘Burden Sharing’ commitments
(as, for example, most of the former Soviet-bloc countries that have joined the
European Union are, because of the collapse of many of their heavy industries).
The criterion was intended to stop such countries issuing more allowances
than their industry was likely to require, taking account of anticipated eco-
nomic growth and technological and other improvements that could reduce
carbon intensity (emissions per unit of gross national product).

Applying the rules for assessing National Allocation Plans was—as a finitist
analysis of the kind sketched in Chapter 2 would suggest—far from straight-
forward. The implications of the two criteria—consistency with Kyoto and no
excess over what was ‘needed’—were contestable. When the National Allo-
cation Plans submitted for the first (2005–7) phase of the scheme were being
assessed, the Kyoto ‘commitment period’ (2008–12) still lay in the future,
and countries’ undertakings for it could be met by abatement in the ‘non-
traded’ sectors not covered by the scheme as well as via the scheme’s caps. The
predictions of economic growth and technological improvement needed to
estimate ‘need’ for allowances could likewise be disputed. Above all, though,
existing patterns of emissions were not known with any great certainty. At the
level of national emissions totals, an interviewee told me, ‘you find ridiculous
things like leakage from gas pipelines, or complete gas pipelines, not having
been considered’. Typical levels of uncertainty in overall national greenhouse
gas emissions inventories were estimated to range from ±4 per cent to
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±21 per cent (Monni, Syri, and Savolainen 2004). While there is reckoned
to be less uncertainty in estimates of CO2 produced from fuel combustion
(perhaps ±2 per cent: see Monni, Syri, and Savolainen 2004: 93), such estimates
were typically produced from aggregate totals of fuel consumption. Key data
needed to assess how many allowances were ‘likely to be needed’—in particu-
lar, existing patterns of plant-level emissions—had in many cases simply never
been collected systematically.

In the run-up to the launch of the trading scheme, the installations to
be covered were encouraged to supply, to their national governments, data
on their existing emissions, and most did so, ‘perhaps because the allocations
to installations depended on these data’ (Ellerman and Buchner 2007: 70).
Later investigation suggested that, despite the incentive to exaggerate existing
emissions to get more allowances, most of this reporting was done in good
faith, but it nevertheless formed a less-than-secure backdrop against which to
assess National Allocation Plans.

The architects of the Emissions Trading Scheme knew perfectly well that
the combination of having each member state draw up its own National Allo-
cation Plan and incomplete data against which to assess those plans was likely
to give rise to an overgenerous distribution of allowances. As an interviewee
put it: ‘We were fearful of a first phase that wasn’t sufficiently stringent’, and
for that reason refused to allow ‘banking’ of unused allowances for use in
the second (2008–12) phase. The ‘firewall’ thus created was designed so that
overgenerosity did not ‘contaminate a second phase’. The scheme’s architects
also knew ‘we couldn’t have a war on all fronts’ by rejecting almost all National
Allocation Plans. With the Emissions Trading Scheme not yet launched, it was
all too easy, as this interviewee put it, to imagine disgruntled member states
convening ‘a special European summit to postpone it by six months, or a year,
or three if the going had been too tough’. Accordingly, while the most clearly
excessive National Allocation Plans were indeed cut back substantially, others
that in retrospect should also have been cut were left intact.

The Price of Carbon

Despite these and other problems, a functioning market was created, and
from the start trading in it meant that carbon finally had a European-wide
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price: because allowances could be used in any of the European Union’s mem-
ber states, the potential for arbitrage kept that price close to uniform across
Europe. Furthermore, with allowances traded both on organized exchanges
and via brokers the price was public, and at least to a degree a fact, in the
sense of reflecting perceptions of the changing economic value of allowances.
On 25 February 2005, for example, the Financial Times carried, for what (as far
as I am aware) was the first time, an article discussing the price of carbon
and a determinant of it in terms very similar to those it uses when talking
about other commodities: ‘Carbon prices soared yesterday, sparked by a snap
of cold weather across Europe . . . Carbon reached C9.08 (£6.23) a tonne at the
end of trade . . . Brokers yesterday reported more than 800,000 tonnes of carbon
changing hands in volatile trade’ (Harvey 2005).

The European carbon price continued to rise during the first half of 2005,
reaching almost C30/tonne by July. Both market participants and econometric
analysis identified two main determinants of the changing price, both related
to the way in which, as one interviewee put it, the European carbon market
‘sits on top of the electricity market’, the dominant sector in the scheme. The
first was the pattern of fuel prices: as natural gas prices rose relative to those
of coal, there was an incentive for electricity generators to shift to the latter,
increasing their need for allowances because of coal’s much higher emissions.
The second was weather. As on the February day reported by the Financial
Times, cold winter weather increases the demand for electricity and hence the
need for allowances. Dry weather, similarly, was seen as tending to increase
the carbon price, by reducing the future amounts of electricity that can be
produced by hydropower (Point Carbon 2006).

So the carbon price was seen as reflecting factors that were ‘real’. As Point
Carbon, the market’s leading analysts, put it in February 2006: ‘the market is
to a large extent trading on changes in the fundamentals . . . This is yet another
signal of the market working effectively . . . the market price is not arbitrary.’
However, politics (not generally seen by market participants as amongst the
‘fundamentals’) remained prominent: a survey of Point Carbon’s subscribers
revealed that in their aggregate opinion ‘political factors’ were the second
most important driver (next to fuel prices) of the carbon price in the short
term, and its most important driver in the long term. ‘It would clearly be a
positive development if the importance of politics was reduced and replaced
by a more predictable fundamental both as a risk and a price driver’ (Point
Carbon 2006: 19, 21).
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That carbon nevertheless had what was seen as at least to some extent a
non-arbitrary price in Europe had global effects, above all via the link between
the European scheme and Kyoto’s Clean Development Mechanism. The CDM
was, as suggested above, the centrepiece of Kyoto’s effort to link the interests
of the developed ‘north’ and developing ‘south’. As one interviewee who had
been involved in negotiating the CDM put it: ‘I know first-hand that was a
genuine bargain, one of the few real north/south bargains where there was
something in it for us and something in it for them and everyone knew it.’
But, he went on, it was a bargain that would be kept ‘only if it works, only if
they actually see money flow to them and we see credits go back’.

The CDM is broader in scope than the European carbon market. Its remit
is the entire developing world (including China and even South Korea), and
potentially it encompasses all the greenhouse gases and all the means of con-
trolling them, including for example reforestation. To the resultant daunting
problems of metrology were added a slow, cumbersome approval mechanism
and, crucially, the necessity to demonstrate ‘additionality’. To qualify under
the CDM, it must be shown that a project will, in the words of article 12
of the Kyoto Protocol, result in ‘[r]eductions in emissions that are additional
to any that would occur in the absence of the certified project activity’—a
requirement that gives rise to the potentially tricky methodological problem
of demonstrating, with credibility, what would happen in the absence of the
project being assessed (see, e.g., Lohmann 2005; 2006).

Unsurprisingly, therefore, the bulk of emissions reductions under the
CDM have so far come from developing countries with reasonably sophisti-
cated infrastructures. In particular, a number of ‘niches’ have been found in
which the problems of metrology and the demonstration of additionality are
tractable. Particularly noteworthy—because they have been the largest single
sector of the CDM—have been large-scale projects in Korea, India, and China
to prevent emissions of HFC 23 (trifluoromethane), an especially damaging
greenhouse gas that is a by-product of the production of the refrigerant and
chemical feedstock HCFC 22 (chlorodifluoromethane).28 Also prominent have
been projects to reduce emissions of nitrous oxide from plants producing
adipic and nitric acids.

As one interviewee involved in the CDM put it, ‘what we’ve discovered is
that there are people out there who are fantastically expert at nitrous oxide
and HFC 23 . . . and we put a little bit of money with them and go round the
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world and collect in emission reductions by applying catalytic technologies to
industrial processes’. However, for that ‘little bit of money’ to be forthcoming
from investors for projects of this sort—or, for example, for the smaller but
more numerous renewable energy projects, such as the Mongolian wind farm
of which the above interviewee was proud—the credits (‘certified emissions
reductions’) from such projects have to have a monetary value. The link
between European carbon trading and the CDM gives projects under the
latter this monetary value because those credits can be used in Europe in
place of Emissions Trading Scheme carbon allowances. Europe’s emitters have
therefore been funding projects under the Clean Development Mechanism in
order to earn credits that they can use, and other firms fund projects in order
to have credits to sell at a profit. These latter firms were in effect conducting
‘carbon arbitrage’ (see Chapter 5). In the autumn of 2005, for example, with
allowances trading in Europe at C20–5/tonne, the rights to certified emis-
sion reductions from CDM projects could still be purchased at around C7–8/
tonne.

It was only a potential arbitrage. If CDM credits were paid for only when
they were certified and delivered, funding problems might cause the underly-
ing projects not to be completed; if credits were paid for in advance, then there
was the risk they would not be forthcoming, for example because of failure
to achieve certification or because of the bankruptcy of the entity running
the project. Nevertheless, the potential arbitrage cast its shadow ahead of it,
infusing factual status into the price of certified emission reductions (CERs)
from CDM projects. One climate-change newsletter commented in April 2005
that ‘the operation of the EU ETS [Emissions Trading Scheme] seems to have
made the value of CERs more “real” to investors’ (Latham & Watkins LLP 2005:
3). As an interviewee put it: ‘we’re creating a value associated with reducing
emissions. And it’s monetizable.’ There were other sources of monetizability—
via voluntary carbon offset schemes, and because CDM credits can be bought
by countries to meet their Kyoto commitments—but because of its size the
European carbon market was the crucial source. As prices in that market rose,
so too did the price of contracts that would produce CERs. By early 2006,
CERs from firm contracts with near-term delivery and perceived low risk were
commanding up to C14/tonne (Point Carbon 2006: 25). Abatement projects
throughout the world had thus become tightly linked to the European Emis-
sions Trading Scheme.
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Emissions Markets as Economic Experiments

Emissions markets had moved from a proposal by economists to having global
effects. The seventh of the precepts sketched in Chapter 2 is ‘economics does
things’, and that is clearly the case here: emissions markets would not have
come into being without economics and economists. As in the celebrated case
of the use of economics in the design of the auctions of the frequency spectrum
by the Federal Communications Commission and other agencies, not just
economists’ proposals but ‘economists themselves had to circulate’ (Muniesa
and Callon 2007: 183). In that case, economists became directly involved in the
design of the auctions and in advising firms on their bidding strategies. Here,
especially in the case of the pivotal early market—in SO2 emissions—a key
role of economists was as policy entrepreneurs.

What policy-entrepreneur economists did was to help launch a set of what,
following Muniesa and Callon (2007), can be described as ‘economic exper-
iments’. By the term, they include more than the increasingly prominent
field of ‘experimental economics’, in which ‘markets’ are created in laboratory
conditions and subjects’ behaviour in them is studied. Economic experiments
are:

research activities in the sense that they aim at observing and representing economic
objects, but also—and quite explicitly—in the sense that they seek to intervene on
these economic objects: to seize them, to modify and then stabilize them, to produce
them in some specific manner. To experiment is to attempt to solve a problem by
organizing trials that lead to outcomes that are assessed and taken as starting points
for further actions. Experimentation is action and reflection.

(Muniesa and Callon 2007: 163)

Of the two main markets discussed in this chapter, the SO2 market and
European Union Emissions Trading Scheme, the latter is more explicitly an
experiment in this sense. As noted, it is being implemented in phases: phase 1
2005–7; phase 2 2008–12; and phase 3 from 2013 onwards. Phase 1 was largely
dominated by the practicalities (both technical and political) of ensuring that
the scheme—Muniesa and Callon’s ‘economic object’—was indeed brought
into being. The broad framework of rules for phase 2 was established in the 2003
Directive establishing the scheme, but important aspects of what is being done
in that phase, especially in respect to allowance allocation, were influenced—
as discussed below—by what was learned from phase 1 and, crucially, by the
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Figure 7.1. The price of allowances for phase 1 of the European Union Emissions
Trading Scheme
Source: Courtesy Point Carbon.

way in which the very creation of the ‘economic object’ reshaped its technical
and political context. The process, under way at the time of writing, of design-
ing phase 3 (the plans for which were not laid down at the start of the scheme)
is, likewise, being shaped in part by the accumulating effects of the evolving
process of market construction.

That the first phase of the Emissions Trading Scheme should be seen as an
economic experiment is important because many observers concluded on the
basis of it that the scheme was a failure. After generally climbing in early 2005
and 2006—at one point reaching C31/tonne (see Figure 7.1)—the European
carbon price fell by over 30 per cent in a single day, 26 April (Morrison 2006).
By mid-May, allowances were trading as low as C9/tonne. Despite a slight
recovery in summer 2006,29 prices then continued to slide. By December 2007,
one could buy a one-tonne carbon dioxide allowance for as little as 4 euro
cents,30 little more than a thousandth of the peak prices of the previous
year.

The initial cause of the price collapse was the leaking-out of the information
that a number of countries—the Czech Republic, the Netherlands, Estonia,
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the Walloon region of Belgium, and France—had reported to the European
Commission 2005 emissions of CO2 by their industries that were substantially
lower than the number of allowances issued to those industries. It gradually
then emerged that this was the overall pattern: by the start of June 2006, it
was being calculated that the total of allowances issued exceeded 2005’s actual
emissions by 3.4 per cent, or around 60 million tonnes (Carbon Market Data
2006). Installations in several countries—notably Italy, Spain, and, especially,
the UK—were left with sizeable net shortages of allowances, but those short-
ages were far outweighed by the surpluses elsewhere.

There were various possible reasons for Europe’s net surplus of allowances.
The weather late in 2005 had been mild, and some abatement had most
likely been prompted by the start of the scheme and by the relatively high
carbon price in 2005 and early 2006 (see below). By far the most plausible
explanation, however, was that too many allowances had been issued. As
noted above, although the most exaggerated claims of national ‘needs’ had
been rejected, the exigencies of getting the scheme up and running and
the paucity of detailed data against which to assess claims had led to more
allowances having been created than were actually needed for ‘business as
usual’. It was a damaging outcome. The European carbon price, having earlier
seemed a ‘fact’ reflecting fundamentals of the market such as weather, was
revealed by the 2006 crisis to have been arbitrary after all, the result of political
processes of allocation the effects of which had initially not been understood
fully.

Also problematic for the reputation of the Emissions Trading Scheme
was that analysis of electricity prices suggested that despite doing relatively
little to reduce their emissions generators had earned significant income from
the scheme, in effect passing on to electricity consumers the price of car-
bon allowances, when these had been allocated to the generators free of
charge (see, e.g., Sijm, Neuhoff, and Chen 2006; Point Carbon 2007). Standard
economics predicted that they would do that. Even with free allocation of
allowances, companies will, other things being equal, increase prices to take
into account the ‘opportunity cost’ of using those allowances to produce
electricity (or other goods), rather than selling them: ‘[I]n principle and in line
with economic theory, a company is expected to add the costs of CO2 emission
allowances to its other marginal (variable) costs when making (short-term)
production or trading decisions’ (Sijm, Neuhoff, and Chen 2006: 50).
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For example, Sijm, Neuhoff, and Chen estimate that when the average
allowance price was around C20/tonne the electricity sector of Netherlands
was making the equivalent of around C300–600 million per year profit from
the Emissions Trading Scheme (2006: 67). The UK’s producers are reckoned
to have profited in total by around £2 billion in 2005–7 (Crooks 2007). My
interviewees in the electricity sector firmly defended the appropriateness of
adding the opportunity cost of allowances to electricity prices, citing the above
economic argument, but to others the resultant income was ‘windfall prof-
its’. In Germany, for example, the Bundeskartellamt (Federal Cartel Office)
charged generator RWE with behaving illegally in passing on prices in this way
(RWE AG 2007); the case was settled out of court.

So was the experiment a failure? Against these real problems of the Emis-
sions Trading Scheme are three substantial achievements. First, there is ten-
tative evidence that it did produce some abatement even in its first (2005–7)
phase. Ellerman and Buchner (2007) report that total 2005 emissions from
the sectors covered by the scheme were around 7 per cent lower than would
have been predicted simply by extrapolating pre-2005 emissions in the light of
economic growth and the trend in carbon intensity in European economies.
Of course, that apparent abatement would be partially or entirely spurious
if pre-2005 emissions had been exaggerated to gain additional allowances. As
noted above, however, there seems to have been less ‘gaming’ of this sort than
might have been expected, so some genuine abatement probably took place.
In particular, my interviewees in the electricity sector told me that when the
European carbon price was high it did provide an incentive to supply electricity
where possible from gas-fired plants rather than the more carbon-intensive
coal-fired plants.

Second, the coming into being of the European carbon market has been
essential to the growth of the Clean Development Mechanism. There are
unquestionably problems with the CDM, ranging from the protracted and
demanding approval process to doubts about the genuine ‘additionality’ of sig-
nificant numbers of projects, questions about local environmental and social
impact, and concerns that CDM funding of the elimination of HFC 23 is
generating windfall profits for the producers of HCFC 22 (and even providing
a perverse incentive to increase production of HCFC 22).31 Furthermore, the
scale so far of the CDM has been small in relation to what would be needed
significantly to restrain global emissions, especially from countries such as
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China and India. However, an institutional structure has successfully been
created that does allow for significant flows of capital from the developed to
the developing world in order to achieve abatement. While the problems of
ensuring that projects would not have taken place in any case and of moni-
toring and verifying abatement are unquestionably real, those problems have
to be set in context by considering the likely analogous difficulties of the other
main means of achieving significant capital transfers: direct government aid.

Third, as the first large-scale working carbon market, the European Union
Emissions Trading Scheme serves as a vital example for those developing
such markets in other places. In North America in particular, momentum is
growing behind the construction of carbon markets. One significant regional
carbon market is already well on the way: ten states in the north-eastern USA
(Connecticut, Delaware, Massachusetts, Maine, New Hampshire, New Jersey,
New York, Rhode Island, Vermont, and Maryland) have set up the Regional
Greenhouse Gas Initiative, a cap-and-trade market for their electricity gen-
erators. In August 2006, the state of California approved a bill intended to
return the state’s carbon emissions to their 1990 levels by 2020—a significant
task, given California’s rates of population and economic growth—and laid
the foundation for an emissions trading scheme to help achieve that goal.
The Californian scheme may expand into a wider regional market (including
Canadian provinces as well as states in the USA), and indeed there have been
a slew of proposals in the form of Congressional bills aimed at constructing
a USA-wide market. The European experience has become a vital part of the
debate in the USA:

One of the key areas that Hill staffers and the western state counterparts will home-
in on is how RGGI [the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative] handles the allocation
of allowances. Everyone is hoping to prevent what happened in the first phase of
Europe’s Emission Trading Scheme, when the spot price of a tonne of CO2 dropped
from more than C30 ($43) in the spring of last year to below C0.10 today [December
2007]. . . . Additionally, the free allocation of permits in Europe led to accusations of
windfall profits for generators . . . (Volcovici 2007: 28)

While such problems could have been predicted on other grounds (as noted
above, the ‘windfall profits’ are the result of a mechanism that economists
would anticipate), their appearance in an in vivo economic experiment makes
them far more compelling as an input into the policy debate in the United
States.
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The Experiment Changes its Context

It would, of course, be quite mistaken to regard the European Union Emissions
Trading Scheme as analogous to a classic laboratory experiment, in which
considerable effort is devoted to tight control of experimental conditions.
The ‘economic object’ that has been constructed is not a static one, nor is
there a single ‘experimenter’ who is changing the experimental conditions. As
already noted, the scheme’s architects have had to work under tight political
constraints, but the very existence of the experiment has begun to shift those
constraints.

The way the experiment changed its context can be seen most clearly in the
contrast between the process of assessing National Allocation Plans for phase 1
of the scheme (2005–7) and phase 2 (2008–12). As noted above, the need to get
the scheme up and running and the weakness of the data that could be drawn
upon to assess proposed plans led in phase 1 to over-allocation of allowances
and to a price crash. In phase 2, in contrast, only four of the twenty-seven
member-state plans submitted to the Commission were approved (Denmark,
France, Slovenia, and the UK). For example, the National Allocation Plan of
Europe’s largest emitter, Germany, was cut from 482 million tonnes to 453.1,
and swingeing cuts were imposed on some other member states’ proposals.
Latvia, for example, had its desired cap of 7.7 million tonnes reduced to 3.43
million, and Lithuania’s proposed 16.6 million was cut to 8.8 million (anon.
2007: 3).

Key to the cuts was the application of what participants came to call
the European Commission’s ‘NAP formula’ (see, e.g., Wyns 2007; NAPs are
National Allocation Plans). Setting complexities aside, the core of this is the
following expression for calculating a country’s ‘needed’ annual average allo-
cation of allowances for 2008–12:

(2005 emissions) × (GDP growth factor) × (carbon intensity improvement)

The GDP growth factor reflects the anticipated increase in economic activity
between 2005 and 2010 (the mid-year of the second phase of the scheme). In the
case of Latvia, for example, whose GDP was expected to grow by 50 per cent
between 2005 and 2010, the GDP growth factor used by the European Com-
mission was thus 1.5 (Commission of the European Communities 2006). The
carbon intensity improvement factor similarly takes into account anticipated
changes in emissions per unit of GDP.
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The NAP formula is a way of making concrete the rule that countries should
not allocate more allowances than are needed. Again, though, it should not
surprise us that all the three factors in the formula are contestable and con-
tested. (At the time of writing, nine member states were suing the Euro-
pean Commission over its rulings cutting their emissions caps.) For example,
should 2005 emissions be used as the baseline, or should an average over sev-
eral years be employed? Member states arguing for averaging typically sug-
gested that their 2005 emissions were anomalously low, for example because
of weather conditions. From the Commission’s viewpoint, however, the great
virtue of the use of 2005 emissions was that these had been verified under the
Emissions Trading Scheme, which meant they were unlikely to be exaggera-
tions: companies’ immediate economic interests would have been served by
underestimating rather than overestimating emissions, because of the need
to surrender allowances corresponding to those emissions. The 2005 emissions
were therefore ‘harder’ facts than estimates of emissions in earlier years. In the
case of Latvia, for example, the Commission noted that ‘it cannot be excluded
that emissions figures reported by Latvia in respect of earlier years overstate
actual emissions’ (Commission of the European Communities 2006: 4).

GDP growth factors and carbon intensity improvements were, likewise,
challengeable. Again, though, the Commission was able to avoid simply rely-
ing on the estimates of these that member states submitted in the spreadsheet
accompanying their draft National Allocation Plan (the spreadsheet can be
found in Commission of the European Communities 2005). The Commis-
sion’s crucial resource in this respect was an economic model, PRIMES, ‘a
modelling system that simulates a market equilibrium solution for energy
supply and demand in the European Union (EU) member states. The model
determines the equilibrium by finding the prices of each energy form such
that the quantity producers find best to supply match the quantity consumers
wish to use’ (National Technical University of Athens n.d.: 3). In its decision
in respect to Latvia, for example, the Commission spelled out the advantages
of PRIMES as a way of determining GDP growth factor and carbon intensity
improvement:

Of all the data at its disposal, including those in the public domain, the Commission
considers the data indicated in the PRIMES model as the most accurate and reli-
able estimations of both GDP growth and carbon intensity improvement rates. The
PRIMES model has been used for analysis of energy and climate policy for a long time
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and the baseline assumptions are updated on a regular basis to reflect the most likely
future trend. Furthermore, baseline assumptions are validated with the involvement
of experts from Member States. . . . There is no other data source at the disposal of the
Commission which offers a comparable degree of consistency and uniform accuracy
across all Member States, thus ensuring equal treatment of Member States.

(Commission of the European Communities 2006: 5–6)

The use of the ‘NAP formula’, the 2005 data, and PRIMES meant a process
of the assessment of National Allocation Plans that in the eyes of carbon-
market participants came to be seen as having the virtue of predictability.
After the January 2007 decisions on the Belgian and Dutch National Allocation
Plans, Kjersti Ulset of the consultancy Point Carbon asked, ‘Should anyone be
surprised by the NAP decisions?’ and answered no: ‘anyone should now be able
to predict how the Commission will rule on the remaining countries, or at
least come very close. The EC’s methodology for NAP assessments is crystal
clear’ (Ulset 2007: 1).

The very existence of the European Union Emissions Trading Scheme,
even in its experimental first phase, had changed the forms of assessment
that were feasible. First, as noted above, the 2005 emissions measurements
under the scheme provided a credible baseline. Second, the implicit threat
in the background to phase 1 assessments—that disgruntled member states
might succeed in having the scheme’s launch postponed or conceivably even
cancelled—was no longer present when phase 2 plans were being assessed in
2006–7. The assessment of phase 2 allocations thus took place in what one
interviewee called ‘a completely different context’: ‘Feasibility, data availabil-
ity. . . . Facts are in place. One is that the emissions trading [scheme] is there,
and the idea of it ever not being there is not on the agenda and would shock
the political process.’

Even in phase 2 of the Emissions Trading Scheme, the abatement required of
participants is modest. The total Europe-wide annual cap, 2.10 billion tonnes,
is only slightly lower than the equivalent 2005 emissions (around 2.23 billion
tonnes), and given that credits from the Clean Development Mechanism can
be used (up to set proportions) in place of European allowances, even phase 2
is compatible with a growth in emissions in Europe. Nevertheless, reasonably
substantial phase-2 allowance prices, nearly C30/tonne at the start of July
2008, indicated perhaps that the goal of giving carbon a meaningful price
was gradually being achieved. The terms of policy debate were also changing.
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The European Union’s 2007 decision to commit itself to have cut its emissions
by 2020 by 20 per cent of their 1990 levels, whatever other countries did (and
by 30 per cent if others joined in international action), made it possible to
canvass far more stringent phase-3 caps, and large-scale auctioning—
politically infeasible in the earlier phases of the scheme—was likewise being
proposed influentially.

The verdict of one carbon broker I interviewed—that ‘now you’ve got a
dial that you can turn’, in other words that it was now possible to reduce
emissions by tightening the European caps—understated the extent to which
‘turning the dial’ downwards was still politically contentious, but there was
some justice in his verdict that ‘we do seem to have set up a working sys-
tem’. Of course, the problem of combating climate change is much too far-
reaching and complex to be solved by a single class of instruments such as
emissions markets: direct regulation, large-scale public investment in research
and development and in infrastructure, international aid, and (in contexts
in which they are politically feasible) carbon taxes are all likely to be part
of the necessary armoury, as is the removal of the many subsidies that exist
globally for the extraction and use of fossil fuels (see, for example, Lohmann
2006, and Prins and Rayner 2007). Nevertheless, the experiment of European
carbon trading had demonstrated that constructing a working greenhouse gas
emissions market, though enormously demanding, might indeed be feasible.

Conclusion

The construction of emissions markets has many aspects. For example, a fea-
ture of economic experiments in laboratory conditions is that participants
often have to be ‘taught’ to behave as economically rational agents (see, for
example, Muniesa and Callon 2007). So it is with European carbon trading: the
construction of economic agents is in a sense still incomplete. For example,
even a company in the Emissions Trading Scheme that has been allocated,
free, as many allowances as it ‘needs’ for business as usual should neverthe-
less be motivated to achieve abatement, if that abatement costs less than the
market price of emissions allowances, because it can then earn profit by selling
unneeded allowances. Interviewees, however, reported little clear evidence of
this happening. Instead of treating a carbon market as a profit opportunity,
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most energy-intensive industry (the electricity sector aside) was treating the
new and unfamiliar scheme primarily as a compliance matter, a business of
ensuring that it had enough allowances to cover its emissions. In phase 1,
even allowances that a typical industrial emitter was clearly unlikely to need
were often held back until its emissions in the year in question were known
with certainty, which may explain why allowances were able temporarily to
command high prices even though they were in aggregate surplus. Even after
the extent of over-allocation became clear in spring 2006, prices only very
gradually dropped to close to zero (see Figure 7.1), with many companies
not selling unneeded allowances even when they could still earn substantial
income by doing so.

Such issues must, however, be left for future discussion. Instead, let me end
by returning to the central theme running through this chapter’s discussion
of the construction of emissions markets: the tendency to over-allocation. In
each of the cap-and-trade markets discussed—the sulphur dioxide market,
the BP scheme, and the first phase of the European Union Emissions Trading
Scheme—there were strong forces pushing in the direction of over-allocation,
and even the UK scheme, though differently structured, manifested an equiv-
alent phenomenon. It seems likely that the tendency to over-allocation will
manifest itself whenever a new emissions market is created. Free allocation
will typically be more attractive politically than auctioning, measurements
of existing levels of emissions are often far more uncertain than one might
imagine, the potential straightforwardly and cheaply to achieve abatement
is often grossly underestimated, and—crucially—the political exigencies of
getting markets established may make stringency in allocation infeasible.

A tendency to over-allocation is, therefore, a predictable feature of what
might be called the ‘technopolitics’ of constructing emissions markets, and
an over-allocated market is pointless.32 Yet this chapter has also emphasized
the possibility of finding technopolitical means of combating this tendency.
The ‘ratchet’ in the sulphur dioxide market was a crucial such means, and the
European Commission’s mobilization of the NAP formula, the 2005 emissions
data, and the PRIMES model to move in phase 2 of the Emissions Trading
Scheme to what one interviewee called ‘more mechanistic’ allocation may also
prove to have been effective in ending over-allocation, although at the time of
writing it is still too early in phase 2 to be certain.

I use the expression ‘technopolitics’ because the politics of emissions mar-
kets runs far deeper than the questions on which much of the existing
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literature tends to focus, such as the reasons for the choice of a market rather
than a tax. Take the phase-2 allocations, for example. Apparently ‘technical’
matters such as the use of 2005 emissions as the baseline (rather than an
average over a longer period) or the employment of the PRIMES model are not
matters of ‘mere detail’ but central to whether over-allocation can be avoided,
and thus to whether an emissions market achieves its environmental goals.
Such matters often escape notice: for example, I have been able to discover
only one brief discussion of sulphur’s ‘ratchet’ in the existing literature, despite
its crucial role in the success of the much-discussed SO2 market (Ellerman
et al. 2000: 37, 38, and 49). Yet such specifics—the technopolitical ‘nuts and
bolts’ of the design of markets and of allocation mechanisms—cannot be
ignored.

Hence, I would argue, the appropriateness to understanding emissions mar-
kets of an approach of the kind proposed in this book. Scales aren’t stable:
‘micro’ phenomena (details, technicalities) are crucial to the success or failure
of emissions markets. Emissions markets are politically attractive, making pos-
sible coalitions of ‘left-wing’ environmentalism and ‘right-wing’ pro-market
sentiment. Yet to make them successful we need a politics of market design,
one that focuses not just on the overall virtues and demerits of market solu-
tions but on technopolitical specifics such as the ratchet and NAP formula.
The need for such a politics is large. As noted, carbon-market construction is
gathering momentum in North America, and it is likely that if a successor to
the Kyoto Protocol can be negotiated a global carbon market is likely to be at
its heart. In this evolving context, restraining the tendency to over-allocation,
and in other ways making emissions markets effective, are daunting, difficult
problems that are simultaneously technical and political. They are, however,
problems that must be faced: the issues at stake are far too important for them
to be evaded.
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Conclusion: Opening the Black
Boxes of Finance

Friday, 14 September 2007: Britain’s high streets. It was a scene from a different
time or a different place: from Depression-era America, perhaps, or modern
Argentina. The United Kingdom’s first large-scale bank run since Victorian
times had begun, after the previous night’s leak to the BBC that Northern
Rock had had to turn to the lender of last resort, the Bank of England, for
emergency funding. As one depositor queuing outside the stricken bank’s
branch in Kingston-upon-Thames told a journalist from the Financial Times:
‘I’m here to take the lot out, because they’re going under, aren’t they?’ (Braith-
waite and Tighe 2007).

For a few days, confidence in the UK’s banking system wavered, as deposi-
tors’ concerns about other banks grew, and as international financial institu-
tions, alarmed by the dramatic TV pictures, grew wary of lending to British
banks. Panic was eased only by a government guarantee to Northern Rock’s
depositors—and to those of any other UK bank in similar difficulties—and by
the Bank of England reversing its earlier policy and making funds more readily
available to cash-strapped banks.

The run on Northern Rock and the temporary loss of confidence in UK
banking were part of a global financial crisis that began in the summer of
2007. A serious but apparently limited problem—rising default rates on ‘sub-
prime’ mortgages in the United States—had spread through the financial
system. Amongst the vectors of the credit crisis was a collapse of confidence
in the markets’ fact-generation systems. As losses and downgrades hit even
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the most highly rated, AAA, mortgage-backed securities, the ratings system
itself was called into question. As one manager of a money-market fund—
previously a substantial investor in the apparently safe ‘commercial paper’
issued by the credit world’s special purpose vehicles—put it to Bloomberg Mar-
kets in early autumn: ‘In today’s market, you really can’t trust any ratings’
(Evans 2007: 46).

The buyers of commercial paper are the ‘photoplankton’ of the markets,
one interviewee told me. The metaphor mixed scorn for those who based
their investment decisions solely on ratings with acknowledgement of their
crucial importance to funding the system. As they stopped buying, the special
purpose vehicles they had previously supported turned, where they could,
to their parent banks. Those banks themselves were in many cases already
carrying losses that were both large and alarmingly indeterminate. Modern
accounting regulation forces much of banks’ portfolios to be ‘marked to
market’—revalued as market prices change—but securities of many kinds
(bonds backed by Northern Rock’s mortgages, for example) either could not
be sold at all, or sold only at distressed prices.

Banks’ preparedness to lend money to each other—except perhaps for
the shortest possible period, overnight—evaporated. As noted in Chapter 4
LIBOR, the most solid of financial facts, lost some of its authority, criticized
for example as a measure of interest rates in what was in some cases a market
in which one could no longer actually borrow. ‘The Libor rates are a bit of a
fiction’, said one large bank’s treasurer (Tett 2007).

The credit crisis—far from over at the time of writing—is, amongst other
things, a crisis of the infrastructure of the financial world: not of its tech-
nological infrastructure, where only limited difficulties were manifest, but
of its cognitive infrastructure, of its fact-generation mechanisms. It remains
unclear just how wide the ramifications of the collapse of fact will be.
Many Americans—some estimate as many as two million, others even larger
numbers—will lose their homes, unable to repay loans arranged for them by
intermediaries who knew they themselves carried no risk of default, because
mortgages and the credit risk they involve could be sold on. Pensions and
many forms of investment have already suffered. The overall squeeze on credit
will dampen economic activity, but how much and for how long is, at the time
of writing, unclear. Confidence in facts will no doubt return, but not in all
facts.
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From the viewpoint of this book, the credit crisis illustrates the impor-
tance of the kind of phenomena upon which the social studies of finance
focuses. Of course, the crisis reflects ‘big’ phenomena: the global imbalances
caused by a glut of savings in countries such as China and massive bor-
rowing and balance-of-payments deficits in countries such as the USA and
UK; the deregulation of financial systems; the neoliberal ideas that promoted
deregulation; and so on. Yet equally crucial were apparently ‘little’ things.
At the heart of the expansion of credit, for example, was a particular set of
investment vehicles—the collateralized debt obligations (CDOs) mentioned
in Chapter 2—that are sufficiently complicated that their properties can be
grasped only with mathematical models, in particular the ‘Gaussian copula’
models touched on in that chapter. Without the capacity to model CDOs, the
rating agencies would have been hard pressed to award ratings to products
based on them, and without ratings most investors would not have bought
them. In particular, CDOs were a crucial—perhaps the crucial—source of
demand for securities based upon sub-prime mortgages: central to the attrac-
tiveness of CDOs to investors was that a CDO could be used to package
high-risk debt into forms that could still achieve high ratings, while offering
greater rates of return than simpler products such as bonds with the same
ratings.

The crisis showed, in other words, that scales aren’t stable. At the heart of an
epochal event—in the view of many, the most serious financial crisis since the
Second World War—were ‘technical’ matters such as mathematical models
and credit ratings. If this book has a single dominant theme to convey, it is
that technical matters of this kind are not ‘mere details’ that can safely be set
aside by social scientists looking for ‘the big picture’. Yes, global imbalances
and the influence of the neoliberal ideas matter, but so too does the gamut of
phenomena of the kind discussed here, from bodily capacities such as broker’s
ear to the algorithm that generates LIBOR.

As suggested in Chapter 1, the social studies of finance is a material sociol-
ogy of markets, one that emphasizes their physicality, their corporeality, and
their technicality. I am, of course, painfully aware of the book’s limitations
in these respects. Access difficulties mean that the data upon which I draw
are predominantly interview based rather than directly observational: getting
permission to conduct ethnographic observation in financial markets can be
extraordinarily hard. This in turn means that the preceding chapters have
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given less emphasis to physicality and corporeality than I would have liked:
those aspects of markets are more easily documented by witnessing objects,
technological systems, and human bodies in interaction than by listening to
people talk about them. Even on the particular topics discussed here, there
is in consequence much more to be discovered in these respects, and many
other aspects of markets remain terra incognita from the viewpoint of material
sociology.

It is also appropriate to be modest about the academic ambitions of the
social studies of finance. It is all too easy for the proponents of a new
approach to overemphasize its novelty, or to claim that it supplants all pre-
vious approaches. Neither is the case here. Take, for example, the relationship
between social studies of finance and mainstream economic sociology. There
is much work in the latter field that is fully compatible with a social studies
of finance approach, for example the insightful analysis by Carruthers and
Stinchcombe, already touched upon in Chapter 2, of how ‘liquidity presumes
assets that are knowable by a large group of potential buyers and sellers’ and
involves creating ‘generalized impersonal knowledge out of idiosyncratic per-
sonal knowledge’ (1999: 356). The collapse of liquidity following the loss of
confidence in financial facts in the credit crisis is a perfect illustration of their
argument.

Similarly, the social studies of finance complements, rather than displaces,
what is perhaps the central tradition of recent economic sociology, which
focuses on the consequences for economic action of the embedding of actors
in networks of interpersonal connections, and is a line of research inspired
above all by the work of Mark Granovetter (see, for example, Granovetter 1973;
1985; 1992). It is not that human beings are embedded in systems of technolo-
gies, cognitive frameworks, simplifying concepts, and calculative mechanisms
rather than in networks of personal connections, but that they are embedded,
simultaneously and inextricably, in both.

Take traders, for example. The research reported here and the earlier
work described in MacKenzie (2006) has involved some fifty interviews with
traders. Even those involved in the most ‘technical’ forms of trading, such
as options or credit derivatives, reported the need to pay attention not just
to calculative tools such as models but also to who was doing what and why,
which is information typically acquired through networks of personal connec-
tions. Furthermore, models matter in part simply because others use them.
Traders in credit derivatives, for example, reported that it was sometimes
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productive to request price quotations for sets of derivatives from several
different investment bank trading desks, work out from patterns of quoted
prices the characteristics of the models that trading desks must be using, and
arbitrage the differences between the models used by different banks, in effect
buying credit protection cheaply from one bank and selling it expensively to
another.

The example of how traders use models illustrates a general point: the
‘technical’ and the ‘social’ are not two separate spheres, but two sides of the
same coin, as a long tradition in the social studies of science and technology
has emphasized.1 Any market—indeed any society (see, for example, Latour
2005)—is a sociotechnical construction. A central role of the social studies of
finance and similar ‘material sociology’ approaches to markets is thus to add
to the well-honed set of tools for analysing the more directly ‘social’ aspects
of markets—such as the work pioneered by Granovetter, the different form
of network analysis developed by Harrison White (1981; 2001), the ‘political-
cultural’ approach of Fligstein (2001), and so on—a set of tools for making
sense of their more ‘technical’ aspects. Because the ‘social’ and ‘technical’ are
inextricably linked in market construction, the two sets of tools will ulti-
mately need to be integrated fully: a challenging but important academic
task.

The ambitions of the social studies of finance, however, should not be
academic alone. There has been in recent years within sociology a greatly
enhanced attention to the topic of ‘public sociology’ (forms of sociology that
go beyond academia, and engage with multiple publics in multiple ways),
attention sparked above all by Michael Burawoy’s Presidential Address to the
American Sociological Association (Burawoy 2005). While the specifics of what
Burawoy calls for are contentious—amongst many critiques is Holmwood
(2007), and I offer a critical comment of my own below—his impulse is
surely correct. When dealing with topics, such as markets, that have enor-
mous implications for people’s lives, researchers should surely aim not just
at high-quality academic research, but also should seek to reach out beyond
academia to wider publics. This is an issue for all social scientists, not just
sociologists: at stake is not just public sociology, but public social science more
generally.

What sort of public social science might the social studies of finance foster?
There are many possibilities, but one particularly attractive one is a poten-
tial broadening of the forms of political engagement with markets. All too
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frequently, existing political debate treats ‘the market’ as a singular entity with
inherent characteristics, which should either be promoted (as the political
right normally suggests) or opposed (as the left often prefers). For example, for
all the strengths of his advocacy of public sociology, Burawoy’s writing tends
to remain lodged within this dichotomy, treating ‘the market’ as something
with a fixed essence against which ‘society’ needs protection (see, especially,
Burawoy 2007).

At the heart of the social studies of finance is the conviction that treating
‘the market’ as a singular entity is mistaken: the best-known book by Michel
Callon, one that has been deeply influential in the field, is titled The Laws of the
Markets (Callon 1998). If this conviction is correct, and multiple forms of mar-
kets with diverse characteristics and substantially different consequences are
possible, then politics divided between ‘pro-market’ and ‘anti-market’ (both in
the singular) is wholly impoverished, and even a ‘third way’ that seeks simply
to position itself between the two is insufficient. Of the many markets that are
possible, which markets we have matters, and that is a question not simply of
their overall characteristics but of the details of their design, the technological
infrastructures that support them, and the way economic agents in them
are constructed: the systematic forms of knowledge those agents deploy; the
phenomena to which they pay attention and to which they do not; the ways
in which complexities are made simple enough for economic agents to grasp;
and so on.

The need for a form of political engagement with markets that tackles such
phenomena is perhaps clearest in emissions markets. As Chapter 7 emphasizes,
such markets certainly do not have fixed characteristics. A well-designed,
well-functioning emissions market can be an effective and economical tool of
abatement, as the US SO2 market largely was. On the other hand, a poorly
designed emissions market can be useless or worse. Which outcome happens
depends not just on the overall advantages and disadvantages of markets as
policy tools, but on the details of market design, for example of the allocation
mechanisms discussed in Chapter 7.

A detailed politics of market design is already being practised by leading
environmental NGOs, which have gone beyond the ‘pro-market’/‘anti-market’
dichotomy to seek to influence the key, detailed matters that make emissions
markets effective or otherwise. But that is unusual. There are, for example,
only limited examples of similar engagement with the design of financial mar-
kets. Such markets are just as ‘political’ as emissions markets—they operate
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within frameworks still largely set by governments and regulatory bodies,
and channel huge amounts of resources with major consequences for pat-
terns of economic growth, employment, wealth, and poverty—but the cru-
cial specifics that shape financial markets seldom become matters for public
debate.

Much of what goes on in the processes shaping markets is what Beck (1996)
calls ‘subpolitics’, involving consequential decision making taking place out-
side the formal political system and concerning phenomena not traditionally
thought of as political. Provision for old age, for example, is a traditional,
recognizably political topic. The accounting rules that govern the financial
reporting of pension provision, in contrast, are treated as a technical matter
to be decided by specialists. Yet those rules deeply affect what kind of pension
provision prevails.

A financial innovation that has a strong case for being the twentieth cen-
tury’s finest is not any sophisticated derivative but the ‘final salary’, defined-
benefit, pension scheme, in which it is predominantly employers who bear
the financial risks of provision for old age. (In the other main type of scheme,
defined contribution, it is the employee who bears the risk of market fluctu-
ations.) In recent years, defined-benefit schemes have declined sharply in the
private sector in the UK, and amongst the causes, argues Avrahampour (2007),
was the introduction of UK Financial Reporting Standard 17 (and now Interna-
tional Accounting Standard 19), governing employees’ pension benefits. These
standards make a firm’s pension provision far more central to its financial
reporting than previously, causing the financial risks in such provision to
become far more salient to investors. In this context, defined-contribution
schemes tend to be far more attractive to firms than defined-benefit schemes,
precisely because the former shift the risk away from the firm and its investors.
Even apparently very detailed technicalities can be deeply consequential. For
example, an employer’s pension liabilities largely lie in the future, so a discount
rate must be chosen to work out their present value for reporting purposes.
Whether one uses the yield of an AA-rated corporate bond as the discount rate
(as is current practice) or (as some are now advocating) uses the lower yield on
a government bond has a major effect; the latter option makes liabilities seem
much larger.

Another example of financial reporting mattering in terms of wider out-
comes concerns whether multinational companies in sectors such as oil and
mining can simply produce accounts for their aggregate global activities or
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have to report on their operations country by country. In 2006 a group of
eighty NGOs prompted the International Accounting Standards Board to
begin considering requiring country-by-country reporting; the coalition’s aim
was to force corporations to provide figures on matters such as their payments
to each specific government (Jopson 2006). Of course, the ‘finitist’ issues out-
lined in Chapter 6 would bear upon the effectiveness with which such report-
ing could be turned into a tool to increase transparency and deter corruption,
but the initiative is an excellent example of the ‘nuts and bolts’ politics of
markets that this book advocates.

Consider, too, the regulation of banking. The British government’s rescue
of Northern Rock made clear that it has become close to inconceivable for a
developed-country government to allow a major bank to collapse in such a
way that large-scale losses were caused to substantial numbers of the voting
public. In consequence, there is an asymmetry (long-standing, but currently
especially prominent) in the construction of a bank as an economic agent:
the rewards of taking risks in banking are captured privately, while the most
extreme potential losses are implicitly borne by taxpayers. This first asym-
metry is further reinforced by a second: the prevailing system of rewarding
banks’ employees, especially traders. Their salaries and bonuses increase, often
dramatically, if they generate profits, but losses are not penalized by neg-
ative salaries or by negative bonuses. Because of the first asymmetry—the
second, though also consequential, has until very recently featured much less
often in policy debate—it is almost universally acknowledged that banking
requires close regulation. Yet the specifics of such regulation—the models
employed to calculate banks’ ‘value at risk’; whether such models and the
marking to market of portfolios are ‘pro-cyclical’ (that is, encourage too much
risk taking in booms and feed downward spirals in bad times: see Good-
hart and Persaud 2008); the role of credit ratings in determining the capi-
tal reserves banks must hold; ways to reduce incentives to adopt strategies
that promise enhanced returns (and thus bonuses) most of the time, but
run the risk of occasional catastrophic losses; and so on—are ‘subpolitical’
rather than ‘political’ matters, seldom, for example, the topic of debate by
legislators.

Of course, matters such as accounting standards and banking regulations
are technical: that is the main barrier to making them objects of wider debate.
An important form of public social science that the social studies of finance
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could practise is therefore to highlight the importance of such matters and
to explain them in ways that wider audiences can grasp. How academics in the
field write is thus affected, but also where they write. Publishing in academic
journals with limited circulation is not enough, and even academic books have
their limitations. An article for a more generalist magazine (see, for example,
MacKenzie 2007b) can reach a readership at least ten times as large; a news-
paper article can boost the potential audience a hundredfold. Furthermore,
the necessary public sociology, as Burawoy (2005) emphasizes, goes beyond
simply writing for print or Internet outlets with wide readership. We acad-
emics have at least as much to learn from those who are seeking to alter
the characteristics of markets as they from us. Especially in spheres such as
emissions markets where the specifics of design are already the subject of
wider discussion and political action, ‘public sociology brings sociology into a
conversation with publics, understood as people who are themselves involved
in conversation’ (Burawoy 2005: 7).

The material sociology of markets exemplified in the social studies of
finance has thus the potential not just to broaden the academic study of
markets but to help widen—and in turn to be enriched by—public discussion
and action in relation to them. Markets are of course central to modern life,
and are here to stay: a comprehensive move away from market forms of
economic provision is close to inconceivable. Yet most people’s direct exper-
ience of markets is limited. The credit crisis, for example, suddenly threw
into the spotlight entities such as SIVs (structured investment vehicles), struc-
tured products such as CDOs (collateralized debt obligations), and firms such
as monolines (insurers of bonds), which few outsiders had previously even
heard of. Financial markets are littered with what the social studies of sci-
ence and technology tends to call ‘black boxes’ of this kind. As noted in
Chapter 2, ‘black boxes’ are devices, practices, regulations, organizations, mod-
els, and so on, the internal structure of which can be disregarded or which are
opaque to outsiders, often because their contents are regarded as ‘technical’
(see MacKenzie 2005).

Research that opens the black boxes of finance can thus contribute to public
as well as to academic life. This book has sought, in modest and preliminary
ways, to open some black boxes: hedge funds (often regarded as particularly
opaque organizations), derivatives markets (often deeply technical in their
operations), arbitrage (a crucial market operation but seldom examined in
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its sociotechnical specifics), accounting (seldom studied by non-accountants),
and emissions markets (which in their complication can be deeply daunting
when first encountered). I hope that in so doing it has shown that black boxes
can be opened, and that gaining a better understanding of their contents is
both interesting intellectually and, at least in some cases, potentially conse-
quential for real-world action. If the book has succeeded even partially in
doing this, then its author’s hopes for it will have been fulfilled.
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The financial market terms in this glossary often have a range of meanings, and I have
given only the meaning relevant to this book. For wider meanings, see Moles and
Terry (1999), which has been my main source.1

arbitrage In financial market parlance, arbitrage is trading that seeks to make low-
risk profits from price discrepancies, for example between the prices of similar assets.
In finance theory, arbitrage is trading that generates riskless profit with no net capital
outlay.

bond A tradeable form of debt. Bonds normally commit the issuer (most com-
monly, a government or corporation) to repay a fixed sum (the principal) on a given
date and to make periodic interest payments (coupons) of fixed amounts until that
date. The owner of a bond can sell it to another investor.

collateralized debt obligation (CDO) An investment vehicle that acquires pools
of debt instruments such as bonds, loans, securities backed by mortgages, etc., and sells
on to investors, repackaged in structured form, the cash flow from these instruments
but also the risk that their issuers will default.

coupon See bond.

derivative A contract or security (such as a forward, future, option, or swap), the value of
which depends upon the price of another ‘underlying’ asset, on the level of an index,
exchange rate, or interest rate, or on other parameters such as the probability of a bond
issuer defaulting.

discount To calculate the amount by which future costs, payments, or other bene-
fits must be reduced to give their present value.

forward A contract in which one party undertakes to buy, and the other party to
sell, a set quantity of an asset of a particular type at a set price at a given future time. If
the contract is standardized and traded on an organized exchange, it is referred to as a
future.

future A standardized contract traded on an organized exchange in which one
party undertakes to buy, and the other to sell, a set quantity of an asset of a particular
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type at a set price at a given point in time in the future. The term is also used for
contracts that are economically close to equivalent to such future purchases/sales but
which are settled by cash payments.

hedge fund A special category of investment vehicle, often registered offshore
and/or falling within the ‘private funds’ exemption from the US Investment Company
Act of 1940, which typically permits only very large investments and/or a strictly
limited number of investors and is banned from advertising, but is exempt from
many regulatory requirements and is free to adopt strategies (such as short selling and
using borrowed funds to enhance returns) that many other categories of investor are
prohibited from using.

implied volatility The volatility of a stock or index consistent with the price of options
on the stock or index.

LIBOR London Interbank Offered Rate, the average rate of interest at which a panel
of major banks report other banks as being prepared to lend them funds in a particular
currency for a particular period. See Chapter 4 for how the average is calculated.

long position A portfolio of an asset and/or derivative of that asset that will rise in
value if the price of the asset rises. Cf. short position.

open outcry Trading by voice and/or hand signals that takes place within a fixed
arena and is audible/visible to those in the arena.

option A contract, the purchaser of which gains the right, but is not obliged, to buy
(‘call’) or to sell (‘put’) an asset at a given price (the strike price or exercise price) on,
or up to, a given future date (the expiration). The seller (or ‘writer’) of the option is
obliged to fulfil his or her part of the contract if so demanded.

pit The physical location (often stepped around the sides) of open outcry trading.

share See stock.

short position A portfolio of an asset and/or derivative of that asset that will rise in
value if the price of the asset falls. A short position can, for example, be constructed
by short selling an asset. Cf. long position.

short selling A process in which a trader sells a security he or she does not yet own,
or owns only temporarily. Short selling is often accomplished by finding an owner of
the security who is prepared, for a fee, to ‘lend’ it to the trader: in other words, to
transfer ownership of it to the trader, who in turn undertakes to replace it. The trader
who short sells may, for example, expect that the price of the security will have fallen
by the time he or she has to replace it, so he or she can keep the difference in price
(minus the fee).
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stock (US) or share (UK) A security that confers part-ownership of a corporation.

swap A contract to exchange two income streams, for example fixed-rate and
floating-rate interest on the same notional principal sum.

volatility The extent of the fluctuations of the price of an asset, conventionally
measured by the annualized standard deviation of continuously compounded returns
on the asset.

yield The yield of a bond is the rate of return it offers over its lifetime at its current
market price, normally measured by finding the rate of interest at which a bond’s
coupons and principal have to be discounted so that their total present value is the bond’s
current price.



NOTES

Chapter 1

1. Unfortunately, precision is impossible because the relevant data source, the Bank
for International Settlements (<http://www.bis.org>, accessed 13 June 2007),
does not specify the interest rate underlying interest-rate derivatives. My rough
estimate of $170 trillion is based upon the total notional amounts of interest-rate
swaps outstanding ($169,106 billion) at the end of December 2005. (In an interest-
rate swap, the notional amount is the sum on which one party agrees to pay a
fixed rate of interest while receiving a variable rate. The latter is most usually,
but not always, a specified LIBOR.) My estimate thus assumes that interest-rate
swaps based upon rates other than LIBOR are at least equalled by other kinds
of interest-rate derivatives (such as ‘forward rate agreements’, and futures and
options on interest rates) that are based upon LIBOR. (The notional amounts of
interest-rate derivatives other than swaps totalled $95 trillion.) That assumption
is plausible, but I have made my estimate conservative by ignoring the rise in the
total notional amounts of interest-rate swaps between end December and the
time of my observations in February 2006 (by the end of June, the total had risen
to $207 trillion).

2. See, for example, the classic work of Max Weber, recently translated as Weber
(2000a; 2000b), also Rose (1951; 1966), Smith (1981), Adler and Adler (1984), and
Baker (1984a; 1984b).

3. For a collection of articles covering social studies of finance in both the broad
and the narrower sense discussed in the text, see Knorr Cetina and Preda (2005);
another useful collection is Kalthoff, Rottenburg, and Wagener (2000). Aside
from the chapters in those volumes, other noteworthy recent contributions to
the social studies of finance include Abolafia (1996; 1998), Arnoldi (2004), Beunza
and Stark (2003; 2004; 2005), Caliskan (2005), Clark (2000), Godechot (2000; 2001;
2004), de Goede (2005), Hassoun (2000), Hertz (1998), Holzer and Millo (2005),
Izquierdo (1998; 2001), Knorr Cetina and Bruegger (2000; 2002a; 2002b), Lépinay
(2004; 2007), Levin (2001), LiPuma and Lee (2004; 2005), McDowell (1997), Maurer
(2001; 2002; 2005), Millo (2003), Millo, Muniesa, Panourgias, and Scott (2005),
Miyazaki (2003; 2005), Muniesa (2003; 2005), Podolny (1993; 2001); Preda (2001a;
2001b; 2004a; 2004b; 2006), Pryke and Allen (2000), Riles (2004), Thrift (1994),

http://www.bis.org
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Tickell (1998; 2000), Uzzi (1999), Widick (2003), Zaloom (2003; 2004; 2006), Zorn
(2004), and Zuckerman (1999; 2004).

4. Amongst the field’s leading scholarly bodies are the Society for Social Studies
of Science (<http://www.4sonline.org/>) and the European Association for the
Study of Science and Technology (<http://www.easst.net/>). Amongst its most
prominent journals are Social Studies of Science and Science, Technology, and Human
Values.

5. On materiality more generally, see e.g. Miller (2005).
6. Baker did not name the exchange he studied, but when I began to research

options trading (MacKenzie and Millo 2003; MacKenzie 2006), it quickly became
clear that his fieldwork site must be the Chicago Board Options Exchange.

7. For another set of precepts for social studies of finance, with a different emphasis,
see Preda (2001c).

Chapter 2

1. Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, 5th edition.
2. On the historically specific nature of the modern ‘experimental life’, see Shapin

and Schaffer (1985).
3. According to Knorr Cetina (2005: 45), there were over 300,000 Reuters terminals

and 150,000 Bloomberg terminals worldwide in 2001, and the numbers (espe-
cially of Bloomberg terminals) will have risen considerably since then.

4. Chicago Mercantile Exchange traders pointed to the close regulation of the
market by the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, and suggested that
‘complaints are arising now largely because milk prices are relatively low’
(Grant 2006).

5. See MacKenzie (2006), and, for a contrary view, Moore and Juh (2006) and Mixon
(2006).

6. A market that is of particular interest from the viewpoint of chartism is foreign
exchange, where very large numbers of traders are chartists, and econometric
analysis suggests that chartist techniques do indeed successfully predict short-
term rate movements (see the literature cited by Osler 2003: 1791). Thus two
prominent chartist beliefs are that ‘trends tend to reverse course at predictable
support and resistance levels’ and that ‘trends tend to be unusually rapid after
rates cross such levels’ (Osler 2003: 1791). Osler suggests that the clustering of
‘take-profit’ orders at round-number rates, and of ‘stop-loss’ orders immedi-
ately beyond those rates, may explain the apparent empirical validity of these
two beliefs. Donaldson and Kim (1993) similarly demonstrate anomalous behav-
iour of the Dow Jones Industrial Average in the vicinity of round-number index
levels.

http://www.4sonline.org/
http://www.easst.net/
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7. ‘Base correlation’ is well explained by its developers in McGinty, Beinstein,
Ahluwalia, and Watts (2004).

8. The work of Hutchins belongs primarily within cognitive science rather than
science and technology studies, but its relation to the work of Bruno Latour
(especially Latour 1986) is clear and made explicit by Hutchins (1995a: 132).

9. The so-called ‘large pool’ approximation does lead to analytical solutions, but
the approximation seems to be regarded as too radical, and the models that are
used in practice are at best ‘semi-analytical’ (that is, they involve techniques
such as numerical integration and fast Fourier transforms).

10. <http: //www.epa.gov/airmarkets /monitoring/ factsheet.html>, accessed 4
September 2006.

11. On metrology, see, for example, Latour (1987: 247–57), Schaffer (1992), and
Alder (1997). The significance of metrology for markets is noted, for instance,
by Callon (1998: 23) and Levin and Espeland (2002).

12. The concentration of nitrogen oxides is also measured, as is ‘diluent gas’
(oxygen or carbon dioxide) and opacity (‘the percentage of light that can
be seen through the flue gas’): <http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/monitoring/
factsheet.html>, accessed 4 September 2006.

13. See <http://www.epa.gov/airmarket/emissions/raw/index.html>, accessed 4
September 2006.

14. See, for example, EPA (1997).
15. See, for example, Greimas (1987).
16. The few social-science studies of the content of what book-keepers do that

I have been able to trace come exclusively from ethnomethodological and
similar ethnographic research on work and on its automation: see, espe-
cially, Anderson, Hughes, and Sharrock (1989: 123–37), and also, for example,
Suchman (1983) and Button and Harper (1993).

17. For examples, see Abolafia (1996).
18. See, for example, Ledyard (1995: 121), Baker (1984a; 1984b), Pirrong (1996), and

MacKenzie and Millo (2003).
19. See Levy (1993). Unfortunately, the extent to which behaviour was actually

changed by ‘tote-board’ diplomacy is unclear, since the relevant protocols may
‘merely [have] codified what most of the parties were planning to do anyway’
(Barrett 2003: 10).

20. There’s a sense in which the failure was indeed only apparent. The United
Kingdom refused to adopt the 1985 Helsinki Protocol, which required a cut of
30% in sulphur emissions, but then UK emissions actually fell by the requisite
amount (Barrett 2003: 9). This was largely a by-product of the shift in electric-
ity generation towards natural gas, but Levy (1993: 124) suggests that political
pressure may have been involved too.

http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/monitoring/factsheet.html
http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/monitoring/factsheet.html
http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/monitoring/factsheet.html
http://www.epa.gov/airmarket/emissions/raw/index.html
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21. Ethnomethodology as developed by Garfinkel (especially in Garfinkel 1967) is
another major source of finitism, and Latour (2005: 54) describes actor-network
theory as ‘half Garfinkel and half Greimas’. I think he has got the proportions
wrong, at least as far as Garfinkel’s finitism is concerned: it does not seem a
strong influence on actor-network theory.

22. A lease can be in effect a way of borrowing money to buy an asset, and regulators
have been concerned that such leases—‘finance leases’—should appear on a
corporation’s balance sheet and so enter into calculations of the extent of a cor-
poration’s borrowing and the level of return on its assets. See IAS [International
Accounting Standard] 17, ‘Leases’ (IASB 2005: 887–914).

23. On microworlds, see, for example, Collins (1990).
24. In the summer of 2005 the pawn-promotion rule was changed with the appar-

ent aim of blocking the interpretation discussed in the text. The word ‘new’
was added, so it now reads ‘exchanged . . . for a new queen, rook . . . ’ (FIDE 2005b:
rule 3.7.e, emphasis added). However, the solution to the puzzle might still
under some circumstances be argued to be allowable. Imagine the game is being
played with an old wooden set, but that some pieces have been lost and the
white rook currently on the board is a modern plastic replacement. Is that not
‘a new . . . rook’?

25. See MacKenzie (2006) and MacKenzie, Muniesa, and Siu (2007).
26. Thus Mirowski and Nik-Khah (2007) use Nik-Khah’s rich case study of the role

of economists in the Federal Communication Commission’s spectrum auctions
in the USA as a refutation of the idea of the performativity of economics, while
I see it as (strong) evidence against linear views of performativity.

27. For dissent from Edgerton’s claim that the linear model is simply a ‘straw man’,
see Hounshell (2004). Paul Forman has fiercely attacked critics of a linear view,
especially within the history of technology, for example suggesting that they
(including this author) are guilty of ‘animosity toward science’ (2007: 62). He
does not, however, put forward evidence that a linear view is correct, and indeed
does not appear to believe that it is.

28. For other possible innocent explanations, see Ingebretsen (2002: 136–7).
29. The issue was the ‘inside spread’—the difference between highest broker-dealer

bid and lowest broker-dealer offer in the entire market—not the spread quoted
by any individual dealer (Department of Justice 1996: 9–10).

Chapter 3

1. Indeed, this chapter and the article (Hardie and MacKenzie 2007) on which
it builds contain what is, to our knowledge, the first study of a hedge fund
that includes direct observation (albeit brief observation) of its operations (for a
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previous sociological—but retrospective—study of a hedge fund, see MacKenzie
2003). There have, however, been a number of sociological or anthropological
observational studies of other kinds of actor and action in financial markets that
are particularly pertinent to our analysis: in particular, Knorr Cetina and Brueg-
ger (2002a) and Beunza and Stark (2004); the latter is drawn on in Chapter 5.
See also, for example, Heath, Jirotka, Luff, and Hindmarsh (1993), Abolafia (1996),
and Zaloom (2003; 2006).

2. Investment Company Act, section 3 (especially paragraph c.1) and section 12,
paragraph a. The text of the act is available at <http://www.law.uc.edu/CCL/
InvCoAct>, accessed 11 May 2005.

3. Data from International Financial Services London, <http://www.ifsl.org.uk>,
accessed 23 May 2005.

4. Data (for end 2003) from <http://www.ifsl.org.uk>, accessed 23 May 2005.
5. In certain markets—notably that for small-capitalization stocks—behaviour in

December and January has unusual aspects to do with matters such as the end
of the US tax year (Reinganum 1983), but as far as we could tell there was no
such effect on what we were observing, though it is possible that a period of
observation right at the start of the calendar year and after the markets were
closed for a holiday may have been busier than normal.

6. For discussions on the relative influence of endogenous and exogenous factors
on emerging market bond spreads, see for example Manzocchi (2001) and
Eichengreen and Mody (2000).

7. On the controversy, see for example Collins and Yearley (1992).
8. We owe this way of framing the point to Fabian Muniesa.

Chapter 4

1. See, for example, Tufano (2003) and Black (1986).
2. See, especially, Tickell (1998; 2000), Pryke and Allen (2000), Maurer (2001; 2002),

LiPuma and Lee (2004; 2005), and Arnoldi (2004).
3. Most computer systems employ both fast ‘main memory’ (the contents of

which programs can access and modify), which in the early years of computing
was expensive and limited in its capacity, and ‘secondary storage’, which is
slower, not directly accessible, but larger capacity. In the late 1950s and early
1960s, computer scientists learned how to design operating systems that auto-
matically transfer data between the two in such a way as to free programs
from the limited physical capacity of main memory by giving them access to
an ‘address space’ (‘virtual memory’) that is much larger.

http://www.law.uc.edu/CCL/InvCoAct
http://www.law.uc.edu/CCL/InvCoAct
http://www.ifsl.org.uk
http://www.ifsl.org.uk
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4. The recent growth of property derivatives is the subject of ongoing research by
Susan Smith of Durham University.

5. See, e.g., Sandor and Sosin (1983: 260–7).
6. US Court of Appeals, Federal Circuit, 149 F.3d 1368.
7. See <http://fedcir.gov/about.html>, accessed 4 December 2006.
8. It is also worth noting that the extent to which Chicago’s competitive ethos

translated into the actuality of fierce competition was in fact variable, as beauti-
fully demonstrated by Baker (1984a; 1984b).

9. On weather derivatives, see Pryke (forthcoming). The potential demand for
longevity derivatives—still largely in the planning stage—arises from the desire
of pension funds to hedge the risk that their members may live longer than
anticipated.

10. Leo Melamed, electronic mail message to author, 13 January 2006.
11. See, e.g., <http://www.igindex.co.uk/>.

Chapter 5

1. A purist should replace the word ‘arbitrage’ in what follows with ‘relative-value
trading’.

2. Three of the fifty-one are repeat interviews of traders interviewed in MacKenzie’s
original study.

3. I owe this point to Juan Pablo Pardo-Guerra.

Chapter 6

1. On the history of interchangeable parts, see Alder (1997).
2. I owe the idea of this list, and many items on it, to a comment by Mike Power

on an earlier version of this chapter.
3. An analogous issue arises in the measurement of liabilities, which for reasons of

space I ignore.
4. See, for example, Hines (1988: 253).
5. On the history of ratio analysis, see Miller and Power (1995).
6. Again, see Hines (1988).
7. The latter is of course Merton’s famous example of self-fulfilling prophecy: see

Merton (1948).
8. IAS 39 can be found in International Accounting Standards Board (2005: 1657–

946).
9. ‘[A] man’s income [is] the maximum value which he can consume during a

week, and still expect to be as well off at the end of the week as he was at

http://fedcir.gov/about.html
http://www.igindex.co.uk/
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the beginning’ (Hicks 1946: 172). The difficulty of this definition lies in making
precise what is meant by ‘as well off’. As Hicks pointed out, that leads into issues
such as future interest rates, future prices, and depreciation. On the episode, see
Hopwood and Bromwich (1984).

10. <http://www.fasb.org>, accessed 5 July 2008. For example, Standard 133
(‘Accounting for Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities’) stretches over
165 pages.

11. In the original, this sentence is in bold, which is how the International Account-
ing Standards Board signals a precept’s status as a principle.

12. OC [Optical Carrier] 192 is a standard data rate (9,953,280 kbit/s) for high-speed,
high-capacity synchronized data transmission via optical fibre.

13. SEC Staff Accounting Bulletin, No. 101: ‘Revenue Recognition in Financial
Statements’, available at <http://www.sec.gov/interps/account/sab101.htm>,
accessed 19 February 2008.

14. Financial Accounting Standards Board, Statement No. 91: ‘Accounting for Non-
refundable Fees and Costs Associated with Originating or Acquiring Loans and
Initial Direct Costs of Leases’, available at <http://www.fasb.org/pdf/fas91.pdf>,
accessed 19 February 2008.

15. Tsalavoutas’s sample suggests that the costs of acquiring customer relationships
via mergers and acquisitions are increasingly being recognized as a distinct asset,
rather than simply part of ‘goodwill’.

16. I owe this point to David Leung.
17. See Suchman (1983), which is one of only a limited number of empirical studies

of the content of book-keeping work, and also, e.g., Button and Harper (1993).
18. This paragraph draws upon a conversation with Christine Grimm, an experi-

enced SAP implementer.
19. The ethnomethodologically influenced corpus of workplace ethnographies

offers the closest approach to the study of book-keepers’ classifications. Again
see, for example, Suchman (1983) and Button and Harper (1993).

Chapter 7

1. Also relevant, though less detailed than Dales’s proposal, was the emissions
trading proposal put forward by Thomas D. Crocker, then of the University of
Wisconsin at Milwaukee (Crocker 1966). Montgomery (1972) is an early formal
analysis.

2. For von Hayek, see Caldwell (2004).
3. Markets were also set up in the USA in emissions of nitrogen oxides, starting

with the Los Angeles Regional Clean Air Incentives Market (RECLAIM) in 1994.
Their history is chequered (see Burtraw et al. 2005), and they were much less

http://www.fasb.org
http://www.sec.gov/interps/account/sab101.htm
http://www.fasb.org/pdf/fas91.pdf
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influential than the sulphur dioxide market as exemplars drawn on in shaping
policy for carbon dioxide.

4. Title IV of the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments is available at <http://www.
epa.gov/air/caa/title4.html>, accessed 2 September 2006. The ‘tons’ in question
are US or ‘short’ tons (2,000 lb; around 907 kg).

5. See Stavins (1998: 78) and Sorrell (1994: 76).
6. <http://www.environmentaldefense.org/aboutus.cfm?tagID=362&linkID=9>,

accessed 2 September 2006.
7. Sorrell (1994: 76); see also <http://www.rff.org/rff/Events/Choosing-

Environmental-Policy-Bios.cfm>, accessed 11 September 2006.
8. On the issue of the legal status of SO2 allowances, see Dennis (1993).
9. Marrakesh Accords, Decision 15/CP.7. The text of the Marrakesh Accords

is available at <http://unfccc.int/documentation/documents/advanced_search/
items/3594.php?rec=j&priref=600001728,>, accessed 19 September 2006.

10. For an eloquent argument that despite these assertions emission allowances are
nevertheless property rights, see Lohmann (2006: 73–87).

11. Ellerman et al. (2000: 38). In view of the salience of auction design in the debate
over the performativity of economics (see, especially, Mirowski and Nik-Khah
2007), it is worth noting that the form of auction that the Environmental
Protection Agency believes is mandated by section 416 of the Clean Air Act
Amendments is not what many economists would have recommended. Instead
of the auction being used to identify a single market-clearing price which all
buyers pay and all sellers receive, bids and asks are matched in such a way that
the seller with the lowest asking price receives the highest price that is bid, and
so on. This form of auction was sharply criticized by experimental economists
Timothy Cason and Charles Plott, who concluded on the basis of laboratory
studies that it ‘may provide poor price signals’ and in particular ‘biases market-
clearing prices downward’ (Cason and Plott 1996: 133–4). In practice, however,
the role of the auction in the emissions market has been too small for the
mechanism to matter much. It also seems that the form of behaviour predicted
by Cason and Plott’s experiments did not occur in practice: ‘in fact private sellers
have tended to set their reservation prices too high to produce sales’ (Ellerman
et al. 2000: 299).

12. The rate was 2.5 lb (1.13 kg) of sulphur dioxide for each million British thermal
units input (Ellerman et al. 2000: 7).

13. Ellerman et al. (2000: 46). The lignite provision is section 405(b)(3) of the Clean
Air Act Amendments of 1990.

14. Ellerman et al. (2000: 38). The current version of the main spreadsheet, the
National Allowance Data Base, is available at <http://www.epa.gov.airmarket/
allocations/index.html>, accessed 18 September 2006.

http://www.epa.gov/air/caa/title4.html
http://www.epa.gov/air/caa/title4.html
http://www.environmentaldefense.org/aboutus.cfm?tagID=362&linkID=9
http://www.rff.org/rff/Events/Choosing-Environmental-Policy-Bios.cfm
http://www.rff.org/rff/Events/Choosing-Environmental-Policy-Bios.cfm
http://unfccc.int/documentation/documents/advanced_search/items/3594.php?rec=j&priref=600001728
http://unfccc.int/documentation/documents/advanced_search/items/3594.php?rec=j&priref=600001728
http://www.epa.gov.airmarket/allocations/index.html
http://www.epa.gov.airmarket/allocations/index.html
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15. The exception, contained in section 404(a)(3) of the Amendments, was an addi-
tional allocation to Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio (with the exception of ‘units at
Kyger Creek, Clifty Creek, and Joppa Stream’). All three states had well-placed
Representatives in the House. The three excluded plants mainly sold electricity
to Department of Energy facilities that processed uranium, which involved ‘cost
plus’ contracts in which operators could claim back the costs of allowances
(Ellerman et al. 2000: 40).

16. The complexity of the calculations involved meant that the actual size of the
ratchet did not become known until early in 1992 (Ellerman et al. 2000: 37).

17. The concession, over and above the ratchet, to Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio seems
to have had the effect of increasing the cap on emissions by 0.24 million tons per
year (calculated from the figures in Ellerman et al. 2000: 37 n. 10).

18. See, e.g., Kinner and Birnbaum (2004).
19. A particular worry had been that even if emissions were reduced overall, the

trading of allowances might have led to ‘hot spots’: localized increases in SO2

emissions to levels that were damaging to human health or the environment.
One study reported that of 617 facilities that were in operation in 1990, 282
had actually increased emissions by 2000–2 (Kinner and Birnbaum 2004). The
total of such increases (1.2 million tons) was, however, much less than the
total reductions (6.3 million tons) by the remainder. Though concerns remain,
‘geographic effects’ such as hot spots seem ‘small compared to the aggregate
benefits’ (Burtraw et al. 2005: 262).

20. The text of the Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change is available at <http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/convkp/
kpeng.html>, accessed 24 March 2006.

21. The quotation is from article 17 of the Protocol: see previous note.
22. Royal Dutch/Shell and the US chemicals giant DuPont also set up internal

trading schemes similar to BP’s (Fialka 2000).
23. In fact, little or no trading seems to have taken place.
24. Two other UK schemes involving an element of trading are the Renewables

Obligation, under which electricity suppliers must buy increasing proportions
of their electricity from certified renewable sources, and the Energy Efficiency
Commitment, under which gas and electricity suppliers have obligations to
deliver energy savings, with a particular focus on low-income customers. For
the schemes, see Sorrell (2003).

25. See, e.g., Christiansen and Wettestad (2003), Damro and Méndez (2003),
Wettestad (2005), Cass (2005), and Engels (2006).

26. Although I know of no direct evidence on the point, another factor in reducing
opposition may have been that the withdrawal of the USA, potentially a huge

http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/convkp/kpeng.html
http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/convkp/kpeng.html
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purchaser of credits such as Clean Development Mechanism-certified emission
reductions, reduced the costs to others of meeting Kyoto commitments.

27. The Green Paper is reproduced in Delbeke (2006: 279–313, quote on p. 299).
28. HCFC 22 is an ozone depleter, albeit not amongst the most damaging such

agents. Its production will be phased out under the Montreal Protocol, but
will cease only in 2030. HCFC 22’s main feedstock use is in the production
of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE, or Teflon®), the uses of which range from
aerospace to non-stick frying pans.

29. A factor in the partial recovery was that the German federal government
inserted into its plan a provision for ‘ex-post adjustments’, giving itself the
right to claw back allowances if there was ‘malpractice’ or ‘undesirable over-
allocations’ (Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer 2005: 3). Although the legality
of Germany’s proposed ex-post adjustments was challenged by the European
Commission, on 15 May 2006 Germany announced that it would employ the
provision to claw back allowances equivalent to around ten million tonnes of
carbon dioxide. Since Germany had made what appeared to be in absolute terms
the largest single over-allocation, the announcement was significant not just
because it would reduce the overall surplus of allowances: it was read as ‘news
that Germany had acknowledged being too generous in its 2005 allocation’
(Milner and Gow 2006). Although the European carbon price did not return
to its pre-crisis level, it rose by 80% on the day of the announcement.

30. Spot offer price, as reported on <http://www.pointcarbon.com>, accessed
3 December 2007.

31. See, e.g., Lohmann (2006) and Wara (2007).
32. On technopolitics, see e.g. Mitchell (2002).

Chapter 8

1. Particularly central here has been the actor-network theory of Latour (e.g. 1987)
and Callon (e.g. 1986), discussed in Chapter 2.

Glossary

1. Most of the definitions in this glossary are taken from D. MacKenzie, An Engine,
not a Camera: How Financial Models Shape Markets (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2006).
I am grateful to MIT Press for permission to reuse them here.

http://www.pointcarbon.com
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